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CHAIRMAN MILLER: The evidentiary hearing will

come to order, please.
,

As you know, this is an evidentiary hearing in the

' '

matter of the Duke Power Company's amendment to materials

license SUM-1773, Transportation of Spent Fuel from Oconee
1

Nuclear Station for storage at McGuire Nuclear Stacion,

Docket No. 70-2623.*

The evidentiary hearing is pursuant to notice

thereof, which was duly published in the Federal Register on

Wednesday, April 18, 1979 giving notice that the hearing would

commence at 9:30 this day at this place and the like.

We have also ndicated that the first day, or at

least. part of the first day will be devoted cothe Board

hearing counsel and parties with reference to certain motions.

The bulk of them being rather extensive motions for summary '

disposition supported by points and authorities, briofs,
,

affidavits and'the liko.

.

That the Board intends to commence the evidentiary
.

portion of the hearing at least tomorrow and thereafter, i

f

tomorrow at 9:00 a.m. each day, including Saturday and next
.

week. That between S:00~and 9:00 a.m. Wednesday, Thursday

(J
' and Friday of this week, we will hear from those persons who '

,

t

have requestod the opportunity to make limited appearances or ;i
. !

limited appearance statements, whether orally or in writing. i
..

I think at this time wa will identify ourselves.

l} 8 [; 01Y -
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My name is Marshall E. Miller. I am the attorr.ny

Chcirman of the Licensing Panel.

You have met, I think, Dr. Luebko to nv lef t, and

Dr. Hand to my righc, who were and are members of the

Licensing Board.,

1

I will ask Counsel to identify themselves and

their associates for the record. We will start with,

Mr. McGarry to the lef t here and go clockwise.

MR. MC GARRY: Thanic you, Mr. Chaiman.

My name is Michael McGarry. I an with the law firm

, of Debevoise & Liberman. I am representing Duke Power in this'

i
proceeding.

.

[ MR. PORTER: I am Larry Porter, associate general
>

counsel for Duke P0wer Ccmpany.

M2. SOSTIAN: I am Ralph Bostian manager of

Systems, Resources and Fuel Management cf Duke Power Ccmpany.

M2. ROISIW7: My name is Anthony Z. Roisman. I

represent the Natural Resources Defense Council.
.

MR. RILEY: My name is Jesse Riley. I re? resent

the Carolina Environmental Study Group, but not in the

capacity of attorney.

MR. 3 LUM: Mr. Miller, n1 name in Shellay Blum. I, 3

O
am with the law firm of Blum & Sheely in Charlotte

representing the Carolint Environmental Study Group.
-

MS. ALLEN: My nana is Dabbie Allen, and I am a

k I) .0
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paralegt with Blum & Sheely law firm.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: My name is Jim Tourtollctte. I

am assistant chief hearing counsel for the Nuclear Regulat cry

Commission.

With me today on the Staff are Mr. Ed Ketchen

'
and Mr. Richard Hoeflihg.

' CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you..

.

'
Now, let's see, do we have any other attorneys

or counsel who didn' t make the first four tables?

I hope that we will have enough facilities.
i

Everyone here is doing the best we can. I know we don't have
:

as many microphones as we would like, so keep your voices up
t.

! and ue will try to make do with what we have. If we run into I

.i

a problem we will go from there. |

Is thera anyone now who has not yet been identifiedi

for the record? -

)

f

MR. MC GARRY: Mr. Chairman, I know Malcolm

Phillips from my office will be joining ue thi:: morning.

*

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All rigl}t. VEry well.

'

Unless counsel and parties have a different order

of business, the Board will now take up the various motions

for summary disposition or other matters which have been
s
I

hitherto filed and not ruled upon by the Board.

MR. ROISMNT: Mr. Chairman.
~

CilAIRMAN MILLER: Yes?

r9- , .

4a, ,

- < ,
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MR. ROISMAN: Could I ask two prin ry questions.

One, will the Board object if counsel remain

seated rather than having an up and down.

/] CHAIRMM MT f T.RR: No objection whatever.

. We think it would be helpful.

!

MR. ROISMAN: Secondly, I wonder if it would be

possible for the Board to make arrangements so the copy of
.

the transcript that would normally be provided for the local

Public Document Room be made available to the intervening

parties with the understanding that they, in turn, will make

it available to the members of the public who want to see

it.
'

.
For my purposes, it would be perfectly all i

right, and I would be glad to designate my hotel room at

, _
the Quality Inn as the local public document room until the

hearings are over. That will enable us to have a transcript

,
on the evening, if it is .being prepared on a three-hour

basis or five-hour basis, at the same time as the other

_

parties. We are not financially able to order one.

(Board conferring)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The Board certainly is perfently
-

'

willing to have that arrangement made.
:

#
,

May I inquire of the Staff counsel, is there any

problem that the Staff sees in that regard?

MR. KETCHEN: I don't have any problem. I haven't -

.

O
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Lan involved in a case where it's been done before. I

don't know what the procedures are. I don't have anything
:

to do with the Ace-Federal contract, so I don't know how it ,'

O
n'

is done. But I have no problem uith it.
;
.

1
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, we will assume then that

|
I.

at least initially the court reW rter and the reporting !
}
!

service will make available to Mr. Roisman, counsel for one
,,

of the intervenors, at his hotel roon No. 417 at the Quality

. Inn in Charlotte, North Carolina, that copy of the transcript,

exhibits and other documents which would normally be filed in

the Public Documents Room. This will be in lieu of :3uch '

filing, that Mr. Roisman will undertake both to make such,

g documents available to other intervenors, to the interested

public', and to let the Board know if it has presented any

problems with people who go to the public document room and

find '.nothing there, so that we can seek to accommodate all.

With that understanding, the Board approves the-

practice.

,

MR. ROISMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Off the record, please.

(Discussion off the record.)

CHAIRMAN MITI~aR: All right, back on the record.

Any other preliminary matters that counsel and

parties wish to call to our attention?

MR. WILSON: Yes, Mr. Chairman,

w na
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mm6 I am Richard Wilson with the State Attorney General's

Office in South Carolina. I am here to appear on behalf of

the Statt.

A
) ' CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you. You are welcome.

I Anyone else?:

.

(No responso) ,

All right. Let us take up, unless someone has a
,

different order, the Staff's motion for summary disposition of

iNRC contentions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 filed on May 11, 1979,
i

accompanied by a number of affidavits -- I think five or six ;

in number, six, apparently. f

The response of NRDC to such motions was filed on

June 5, 1979. 5

I believe the Applicant filed its memorandum of

support of its motion for summary disposition respecting

NRDC on May 21, 1979.

I realize that there is some duplication and

overlapping inasmuch as other motions for summary disposition

filed by other parties either overlap, or in some cases

incorporate by reference pnttions.

, In order to get started, is there anything further

we need, in order to get into this subject matter?
4

First of all, I inquire of the Staff who filed the

original motion for summary disposition, contentions 1 through

"

5?

487 024
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MR. KEICHEN: I don't believe so. We din tile a

document on June 15, a letter which indicated that our
,

previous motion for summary disposition on May 11 would
G

constitute our response to the respective motions for,
,

.t

summary disposition of CESG and NRDC.

~ '

And to the extent they overlap, u arc essentially

.
saying that our m.otion for summary disposition covers all

the ground. However, once, at the appropriate time we go

ttrough this before we start into the Staff's motion for

'

sun: nary disposition, I would like to make some preliminary

comments, if I may since we are taking up the Staff's motion

first.
t

ig CHAIFGIAN MILLER: Yes, we have no objection.

Would this h.e an appropriate time for the Staff
'

.

to imake its comments?

Other parties will be given like opportunity

concerning, I take it, the subject matter and how it fits

into - well, the Staff's motions as to NRDC's contentions
-

that are described. Is that correct?

. MR. KETCHEN: Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN MIILER: You may proceed.

MR. KETCHEN: My comments are very general in form,
~

but I think they go to the focus of thic case and how it is

going to proceed after today,

g .

What my comments briefly do is call attention to

4 O [] Oi ]'
,
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,

imm8 the problem of the issuec in this case. Our case and cur

motion for summary disposition was based on the express

language of the contentions as expressed and admitted into4

i O this proceeding following the March 13, 1979 prehtoring
~'

, ,

I

; [t conference. And we go into Contention 1 briefly, which is a

.

discussion of the criteria that the Applicant has to-

,

meet to get an interim licensing authority to undertake the
.

proposed cation.

Contention No. 2, whether the proposed action

is a major federal action or not. |
|

Contention No. 3, alternatives that the Intervenor !

fsuggests that the NRC Staff has not considered.'

I

Contention No. 4, the radiologival impacts of !

the transportation and storage portion of the proposed action.
.

Contention No. 5, whether or not a full enre
;

reseive should or should not be maintained by the Applicar.c '

as a design operating feature.

Contention No. 6 on sabotage -- and I am speaking

with respect to NRDC's contentions.

With respect to -- I'm just outlining these.
.

With respect to the Carolina Environmental Study

Group, they had three contentions.

The first one involved alternatives to the

proposed action.

The second one also involved transportation . -

483 026
.
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sense. It vants to discuss, at least as I read their cace,

'that happens 20 yearc hence if there is no interim cpent,

fuel storage fccility available, or no ultimate spent fuel

storage available.

Their case also indicates that the So-cared Duke
.

cascade plan is before this Board for consideration. And their

case, as part of thcir summary disposition motien, at least,

indicates that it wculd be uise to delay proceeding with this

hearing until the Staff and the Commission complete the

generic envircnmental impact statement with respect to the

handling and storage of spen #uel.

How the problem we are having, if that is the NRDC's

case, then we have not met head on on the issues. We c.c. a, in

essence, evaluated and offered evidence and testincny and

the motion for sv=-'ry disposition on one caso in one set of

specific issues, and NRDC is here to plead and effer ovidence

and testimony on another case.

And we believe that to go forward in this case, the
.

Board has got to focus on which type of issues we are talking

- aboat. It will be burdensome to the record if NRDC at least

presents its case on one set of issues and we present our

case on another set of issues. I mean broad, general issues.
-

And they are eith 2r going parallel to each other or going

in opposite directions.

--

Spccifically what we uould like to draw your

483 Di: /
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attention to is the cascade plan.

Now, if the rui'nr is that that particular plan

is before this Board as an issue, then we would have to say

thac we haven' t prepared a case on that cascade plan. As far

'

as we know Duke Power Company has not presented that plan as
'

a licensing action that we could review and wa cculd make nur

decision under NEPA as to whether or not it is acceptable or

not, or under the Atomic Energy Act as to wh the,r that plan

is acceptable or not.

So if your judgment is that that type of specific

issue is before this Board, then we have just got to take an

alternative action.

One point though,in our testimony we have mentioned-
,

the cascade plan with respect to NRDC, at least contention 3D

and 3C, we do discuss that, but we discuss that plan only in

the sense of an alternative with respect to the other

_ alternatives that have been suggested.

. We indicate -- our case is that that particular

cascade plan is not before this Board as ab alternative, it is
,

a speculative alternatiave at best.
-

.
,

.

NRDC, I believe, ir. its testimony will show that that

plan has speculative attributes to it because it entails j
~

future licensing of other actions by the Commission. And the

Applicant indicates in affidavit or a piece of testimony
..

filed by Mr. Bostian, that that ao-called plan is just that,

483., 0.: B
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a plan -- it is a goal, but not anything set in concrete.

So I am not sure, oven on that subissue, that there is an

issue joined on whether that cascade plan is before this

(] Board. And if it is, in what status or context it is before
.

this Board.

Now, if I could just very quickly go to the generic-

environmental impact statement --
,

CHAIRMAN MIILER: Well, do you want to have thal

natter that .you just raised considered by the Board at j

this time? You . indicated you are doubtful. *

You rarecall, we had a telephone conference in which

the Board raised the question as to whether or not we should

'

'

have this initial discussion.

It was a consensus, I think, joined in by sverybody

ex;;ept Mr. Roinman of NRDC that the parties were prepared.

You had 21 to 24 witnesses. You should proceed. And that in

response to his last motion, which was tcL , suspend the

matter, in their position the Staff has indicated that they
~

are very substantial, if not total issues, which should be

.

gone- into.

Now we have all this in the picture. We have set

.
aside the time, we have done all che scheduling, all the parties

and attorneys and witnesses have gene to a lot of trouble and

expense in their schedules. So, don' t you want to consider

then what the Board's ruling should be if you see the possibility"

dc . . .)
-,

483 e
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mm12 of parallel courses that don't meet, and the Board and other

. parties might see a little more confrontation depending on the

nature of the rulings? Isn't that something you are asking
_

'

v.he Doard to consider first?.

- Or, are you?
t

.

MR. KETCHEN: Yes and no.

. CHAIRMAN MILLER: That's a very clearcut response.

Let me held the yes or no a ntinute, because my

- colleague has a question, I think, on the issue we are now

' discussing with you.

MR. KETCHEN: You have raised several questions.

, DR. LUEBKE: Before we get away from the cascade

unit going on to the generics issues, I have heard several

times, and in considerable detail and as much as one full,

page outlining places like McGuire, Perkins, Cherokee and

. how many fuel elements are being transferred where, and when,

and several documents I can't lay my hands on because we

, have somewhat of a paper blizzard.
.

Are those just imaginative pages, or has the Duke

. . Power Company contributed to establish that information?

MR. KETCHEN: No, no.

DR. LUEBKE: What is the meaning of those pages I

, read?

MR. KETCHEN: No, no. They are not imaginative at

,

all. They are there -- they get there by this route:

_
483 Oju
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Our case before this Board in that the case is

about trancshipment of 300 fuel assemblies to McGuire for

storage. That is our case. And our case is that that is under-

NEPA, a negligible action.

However -- and our case also in that because under
.

NEPA it involves negligible or insignificant impacts, you

don't have to c3nsider alternatitos.

'
DR. LUEBKE: You say.

MR. KETCHEN: I said. I'm only saying what my case

is.

If, on the other hand, the way our procedures work

we don't have a two-step process, we wind up evaluating those

alternatives assuming that the ruling may be that you have to.

Dven if you evaluate alternatives, even if this were a major

federal action, we are saying that cascade plan is a

speculative or type of option that even under NEPA would not

have to be evaluated in this case based on interpretations of

NEPA by the courts.
.

But we have to talk about it some. |

CHAIRMAM MILLER: Well it is an issue whether or
!

not --
,

DR. LUEBKE: But it ' nates from the Duke Power
'

-
.

*

Company. It didn't come out of the blue.

MR. KETCHEN: No, it originates 2rtm documents that :

.

I believe Mr. Roisnan put together during his discovery process.
.

483 0$1 i
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mml4 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Where did the term " cascade plan"

or the use of the word " cascade," where did that originate?

MR.KETCHEN: That's, I believe, in one of Duke Power

ccmpany's documents, and it is one of their characterizations,,

'

i of what they . intended in the particular document that talked
.

about.

.

e

e

e
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02 1 CIIAIMINI IIIT.T,T'R: Very voll. I thought the references

eakl
2 indicated that, but I wasn't sure uhother !!r. noisman or linDC

3 coined the torn or whether it stemed father back with some

4 descripti.on of the procesa, uhatever it may be, on the part of ,--s
\ t

5 the Applicant. .

6 DR. LUT'MT'r Sono further clarification. As I read

7 about these Cascade Plans, I made the mental picture that these -

8 300 fuel assemblies you say are spec'ifically part of the

9 application and within tho jurisdiction of this hearing, if

10 they were given red tags placed on them, I could visualizo

those samo 300 fuel assemblies being moved from ItcGuire to |;j
,

12 Perkins to Cherokee,'wherevor -- I don't remember the

stations - and eventually conceptually getting back to.13

14 Oconee where they started fron. Is that unreasonable?

CIIAIRl!All 14TT.T.I'R : The Cascade Plan, is itgg

theoretically possible that you could have this novementjg

wind.up whence it started, namely Oconee?
17

MR. IGTCIII27: I think it is theoretically possible
18

but not conceivablo. I don't think those things would be red
39

20 tagged in that type of fashion. I think it uould be sort of

a fungible goods type of thi'ng. I think the next action
21

w uld have to undergo - sinco transshipment and storage at
22

ther reactors whether you are storing fuel from one roactor
23

at an ther reac'ar right now has to undergo a licensing
24

review - rcview. At that point, when you went co do thatg
o

487 0', {,
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cah2 1 again if you were an Applicant, you vould probably havo to go

2 through this cane process.

3 DR. LIEDII: I viewed it from the basis that

- 4 these are the oldest rods, least radioact Lvo rods so if you

5 had r choico you would novo these red tagged rods around instead

6 of some now rods.
e
I

7 1m. ImicHnn: That is an option I an sure that uould,

.

8 be considered if it cano up. I would believe good pt.'tetice

9 would indicate you would transfor the oldest spent fuel rods

10 first.

11 CIIAIR!fAH 21ILTIn: Is that necessarily speculative

12 given the fact diat the Duho Pouer Company apparently at sono
.

13 point *in tino,and I an sure uo would haar about it from the

14 Applicant, devised a plan, whatever it is denoted, a Catcado

15 Plan, and gave it life in the sense of at least this

16 conuideration. Has it not noved frcn the speculative to tho

17 a t least pcssible anc hence .rmprises a subiscuo in this;
'

13 proceeding? -.

. 19 !!n. InsCInnIt I don't believo so. I believe that

20 ic where the Ilinnesota caso, Footnote 5, page 9, insofar as

21 that guidanco directs us -

22 ' CHAIR!mi! IIILLER: That was a uholly different stato

23 6 facts. Wasn't that simply an addition to the capacity of 4

24 the spent fuel storago pool by compaction?

25 12. IITCHCI: Factually, yes; but in principlo, no. {.

k4b[ O ff 4 :4
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eak3 i C! AIR 11AIT !! ILLER: Did it involve this shipping,

2 perhaps shipping or cascading? It involved one nuclear

facility and enlargenent of the capacity by virtue of ane

:4 'aV 1 tion. Isn't that the case you are talking about? i

1
5 MR. ICTCIIEll: Chat is the case I am talking about.

6 It involved seguenting of licensing actions or not segmenting..

!!
q 7 of licensing actions and we.are saying that that plan that

.

3 is sort of on the periphery of this case in our view, is

9 one that uould have to be implerented with further applications.

10 to the Ccunission for future authorizations to do uhat 1 .a

11 sought to do if indeed they followed that plan.

12 CILURIILII 11ILLUR: Are you talking now about the

13 present Duke Cascade Plan in your latter rcnarks?
.

j4 j IIR. ICTCIIEll: Yer .,

j5 CIIAIRIIAli !! ILLER: In that event, hasn't the Statt

16 taken the position in sone of its papers that at this hearing,

17 whatever it may entail, that the Staff and the Doard and the
,

18 parties should and would consider cunulativo effects, if any.

19 And would not cumulative effects when you have'a so-called

20 Caucade Plan at least described in sono fashion, vould that
4

21 not clearly take it outsidri the ambit of the single facility

22 of the liinnesota case and an alleged segmentation there, and

i

23 alleged whole series of at least described actions,

24 Either you have c ~ holly different qualitative characterization

25 depending on what the evidence shows of the plan or at
,

i

4b b. > 3 f..
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eak
rsk4 1 least raise a consideration 'for. Board determination on

g 2 the evidence as to whether or not such a plan, from the Staff's

3 analysis would be an impermissible type of segmentation as

4 distinguished from the Minnesota single facility expansion^

.

5 type of thing or create an issue that the Board should

6 and would take evidence on and consider.,

.

! 7 MR. %TCHEN I don't think so. I think, based

8 on our position, our position again, that it is a neglpJ blei

9 action -

10 CHAIRMAN MTT UR: Are you looking at all of the

11 reasonably possible Cascade operations or not?

12 MR. KETCHENs No. .I will tell why I am not. I

13 think that is what the Commission is going to cover in the
'

14 generic environmental impact statement.

15 CHAIRMAN MILLER: We don't know and will not guess

i6 what the Commission will cover. That is a job for somebody

17 oise, not a Licensing Board in an ongoing evidentiary hearing.

18 If that is your position, while we haven't made a final

- 19 decision, our provisional judgment will consider do you look*

20 at e cumulative effect of tlie whole matter or look at an

21 attempted segmentation which is or is not a limiting factor

22 or we.atever else the evidence may show.
<

23 Our provisionsal judgment would be in response to~"

24 your questions what are we looking ato The Board will

25 look at the Cascade Plan, its nature, quality, ramifications, -

:

2 i3
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caka possible impact.

':
'

2 MR. KETCHEN: If I may go back to your opening

i3 remarks,uhen we had the conference call, pending before the

4 Board were various motions for summary disposition. I dids

s indicate that we were prepared on all of the issues and were,
,

I
. G as we have attempted to, focusing on them. But I must say*,

,

7 if that plan and all of its environmental impacts in the future

'

3 for 20 years is before this Board, we haven't prepared that

9 caso and if that is the Board's ruling, that we are going to
1

10 go into all of the -

11 CHAIRMAN MILLER: All of the cumulative impacts i
i

d12 that you said you were going to go to in your own papers,

13 we expect you to do that. We 2 ationed you this matter '

14 could well come up. I don't.know why you presumed the Board

. 15 would overrule all contentions that relate to an evidentiary l

16 matter relating to the so-called Cascade Plan.

;7 I don't know why the Staff accumed the Board would
|

18 adopt the Staff's limited position in that rogard and say

19 we would take the Staff's ponf# on throughout this hearing.

20 If you did so, I think the Staff is wrong.
- l

21- We will be prepared, once we have heard from

22 Applicant and other counsel, to make a ruling. I have indicated
/

23 what our provisional or tentative disposition is so that-

24 counsel and the Applicant may know what is in the Board's I
t

25 mind in this regard. -

,

-) )

.I !
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eak6 1 7. KETCHEN: I may indicate one other thing:

2 l# t tally c'd upressly that plant or as an alternative, is

a::ioned in ar.y of the contentions that we address. It3 nce

4 does coma up in discovery -

5 CHAIRMAN MTT.T.ER: Contention 1, NRDC: " Proposed

6 action is a step in a propose' program to handle the shortage
't
h
j 7 by shipping and storage of spent fuel away from the place

8 generated."

9 "A step in a proposed program" along with all of

10 the papers filed by NRDC and others in this case is a clear

jj signal as to what is intended to be gone into right in the
ja first sentence, it seems to me. " Program."

13 MR. KETCHEN The program in that contention, as I

14 read the contention, and discovery, is the DOE program to address

15 the overall shortage of spent fuel storage space and the

16 ultimate disposal question and once again, I think our discussior

17 here is apropos and important. I myself and the Staff havo had

18 a - once again, our opening remarks are the focus of this

gg case is important and exactly what the judgment is and I

20 think we have problem in this ense.

21 DR. LUEBKE: Another question along different

22 lines. This morning you have used the word " negligible"

23 several times and in your writings it is used quite often.

24 The question is, when you have used that word, are you

$ referring to normal cperation, the truck neeer gets off the25 -

483 (l' 3
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eak71- road, has an accident, nothing untoward happenst or do you

2 consider accidents and now we have a new proposed regulation

3 coming up which -- which takes rather seriously matters of

4 torrorism and hijacking. Are you considering abnormal;

5 operations when you use the word " negligible".

. 6' MR. KETCHEN: Yes.
|

| 7 DR. LUEBKE: Even under those circumstances you
.

8 say the effects are negligible and you are ready to prove~

9 that?

10 MR. KETCIIEN: Yes, May I go back to -- if that

11 answcrs your question, may I go back to you, Mr. Miller. I

17. would ask you if you would, could you indicato to us --

13 I am not sure we have it -- where the Staff indicated its

14 case would be built on the cumulative effects from the --

15 N RMAN MILLER: As I recall it, I didn't say

16 your case was built upon it. I think in discussing the

17 various options available to the Board in the evidentiary

18 hearing -- and it may have been earlier than that when you

19 were looking at the Commission's statement of policy and the

.

two descriptions published in the Federal Registor, one where20

.

21 they denied NRDC's motion and the earlier one

22 where they granted it in the sense that th a commissioners

- 23 decided to go forward with an environmental impact statement,

g but not hold up licensing in the meantime -- cumulative

25 impacts or those thingc reasonably possible in the future are -

[t b T 9
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.

eakB 1 one element of consideration and my recollection is and I,

'2 will try to find it -- if I am wrong 7 ,apologise --
:

but the Staff at some point in its papers rocognized that3
.

and said at this hearing it is possible and proper for us4s

s

s. to consider the cumulative impacts.

6 I don't think you tied it necessarily to the so- t
,

!
7 called Cascade Plan. I don't think you did. That is not I

i 8 my memory. You reccgnized when some action is sought that

9| possible cumulative impacts are to be considered. This !

isn't a new law in NEPA or our own decision or anything else.10

;; In Kleppe, you will recall, there was no desire
;

12 { and there was a finding by the U.S. District Court, that there
t

13 was no program:natic action intended on a regional ~ basis,

14 local, and I believe national. But there was an expressed

15 finding that I think is the sweep of Kleppe. You have here I

a situation where it is alleged and presumably proof will beig

ffered as to whether or not this is a step in a proposed17

13 program; in other words, whether it is a program, not just

a single, first and perhaps only application but whether it is. jg

a step or first step in a proposed program which may or may not20

gg have certain dimensions.
|

22 We don't know what the evidence is and we are

23 not prejudging it in any way. It is certainly an issue in

g fact or mixed fact and law, that the Board would'have to look

ath What would be the cumulative impact - not whetner or not.3 -

4gs 040
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eak9 3 it is step one - if it is step one and could be found to b

2 reasonably part of a prog am or not.

3 It could be either way. The Board would consider

4 the evidence in that regard. Hence, it would behoove all

5 parties to put on whatever proof they have.

6 MR. IGTCHEN: Depending on how the ruling comes out,

I t hink that is going to affect our proof on how this case7

goes, because as I said before, our case proves one set of-

8

what we conceive the issues to be and I think the otherg

cases do otherwise. I think that has got to--
10

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The Board agrees. That is why
93

we have to see what the issues are and what the reasonable
12

ramifications of the issues are. That is why the Board
13

suggested you might want to take several days at this time34

and start the evidentiary hearing a few weeks henoo.
15

That is what the Board and parties decided was
16

convenient. We are here today for this purpose and willj7

start the evidentiary hearing and witnesses tomorrow morning.
18

MR. KBTCHENs The reason was, as I indicated to
,

39

you, it is easier to tell the witnesses not.to c m if we20

are wrong than to reschedule them. That was tentative based
21

on a Prohearing conference, argument on these issues and22

depanaing on what the Board's ruling vas.
23

CHAIRMAN MT71RR It is easier I suppose to go24

forward with what witnesses you do have. If you feel thereh 25
;

1183 U l+ 1
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eaklG are additional matters we can schedule them in the two weeks
2 you have before the hearing ends or in some fashion get them
3 before the Board.

-s 4 Your papers show you wanted to go ahead and you

5 felt you could do so under the Douglas Point criteria.

, G' MR. KETCHENs There are other discrete areas us

|| 7 can spend our tina doing. I would like to as a final coment
.

8 indicate throughout this hearing and we took this position

s at the prehearing conferenco too, wo have never agreed that

to the contantions as specified by at least NRDC properly set

11 the framework for this hearing.

12 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You haven't waived anything.

13 MR. KETCHEN: We haven't waived anything. That

is the purpose of our trying to find out what the. focus is,14

is- what the factual focus is of this case.,

t([ Thank you, sir.

j7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Who wishes to go next.

(e (No response.)

19 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, then, who opposes the

20 Staff motion for sumary disposition in the sensa that

21- counsel has rightly raised the question of what the issues

22 and the impact of those issues are? -

23 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, we oppose it but we
.

24 think the appropriate procedure woulr be thrst the parties

h 25 who support it complete their statement in support and then -

m ne ,
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eakQ we will pr vide a response to all of those statements in

support.2

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I have no objections doing it3

as a whole rather than piecemeal.-

4

MR. MC GARRY: I think the Applicant's position is

we w uld 1.fke to hear the response to the motion since we-

6
,

are not a party to this motion. We have an interest in| 7
-

,

this 20 tion and after we have heard the various vlews of the8

parties, I think it would be appropriate .for us to comment,

Mr. Chairman.
10

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Let's get the ' ground rules

straight here at the beginning. An evidentiary hearing by ,
3

the NRC is a serious and substantial matter,. not only for

the Applicant and Staff, but it costs a lot of modey. There

are many public interest matters that. get involved, too.
t

We don't want to play the business of Joing in the baseball

bat to see who is next. There is no doubt that the Applicant

in the course of its own findings and in stating its

position, substantially follows the Staff position and

substantially, but not totally, opposes the NRDC position;

isn't that correct?
21

MR. MC GARRY: That is correct, Mr. Chairman. !22 !

CHAIRMAN MTLTRR: We would like you to go noxt.-

23
:
,

We would like response then from the NRDC, the true adversary

on this issue and then other parties opposing the Staff and -

I !

l} O . hdh O Y'5 I
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i

eakl3 ] Applicant will be heard. Wo don't want to get involved

in pr cedural games. This is so serious. I am not trying2
|
'l' to castigato counsel at'all. In the course of a long

hecring, wo find there is a temptation, very_humtn, to engago |
. 4 i

i
in technical manouvering. We don't want it or intend to

* *6-

these' matters considered. fully and fairly and have a
7

record which will assist in the decision making we will engage-

?
! in, to be available for appeal, be kncwn to the people of

North Carolina and South Carolina, whoever wants to read tho

~ record. I

1i }j
l As lawyers, I suggest we hold down whati wo might

12 {

do if this were strictly an advers uial court of law and

h realistically take positions that enhance the development

of the record and which fully and fairly reflect the 1

opposing and compoting principles which are significent and
16

important.
17

In that spirit, I suggest the Applicant might well
18

proceed at this time.
19

tiR. MC GARRY: Wo welcome those comments,and
20

appreolate them and we think they are helpful at an early
21

stage. As the chnirman indicated, the Applicant's position
22

1

is consistent with the Staff's position. We do feel if we i
23 '

iaro dealing and focusing specifically on the cascado program,' P4

25 - that that is not before this Board. -

Ia
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** "" " "#eak131

2 one of cumulative effects. It appears the Board, if I get the

3 f the Board, is of the view that this is perhapssense

4 umulative effect that should be considered. The Applicant'sa

Position is cumulative affects shocid be considered whenS

6 such cumulative effects are known and are quantifiable.
l We maintain that the cumulative effects in this instance are7

""# ###" * * *'8

need not concern itself with such speculative effects.g

I think the case law is legion. I must confess I have been

diving into my friefcase to try to find the case and haven't
come up with it.

But as many a lawyer is wont to say, doggone it,

I have read the case. I will provide the Board with the

appropriate authority.
14

.

* U" " " ' ""*'
^

16

what is the proof going to show. We have the principles

"
| 18 ' "Y

} it, what is the evidence or inferences that reasonably flow
either way from the evidence. That is where we should be
8Pending our time.

MR. MC GARRY: I can see we are going to save a
'

lot of time. You are getting right to the gut issue.

CHAIRMAN MTT.T.RR Better to start at the gut and

move out rather than wind up a week later saying, gee, I wish

.
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-

enkl:4 we had known what we would talk about.

2 MR. MC GARRY: Cur proof will be consistent with !
l| ,

-

3 }q uhe statement of Mr. Bostian, in the affidavit of Mr. Bostian, j
!

; 4 which is attached to our opposition to the summary disposition j
- c

5'|motionof'NRDC. The essence of our position is simply that I

i i
6 ' yds, Duke has conoidered cascading. And may I stop there so the

i

7 record is clear as to what we are talking about. f
'

3. j CHA M W M M M : Yes; I wish you would.

g| MR. MC GARRY: Cascading is nothing more than .

I

to transshipment. Thoso words are synonymous.

{; CHAIRMAN MILLER: Multiple transchipments or

u| singular?
I

,

13 MR. MC GARRY: The concept of cascading is a

14 multiple offect.

55 CHATRMAN MILLER: I want the theory in mind so
.

jp I understand the terms as you and other counsel use them.

MR. MC GARRY: That being the case, yes, as Mr.17

i8 Bostian has indicated in his affidavit, Duke has considered

-

39 this. It would be imprr. dent for Duke not to consider one cf

20 the options that are available to it in solving the spent

21 fuel storage problem which we must remember from Duke's

22 point of vica, was foisted upon the company as a result of

23 the President's 1977 statenant declaring no reproccasing.

g As this Board well knows, since that time, the

industry has been faced with a dilemna of what to do with the ,
.25

- 4ij 3 046
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eaklSi spent funl. Duke is considering various aspects of treating

2 the spent fuels cascading (shipment) is one alternative.

3 Raracking with high density ranks is another alternative;

4 raracking with poison racks, building an independent spant

| 5 fuel storage facility on or off site are other alternatives.

d Duke examines all of these. That is the essencej
E 1' of Mr. Bostian's testimony. In none of the documents that Duke

8 has filed has Duke maintained it has a hard and fast

9 cascade (transportation) program. Merely, it is one of

10 the options that it is looking at.

g; CHAIRMAN MILLER: Would the proposed action as

12 narrowly described in your application in this proceeding,

13 would that be a step in any other options, save the cascade

14 option?

15 MR. MC GARRY: Duke maintains that - I am

16 attempting to answer your question.

37 CBAIRMAN MILLER: I know you have a list. Some it

18 w uld not be part of. Others I am not sure of.

MR. MC GARRY: Duke is striving to maintainjg

20 flexibility, to cope with tha spent fuel problem. Duke
'

21 would take the position that by embarking upon this particular

22 transsaipcient activity, it would not prejudice other

23 alternatives including subsequent transshipments.

24 N RMAN N : My question is would it be pursuan b

$ 25 to other options or alternatives other than the transshipments
,

ww
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eak16 ; or would it be fair to consider it as connected with that|

2 option, whercas you will put on evidence as to the availability

3 of other alternatives with your own views as to their
i

4j viability and the like? You havo mentioned three or four.-

I

5 In most of those, as I was following you, ,I

h; did not see that this particI11ar transshipment 11ccuse would,.

y be a part of it. Nonetheless, I wanted to be certain in my
.

a. thinking at the beginniny as to how it bears in its relation

9 to the whole rango of op.: ions and alternatives?

gg MR. MC GARRY: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Let's take the

g present reracking option which Duke has pending before the !

l

y! Commission. In that instance, as Mr. Bastian's affidavit
{
I

13 indicates, it may end up that we will have to transship

g4 even though we are nat roracking. If we want to poison-

15 , rack, we may have to transship to accommodate that alternative;

g just to physically get into the doggono spent fuel pools

we vill have to ship some of the fuel around.
1

The testimnny will sps-k to that also.!,3

DR. LUEBKE: My impression is that the raracking;g
;

has been approved. You use the word "pending". jg

MR. MC GARRY: That is incorrect, Mr. Chairman.7,9

~~
CHAIRMAN MILLER: What is the status. I think thon ,

!
Staff left the data in June blank, which I assumed was ipg

f
g j a panellng mattor. What is the status with NRC of that .'

i
application? !-"3

,

483 048 Ii
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eakl7 I MR. MC GARRY: I should leave that to NRC, but the

2 pending status to the Applicant's best knowledge is just
3 that; it is pending, not approved.

4 CHAIRMAN MTLTRR: It was expected to be approved

5 on June 8, if I recall tho filings of some of the parties.
6 MR. MC GARRY: That is what some of the pleadings

7 indicated. As late as yesterday afternoon and I believe as

8 early as this morning, we have still not received approval

9 to rerack.

10 DR. LUEBKE: Another quest. ion. You said the,

11 situation has existed sinco the President's statement of

12 policy in 1977 and you are considering this and that.

13 It is now June 1979. It seems to me you could have built

14 some of these things you were considering.
,

15 MR. MC GARRY: An interesting question, Dr. Luebke.

16 One has to remember, when one plans, it takes time to

17 properly evaluate what some of the options are. This is a

16 fast-changing area and we are attempting to do the best we
' /

- 17 possibly can. Since that time, 1977, we hafe embarked

20 on some spent fuel modifications. Indeed, witness our
.

21 reracking application. We are attempting to accournodate that

22 reracking application.

23 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Let me interrupt for a moment.

24 Maybe we can find out what the ststus of that application is

25 from the Staff. .

483 041
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eak18 I MR. KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, as I undarstand it,,

2 the status of the application is it is still being reviewed
3 in the Cmmission and has not been approved yet.

,

4,

CHAIM4AN MTT.T.RR: When were the projected dates?

5 MR. KETCHEN: June 8 was the first one.

6
CHAIRMAN MILLER: That contemplated action by

7 whom?

8 MR. KETCHENs By the Commission in issuance of the

9 amandment.

10 CHAIRMAN MTTTRR: By the Con:missioners or some seg-
11 ment of NRC?

T2 MR. KETCHENs Probably at that time, it constituted

13 action by the NRC Staff in issuance of the amendment, because
14 it was uncontested.

15 CHAIM4AH MILLER: Has the Staff in that sense
19 taken any action or made recommendation,to your knowledge?
17 MR. Krn.umi Yes, they have. As I understand it,

18 it has been recommended that the amendment be issued and that -~
19 I understand it has been sent to the Commission for their
20 approval.

.

21 CHAIRMAN MTT.TER: Is that sending it to the

22 Commission - you mean the Commissionors?
.

I
23 MR. KETCHENs Yes, the Commissioners. '

'A CHAIRMAN MTT.TRR Is that standard practice?

25 MR. KETCHEN: No, it is not the standard practico. (~

^; ,: ~ sbs '
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eak19 1 It was done in this case becauac of the current situation

2 in Minnesota and so forth and the recommendttion was we are

3 going ahead and issue the amendment unless we are directed

4' 'otherwise.

5 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you. I believe that is as

6 far as we'can go to clarify the natter. If you should'.

!
i 7 cbtain additional information, ndd it to the record so we

8~ will be current on it.

9 MR. KETCHEN: Right, sir. I might point out my

to pleading filed last week is inaccurate. It anticipated

11 that it would be issued, come data. It didn't came to pass.

12 CHAIRMAli MILLER: I believe in one or two

13 places you left the date blank,. June blank, for that reeson,-

f4 that you dir2n't know.

15 MR. KETCHEN: It never happened.

16 CHAIRMAN MILLER: We have one question on this

17 subject and then we will get back to you.

18 DR. LUEBKEs To get back to the President's

19 policy statement in 1977, and the interval of time that has

20
.

passed, sometime during this hearing or maybe now, the Staff

21 could tell us how many nuclear plants in the country have

22 taken steps to build additional storage and accommodate themsel m

23 to this need for additional storage.

24 MR. KETCHEN: We can do that.

25 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You may contin'te. ~

483 051
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aak20 g <| MR. MC GARRY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. j
l' 6

p, | Two points I would like to pick up on that the
{
i

3 Board had inquired about: No. 1, Dr. Luabke,you asked'why I

!

4- havan't we taken c.ther measures since 1977. Youmustremember,j
!

and this is not pointing a finger at anybody, that we filed4

this application in March.of 1978. Now addrcesing Chaiman6

Miller's question, with respect to the need to transship7
i

with respect to other alternatives and I indicated the poison j8

g' racks, I an informed now that every single alternative

g. we are going to have to, from Duke's point of view, tranaship
~

aad that is what our testimon, vill show.g

[ CHAIRMAN MILLER: Is that transshipment of the same

h- quality as that which might be encompassed by tiie cascading
i

or would that include some transchipment at or.near site }y
I i

in some circumstances, in order to obtain space and that typo jg
'

of d ing? |;G
~ % t

MR. MC GARRY: Both. j97
i

CHAIRMAN MITTmR: Did you have anything further. ia
'8

I
*

i
HR. MC GARRY: I believe I have addressed

{39
.

the Board's concerns and fairly stated our position. I simply
20

note the discussion was focused on the Minnesota vs. NRC {,,~1
.,

case. We do maintain that that caso is directly on point i
P.2 ,

. . . . ,

E " 9 * * *
23 I

i~
footnote 5 on page 9, which vo have all focused upon,and we

24

2.[ read it as saying that with respect to the segmentation
o
..

I 4b3 Ub2
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eak211 arqument, that the nonc action that Duke soaks that will

2 enable it to come to grips with the spent fuel problem, j

3 will be a subsequent application; and that application will

4 be reviewed by the NRC and will be before the Board

5 if that is the appropriate course.

- 3 We are saying we are not avoiding discussing
li

] 7 impacts of the spent fuel storage problem.. It is simply

3I we are talking today about this activity; if we choose to

s. pursue anocher course of action like the raracking we will

10' file an al@lication and that then will be subject to

11 review.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

.
20

21

22

f:-

|
24.
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43 "ADELON CHAIRMA'1 MILLER: Nell, lat me inquire last,

| kws eak
'

then, as to the Applicants position on che consideration ofmpbl i

poasible future cumulative impacts if the cascading plan

in scre for:m were to be followed.

Is it the Applicant's position that this Board

should consider potential cumulative impacts frc= the

Cascade plan or not?

MR. MC GARRY: Should not.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Should not. Very well.

DR. LEUBKE: I would like to ask if we consider

ourselves limited to just this shipment of 300 fuel

"

assemblies and put a condition on the decision which says

' that and- no more'.

Would that be'a hardship?

CHAIRNAN MILLER: It couldn't be a hardship,

could it?

MR. MC GARRY: The Staff has evaluated 300.

DR. LEUBKE: 11 0 , but if we came cut with a

decision that says it's acceptable to ship these 300 but no

more on this Cascading.-

CHAIR'4AN MILLER: That.wouldn't be any more

hardship than you contemplate anyway because you say

you'll do anything, and whatever it is you'd have to come

back to another board.
,.

MR. MC GARRY: That's ccrrect, Mr. Chairman.

483 054
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mpb2 That answers your question.

Just so tha record is clear, there has been a

question of jest exactly how many shipments we were talking

about. There was a range between 300 and 400. But whatever,

. that number is, that's exactly what this application is for.

I might inform the Board that at 9:30 today we

did receive the reracking approval.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Oh, you did receive it at

9:30- Well, at 10:30 we're going to note that fact, and we

think that's very expeditious intelligenca. We commend

everyone involved.

What did they use, pigeons?

(Laughter.)

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: As usual, the Applicant

knows before the Staff.

(Laughter.)

CHAIR!MN MILLER: And the Staff knows it before

the Board.

A.T1 right. That'c swell. We have the record

established.

Now may I inquire: I take it that you have

cotrered your poincs at this stage, Mr. McGarry.

MR. MC GARRY: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

g CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are there other parties or

counsel now who take cubstantially the same or similar
,- --,,
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.

mpb3 positions an the Staff and the Applicant in this regard?

If so, we would like to hear from whoever might wish to

associate himself or herself, or otherwise make a position

on the record.

(No response.)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: No one else?

MR. KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, just very quickly,

since wo're going to the next, I want to clarify one point
responCing to Dr. Ioubke -

This case is about 300, the shipment ,of 300 fuel
asse:tblies of 270 day old fuel. That's all we see that this

2:ard would be authorizing t.ie f taff to amend the permit for.

. Ard the Applicant would not be able to ship less than 270

day old fuel under this authori"2 tion.

CHAIRMAN MILJ.ER: Very well.

We'll now ask Counsel for NRDC, as well as other

parties or counsel who taay wish to associate themselves in
'

some fashion with the NRDC position.

Mr. Roisman?
.

MR. ROISMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Let me just begin by noting that I must say, I

found it curious, but in dealings with the Staff not surpris-

ing, that the Staff today tells us that the reracking proposal,

the early approval of which would have streng' hened our case,
_

uas sent'to the Commission bef0ra any action was taken because

[1 f~l I PL; ; (,.
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mpb4 of the Minnesota casa. And yet the Staff went to the

trouble of writing an extensive memorandum saying that this

-- case ought to proceed ahead in spite of the Minnesota decision

and that no one ought to wait for the Commission.

Noting that anomaly, and since the approval has
6

already been granted on the raracking, I wouldn't want to

come back through it again if we get into the suspension,
x

question.

I'm not sure t' Tat the suspension motion was

necessarily still right in light of the Staff concessions

today, which are that they are not prepared to go ahead if

the Board should rule that the proper scope of the proceeding

is the consequences that reach out to as far as the Cascade

plan is talking about reaching out.
.

If that's true, I think it is clear under the

relevant rulings of the Commission and of the courts that the

hearing must awnit the preparation by the Staff of the data

necessary to make their case.

Let's go back first to the ultimate underlying

.
~

ques tion: What should the scope of the proceeding be?

Basically, what the dispute is about is whether *

the Board and the Cemmission should attempt to get Duke into

a better planning modo than it appears to be in. Duke would ,

ggg like to look at the next six months or year or year and a nalf
,

or two years. And what it refers to as "floribility" is

183 Ob 7
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mpb5 really not flexibility at all.

If you read the documents, many of shich we've

_

attached to our motions, that como out of Duke's own internal
\
' discussions, it's cicar that each day that passes with Duke~

raaking a commitment toward one course of action is impacting
.

on another. You'll see in documents prep' red by the Staff and

the hpplicant statements that, for instance, putting poison*

racks in, which would allow more fuel to be stored at

Oconce than this reracking proposal which was approved at

9:30 this morning, putting poison racks in would have allowed

even more fuel there.

But they go so far down the line with the trans-

shipment proposal that they didn't have enough time to order

the poison racks which apparently are being back-ordered on

a larger scale, and there wouldn't be enough time to get those

in place given that transshipment got held up.

So Duke, having thought the transshipment would

come along, passed by the chance of being able to put poison
.

racks in and had to go with the stainless steel rachs.

Now they're telling us in affidavits that we see

filed with their papers that the independent spant fuel

storage facility that might be available to displace the need

to transchip once raracking has been exhausted can't be done

because it's a 44 month to 60 month prospect, and they're too
,

cloce to the date on which the reracking will have used up

48? OS8
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the capability of Oconee, tiny of 1982 approximately. Andmpb6

therefore uhe independent spent fuel storage option doesn't

exist. They've got to hava' transshipment.

Each time Duke's statement of flexibility has

really been a statem?"t that they a rc counting on something,

let's call it the Knight in Shining Armor theory. Someone

will show up riding or a white horse carrying a spent fuel

storage pool, and nowhere in Duke's system will that spent

fuel storage pool alleviate Duke from all this aggravation:

no more hearings, no more requests for licenso amendments,

no more transshipping of spent fuel, no more spent fuel,

:
'

storage expansions.

And the one they're counting on is the govern-

ment and their own affidavits which are attached to our papers.

Mr. Snead, who is the manager for Nuclear Fuel

Services, in a memorandum dated riarch 23rd of 1979, says, and

I quote:

"Indeed, our plans are premised on avoiding

significant costs of spent fuel storage while

, waiting for government to act on their plans for

storage."

Now that's why we're here. Ue're hero because
,

we do not want to see Duke making a fait acccmpli of a govern-

ment away-from-reactor storage facility. We're not here to

"

argua with you about whether we're right that a'gcvernment

4B: 0S9
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mpb7 away-from-reactor storage facility is a good idea or a bad

idea.

~

We think you don't have to reach that issue

because if you just look at the realities of spent fuel

storage management and do what the Staff wants you to do

and disregard those contingencies that we really can't

prove, when will the government, if ever, build one of those,

you'll see that the course of action that Duke's taking is

not prudent. It doesn't make sense.

It has to be evaluctad, though, in the context

of Duke 1:eeping its reactors running. That's kind of the

bottom line. And the one thing that Duke considers intolerable,

and we will accept for a moment without necessarily conceding
,

that it's intolerable, is that one of these plants gets shut

down someday because it doesn't have anyplace to put its

spent fuel.

And they give us costs ranging from $165,000 a day

up to half a million dollara a day as to what the cost of that

might be. Whatever it is, if the costs are like that and if

costs are the sole factor, it's a big number. And we can

assume and accept for the moment that that wouldn't want to

occur.

To get the answer to the question how they keep

the Duke plants running irrespective of the spent fuel
-

storage problem, you have to icok beycnd the end of your nose.

483 060
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mpb8 You have to look beyond 300 spent fuel shipments from Duke

Oconee to Duke McGuire,

Now Duke's got an idea. It's called the cascales

plan. And I would concede that if economics were the sole
,

factor that that might look like a very good plan. If you

assume that all the Duke reactors were going to shut doun for

some other reason some time in the early 1990s because you

wouldn't have to worry about building an independent spent

fuel storage pool and you could--if Duke got its approvals to

build all the plants that it has on the drawing boards, you

would have enough in their spent fuel storage pools to handle

the shuffling.

The flaw in the analysis comes because Duke

doesn't even know that it's going to build all thosc plants.

I am told that if asked, Duke will have to tell you that

the Perkins facilities are beginning to go into a holding

mode. That's three plants, an important part of the cascade

plan. That one of the Cherokee units is starting to go into,

a holding mode, an indefinite deferral.

'

Now those spent fuel storage pools -- Just think

of those plants for a moment as spent fuel storage pools --

are going off-line. They aren't going to be there. The

cascade plan already has some glitches in it. But Duke still

- wants to keep the transshipment option open because bir. Snead,
.

stating the position of the company, indicates to us that

f f
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mpb9 what they're really waiting for is the government to build

this big pool.

Now I don't think the company really disputes
._

what I've just said. What they really dispute is whether.

they are really shutting off the options. I think the problem

is a polycentric problem: Every time you touch one piece of

it, all the other pieces change.

17e have an affidavit, for instance, from Mr.

Glover identified as RMG, who indicates that if the spent

fuel storage option that's being proposed in this proposal,

namely transshipment, isn't approved, they had better have

an independent spent fuel storage facility backup because

they're going to really be in trouble. They can only rerack

so much, and they're ultimately going to run into trouble

with Oconee.

On the other hand, if this one is approved, that

sort of is a green light that they're going to get other

approvals, that they will be treated as independent actions,

not linked together with all the other actions, and that the

. mechanics of spent fuel transshipment won't be markedly

different.

So if you go ahead and evaluate the 300 and give

them the okay, even if you put in the condition that Dr.

Leubke suggested, which is that all approvals are for 300 and

"

nothing more, you have given them the green light to go

O' b 0D'
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mpbl0 ahead with cascade, given them the groen light to vait until

the elaveana hour to decide whether to seek another trana-

shipmen * roposal, which, I might add, is the one with the

shortest lead time, acause all they have to do is make sure

they have a cask available or two if they're transshipping

very rapidif, and a storage facility at another reactor which

. is being built and is therefore presumably going to be

available.

The independent spent fuel storage pool has the

longest lead time. The reracking with poison racks has the

next longest; the reracking uith stainicss steci racks, the

shortest of the options to tranashipment.-

W3 want to try to stop that. Ne're not trying to

prejudge it, I want LO be clear about this. Our uitnesses

have been asked in depositions and have given their judgment.

They think the independent spent fuel storage facility is the

right answer. But we do not have a case to make to that
.

effect.

We are not exparts in all the areas that one

. would need to evaluate. We vant this hearing to evaluate that

question. We want them to look at the real problan that

Duke has, which is what to do with spent fuel given that we

don't have a permanent waste disposal facility to put it in,

and that there's no reprocessing, which was a sort of kind of

.

interim disposal mothed. And to answer the question: Uhat's

483 'lil
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mpbll the bast thing?

Mow maybe transshipment comes out, or maybe

something with a transshipment option in it works. Offhand

we would not be offended if you came to the conclusion that

transshipment ought to be available as a last . resort, that

if Duke's reracking couldn't get ready quite in time, they

- were about to lose t?...=ir FCR, and if you really thought that
,

a full cora reserve retention was crucial -- as you know

that's a contention of ours -- but if you really thought it

was crucial, that you could say 'All right, in that caso

transshipment .until the reracking is ready and then stop

it', or if they're building an independent spent fuel storage

facility -- and our estimate that they could do the whole

thing in 32 months is overly optimistic and it took 38 months

and there are a few months there when they would have to

shut down the reactors or lose the full core reserve -- maybe

in that case you could say 'All right, there, tranaship if

that's all you've got left, if the choice is between
.

tranaship or shut down.'

'

But that's not the proposal in front of you.

The proposal in front of you is unlimited or unrestrained

transshipment except for the number of 300 or 400 at this

point. And the Applicant argues that it's speculative to

look beyond the 300 transehipment, that you've got all those
-

different permutations and combinations. To some extent

b bbOf
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mpbl2 they're right. But mere speculation alene is not a basis

for rejection of something that the Conmission is consider-

ing. If it were, the Beard would reject the 300 transship-

ment because it too ir based upon speculation. It's based

upon the speculation that the company's reactors at Cconec
.

will continuo to run anyway, a speculation which would have

seemed mora speculative three or four weeks ago when their,

orders were outstanding from the Commi,sion ordering them

not to run, a speculation which depends upon the availability

of spent fuel casks, approvals by the Staff of the routing

that the spent fuel is going to take in light of the new

safeguards regulations, and, of course, the availability of

(Qg McGuire itself.

McGuire does not yet have an operating license.

The Staff in this case has taken the position that it won't

allow the spent fuel to go from Ocence to McGuire until it

has an operating license. And the Staff has got an authoriza-

tion from a licensing board, But it has not yet seen fit to

ie, sue that approval.

So everything involves some speculation. And

offhand, I would be sympathetic to the view that the Chairman

has stated, that 'Well, let's get to the facts', because

they think -- I mean, from the phone conversation wa had

the othur day and from what you said this morning, I think

-.

where your head and maybe your heart are also is 'Come on,

ABg U O ;J
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mpbl3 let's get down and fight about the facts and get the thing

resolved.' I would be inclined to do that too if my client

'

were as well situated factually as the Applicdnt and the
.

Staff were. If I didn't have anything to rely upon but our

own resources, we would just have to go with it.

But the law ic not that way. The law says two

'

things:

First, in the Barnwell case, which hac been

cited here for a different proposition, the appeal board

laid down a' standard. "When does the absence of a Staff"

-- in that case environmental impact statement -- "mean that

you should not go ahead with the hearing?"

To begin with, they recognized that in principle
.

there are tiu es when the absence of an impact statement
.

prevents the hearing from proceeding. And the logic of that

was that the impact statement is the full disclosure state-

ment that gives the parties, even those like ourselves without

the resources, the benefit of an independent unbiased

objective look at the facts by the Regulatory Staff. They

used basically the standard of significance: Is it a really

important crucial thing that's nissing that the Staff hasn't

completed? In that case the quest.or. was whether or not the

Staff needed to evaluate some additional factors that they

hadn't looked at in the impact statement. How crucial are
-

they?

,? !
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Impbl4 In this case it's more than crucial. It is the

2 whole case. If the Board concludes that tho scope of this

E caue is -- not the cascade plan because that's just an option

~ ' -- the scope of this cr.se is the solution to the real problem
5 that Duke is trying to got a solution to, namely what~to do

6 with spent fuel storage in our prosant situntion, then

7 in that caso, at least from the perspective of my client, all

8 tunts on the look at those alternatives: cascading,

9 independent spent fuel storage, limited transshipment, rarack-

10 ing with poison racks, reracking with non-poison racks', all

11 of those options become considerations.

12 And we've been arguing since our first motion

13 fo'r summary disposition on the AIARA question and, of course,

14 in our second motion for sne avy disposition. The key to our

15 case is the analyson have not been done. And wo are not

IG equipped to do them. -

17 We believe wo are entitled by law to expott the

18 Staff to do them. We cited on page 2 of the NRDC Response to

19 the Staff Motions for Snnary Disposition a documnnt dated

20 June 5th of '79 -
.

21 CHAIRMAN MTTIRR: Pardon me, Mr. Roisman..

'

22 The Board finds it necessary to havo our morning

23 recess at this timo, perhaps a little unanticipated.

24 We'll take about 10 or 15 mir .as, please. And

25 you M11 resume afterward. -

- -;,

' 'J '
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mpbl5 1 MR. ROISMAN: I'll zing you will the cases

2 afterward.

3 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Fine. Thank you.

| (Recess.)4

5 CHAIRMAN MTT.TRR: The hearing will resume, please.
.

6 Take your seats. Ryeryone be seated, please. Come to order.

I

- 7 Mr. Roinman, I think that you were in mid-

8 sentence when I asked to laterrupt for our recess. You may

*

9 resume.

10 MR. ROISMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

11 I had just finished emphasi::ing why I thought the

12 Barnwell case and the line of reasoning used there was

13 applicable here, namely that the absence of the Staff analysis

14 really goes to a significant issue and was then about to

15 address the Board's attention tr' the NRDC Response to the

16 Staff Motions for Snwnvy Disposition dated June 5,1979.

17 And on page 2, the cases which we cited there,

18 including Calvert Cliffs and York Committee for a Safe
.

gg Environment, et cetera, which deal with the question of

20 whether it's reasonable to assume that a citisen organiza- i

21 tion like ours or like CESG should have the resources to be

= able to develop their case, or is it more appropriate to

23 say that the cases have to be developed as a result of the

24 work done by tae Regulatory Staff of the Agency. And I I

~

think if you look at the discovery that was filed against25
t

n !
3
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s!
Imphl6 HRDC and in subsequent filings made by the Applicant and the A

2 | Staff with regard to that discenry, their positien is |

3 essentially that wo should do the economic analysis of conpar- {
4q ing the independent :: pent fuel storage pool against other

'a
S options.

- G We should do an analysis of what the man-rem

I7 dosages would be; we should do an analysis of all of these *

i
3' different considerations associated with the cascade plan

9 versus other alternativos; and our position is that that's |
1

10 not correct, that there is nothing in the case law that would

11 suggest that wo have the duty or carry the burden of proof
.

12 i on those issues.
r. .

13 Now as you know, the Vermont Yankee case ih thei

t

14 Supreme Court decided that that caso only stands for the

!S prcposition that thena is a - quote - " threshold tost".

16 I don't think under any intarpretation of what a threshold

~

17 is, we could be interpreted as having failed to moet that.

18 Our client has identified the existanco of a-

-

19 scheme which nons of us knew about until we did our discovory

20 an'd identifisd it through the Applicant's papers, the existence
1

I
21 of alternativos to that schc=a, the existenco of come poten- ,

!

22 tial envirnn e ntal problems associated with that specifically |
!

- 23 identified in the context of how many spent fuel rods might

24 ba subject to the cascado plan shipment. We've brought

25 in the implications of all of this in light of hou DOE is }-
|

t
,
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Impbl7 doing its thinking on whether the government should or

2 .

shouldn't build an away-from-reactor storage facility.

3 ego ve demonstrated from the Applicant's documents

4
what their thinking processes are, how appre 41 of trans-

5 shipment will give them the incentive to not plan an indepen-

6-

; dent spent fuel storage facility in time to meet Oconen's

7 problems by 1982 or '83. All of these things we have brought

i 8 to your attention.

9 We do not have the capability, don't feel that

10 we should be obligated to go beyond that into dohg the

II kind of study that the Staff would be obligated to do 'if the

12 scope of the proceeding were as we urge that it should be.
13 The AIARA considerations, the as low na reasonably

14 achievable considerations would require them to do an analysis

15 of a wide range of alternatives. The National Environmental

16 Policy Act, even if no impact statement is required, would

17 require them to do an analysis of a wide range of alternatives.

18 The provisions of Section 102.2.E of the NEPA

~

19 actually requires a more stringent alterr.atives analysis than

20 the one that relates to impact statements.

21 CHAIRMAN MIILER: Does that case require a

22 licensing proceeding where the action is a federal licensing --

23 I know the line that you speak of - and looking at alternatives,

24 whether or not the environmental impact statement must be

25 prepared by the agency that apparently is ing tppongage in ~

%53 67#
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mpb18 1 a major federal action? I was curiouc and I couldn't tell

2 from our initial examination whether you considered that

3 equally applicable to a licencing situation where it is the

4 licensing, the federal licensing which is the major federal3

5 action that's the subject of inquiry.

6 MR. ROISMAN: I'm trying to remember.,

7 CHAIRMAN MTLLER: Well, perhaps you'll think of it.

8 MR. ROISMAN: I think in the two cases that we've
9 cited -- and they're cited in the same NRDC response to the

10 Staff motions for smary disposition at page 13 - I' believa

11 b6th of thoso involve the federal agency taking its own

12 action, as opposed to having someone propose an action to it.

13 The Romney case involving HUD, housing, and the

14 Corps of Engineers was I believe another one of the Corps

1,5 dam projects and not an outside applicant for a license

16 to do something.

37 I don't think that that would mako a difference

18 in this sense, that the purpose of NEPA - the underlying

. 19 purpose was before you do something you should look before

20 you leap. I mean that's essentially the understanding of it,

21 that if you're getting ready to do something which is going

22 to utilize resources in a way that they cannot be utilized

23 for something oise, you ought to think about it.

24 That shouldn't change because it's an outsider

25 asking the government's approval for it any more then it
.

v - 1
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mpbl9 1 changes in ' m of whether you should do an impact state-

2 ment at all, if it's the government that is asking.

3 CHAIIUGkN MILLER: We have this question to which

s 4 you have addressed yourself I think in the past, and that is

5 the application of resources. And it's considered I think by

. 6 the appeal board in the Midland decision, one of the Midland

'
7 decisions, Are not certain business judgments with regard to

.

S the application resources to be made initially Ly the utility

9 and the state authorities rather than by NRC in that sense,

10 the impact of the two principles.

jj I'm not sure what ycar position is. If you'd

12 give me a thought on that?

13 MR. ROISMAN: If we were talking here only about

14 dollars, if those were the onir resources, there might be

15 something to be said for that demarkation. But we are talk-

16 ing about more because I think that really the undisputed

j7 evidence that we've indicated in our affidavits demonstrates

18 that as Duke makes this decision -- and maybe it made it for

. gg only a dollars and cents purpose -- it is for closing

20 substantive options with environmental impacts different

21 than the course that it's going on.

22 CHAIRMAN MTTIRR: I see.

23 You bring it into the foreclosure aspect of

24 analysis.

25 MR. ROISMAN: Yes.
.

~'
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mpb20 I CHAIRMAN liILLER: I follow you. Thank you.

2 MR. ROISMAN: I guess the only thing that I

3 would say in conclusion is that we are very concerned that
_

4 if this hearing were to proceed now, it would be unavoidablo

S that it would have to proceed again in the future, and that

6 we would be piecemealing the issues by not having the Staff's
-

,

7 analysis on the proper scope of the alternatives in the
.

8 proposed action here, and that whatever convenience there may

9 be for the benefit of X number of witnesses who have decided

10 to be in Charlotte today and tomorrow and for the next few

11 days, that that really shouldn't be the overriding considera-

12 tion.

13 We think that the overriding consideration here

14 has got to be the total time that we're all spending. I mean,

15 we all could be doing something else if wo waren't here.

16 It's not that anybody's got a lot of free time on thei'r hands.

17 And if this is the wrong time to hold this hearing because the

18 Staff has not really got its case together, if the Board

~

19 agress with us on the scope question, then let's have the

.

Staff get its ducks in a row and come back here and have the20

21 hearing that goes to the issues as we see them.

22 I think there's going to be a lot of redundancy,
,
t

23 a lot of repeating, a lot of questions asked that might not !
-

24 have to be asked if the analyses were there and available.
;

i
25 And I would urge the Board to the extent that it's inclined f

!
i

p'
~

,
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1mpb21 because we're here and there is some inertia for being hero,

2 to really not be swept along by that.

3 In fact, to some extent, being horo is liko

' 4 approvi2g transshipmnt. It looks like it's going to tand

5 to foreclose some otcar options for us down the road, namely
.

|
- 6 having one cohesive hearing on this. And we're as much '

?

7 against the momentum toward the cascade plan the trans-
.

8 shipment creates, as we are against the momentum for having

9 this hearing that our presence here today creates.

10 And I hope the Board will seriously considor and

11 perhaps ask the Applicant and more importantly the Staff what
t

12 kind of things they would ba getting into if the Board ruled

13 that the scope is what we are arguing it is, and how much

14 mre data would they be presenting, so that wa would got

i
15 some knowledge of -just how much bottor the record would be

;

i

16 if wa waited for that. I

!

17 Thank you. f
!

18 CHAIrd!AN MILLER: Let me ask your reaction to i

~

19 this possible situation:

!
20 Suppose that the Board believes that the deter- |

21 mir.ation of whet: hor or not the scope should be of the broadth i

11 that you suggest on behalf of NRDC or the limited version
.

.

23 which the Staff and the Applicant believe appropriate. Stppose-

.

24 the Board believos that we don't really have an evidentiary '

'

25 record. Now we've got a lot of papers flying around, we've -

!
I

r

h0: d'
,
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mpb22 1 got a lot of affidavits. We're not certain to what extent

O ''"' """ """ "*"** "" * * """' "***"' '"*' """ """"'2"

3 and to what extent they just simply don't moet squarely the

4 ramifications of some of these issues.s

5 The Board might well believe therefore that in

6 order to decide which scopo is appropriate for the totality
,

'
7 of the hearing that some evidence is necessary from the

'

s Staff's point of view and the Applicants. Just what are the

9 facts established here in an evidentiary record, and explore

10 it fully and test it by cross-a = 4 nation, as to those matters

it which the Staff believen that no environmental impact state-

12 ment is requirod, that it is limited, so limited that it is

13 not an improper segmentation.

14 We've heard from you, Mr. Roisman, as to your

15 countar-theory. But the Board itself I believe is under the

16 apprehension of trying to decide as a matter of law' conflict-

17 ing and inconsistent claims in contentions and principles

18 when it may well be very premature to make such a dociaion

39 as a matter of law, whatever that decision may be.

20 We have not had the benefit of the evidentiary

21 underpinning in a form that we would regard as a full and

22 complete record, recognizing that there have been some
|
;

23 approaches to it in the form in 5;hich these multiple motions

a for s e ary disposition have caue to us, r.he affidavita of f
,

25 witneases, even of the prepared written testimony. But

483 075
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mpb23 nonetholoss the Board has not really had a chance to develop |I'

an evidentiary record upon which it could rely in deciding |2

3 which, if either or any of these matters really scope out the {
''' 4 things which wo might call ulti:r. ate issues or mixed issues of f

'

5.( law, in fact whatever characterization you wish to make them, |

theywoUld premature from anyone's point of view to do it :6-

I
'

: 7 now. But that proceeding with an evidentiary hearing which

8 could develop the record to that extent, which might or might ;
9 not be completely dispositivo, but would certainly be a long

10 way down the road of decisionmaking, to take a reading into i

i.
11 this' week and next week to see where we are on some of theso j

12 issues after they are delineated, leaving it to the parties j
!

13 to'present the evidentiary underpinning upon which the !

!

14 inferences are to flow, declining as a Board oither to'
.

15 decide it as a matter of law upon the pleadings, such as you

16 havo, when we have the disposition of centention argnents, ;

17 or a more refined but nonetheless disposition as a matter of

18 l'aw when we have the contentions plus the depositions plus
8

19 the~ answers and so forth all daveloped and supported by ,

20 a'ffidavits which, of course, obviously are not tested by -

cr' ss-emmination or any other of the prophylactic measureso21

22 of an evidentiary hearing.
<

23 I believe that the Board is considering that it

24 would be premature and improper at this time to decide some
:

25 very complex matters, a fairly wide range in their'' nature, -

4:33 0l6 i
~
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|
1

| mpb24 as a matter of law in the present stage of having a non-I

2 evidentiary record.

3 I want to think about it further, but I'm indicat-

4 ing to you provisionally what our belief is so that you will

5 have it, Mr. Roinman, before you, and so the counsel for

6 Applicant and Staff in their rebuttal arguments will be able]
t

7 to addrcos that matter as far as ceoping of issues at this
, ,

8 point, which is pre-evidentiary hearing by a few hours or a

E day. !

I

10 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I think I would like

11 to say two things in response to that.

12 One, as I'm sure you appreciate,.there's a certain

13 Catch-22 element in thero. If our position is right that the

14 scope issue, even if it's an unrosolved issue until you have'

,

i

15 an evidentiary hearing, depends to some extent on the develop-i
i

!

16 ment of facts which we fool we're entitled to expect the i

!

- 17 Staff to develop, then making the decision on the scope without

requiring the Staff to first develop the factn and disadvantag-}18

19 es to un and conversely making the Staff develop the facts

20 before you've made the decision on the scope may argueably

21 disadvantage them. They would be required to do the work

l
22 and then you might argue that, Well, after having looked at i

23 the work, it didn't look like it made any difference. '
|

24 And I can't give you a Solomon-like solution to
|

25 that except to say that I do believe that the Intervonors I

:
1
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.

mpb25 1 here do havo to some extent greater rights in this regard

2 than other pr.rties to the proceeding. We have the right to

3 eZpoct that the Regulatory Staff will develop the record, and

4 while I don't seem to have the case cited here - and I must

5 confess, having created part of the paper' blizzard, I'm now

6 a victim of it, I can't remember which dann ution I put the.

7 cite into - but someplace in here I've cited to you the
.

8 decision in the Scenic Hudson caso and also the decision in

s the office of commmications of the United church of Christ

to case.

tt And those cases, the thrust of those cases --

12 which were both pre-NEPA, they just involved the administrative

13 duties of a fedcral agency -- were to the offect that the

14 agency had the duty to develop the record once an intervenor

15 party shows up and identifies the issues with some particular-

16 ity.

We'll assume that the subsequent Verm nt Yankee
17

18
case from the suprema court is a loss of the threshold test,

but I think, as I indicated before, we've m t that. But nov. jg

20 we're at that point.

21 If the Board is saying We're not willing to accept

the basic argument at this point that the scope is necessarily22

limited to the scope that the Staff analysis has gone to,23

but that it might be a broader scopo, then that question it-24

self a f we desern 6 n na Staff develop de mm
25 ,

}n
k .

>
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mpb26 I adequate record on.

2 CHAIRMAN MILLER: So you'd like to have that

3 issue, then, addressed first in an evidentiary hoaring.

4 MR. ROISMAN: Yes.

5 But I would argue that if the Staff were not able

6 to address it, that is that they were not able to address'

7 what your perceptions were of the issues that had to be
.

8 resolved to. describe the scope evidentiarily, then that tha

9 hearings shouldn't proceed until they were ready to do that.

10 Now my second tr e ant goes really to a separate

11 question.

12 I + hinir you were identifying now - and we'll

assume for a moment that the Board's initial thinicing turns13

out to be the Board's final thinking - that there are - and14

perhaps you already have in your heads an idea of come"15

specific things-factual items that you would like to see16

resolved in ordar to help you dec..de what should the scope
17

18 of the procooding be. Maybe you want to know just what is

~

19
bahi nri Mr. Bostian's affidavit that got attached to the last

Lpaper filed by the Applicant When ho said 'Well, we've got20

all our options open, we haven't comnitted to the cascade21

22 plan.' And so the Applicant's plans on how these different

things might interrelate might be one of the issues you're23

24 looking at. Another one might be to what extent is the

Departmarit of Energy's actions dependent upon this Applicant25 ,

483 079
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mpb27 I in similar transshipment proposals. Would they come out

2 differently if this Applicant annnunced tomorrow that it was

3 going to build the independent spent fuel storage facility

4 at Oconee and lator at :!cGuiro, Perkins, Catawba, Cherokee,

5 to held. the lifetime supply of spent fuel? What would that

J 6 mean in their judgment?
I

7 In other words, are the options subject to bsing

a foreclosed by this action?

9 If you identified those and then said the hearing

to is going to be linited to those first, and when that's over

11 if the Board feels like it can give un an immediate decision

12 it would, and if not it would than leave open the question of

13 whether to decide to go on with other issues in the hearing

14 or whether to postpone the rest of the hearing until it had

15 developed the record in itn own mind and como out with a

16 decision, I think that would be helpful if you decide to go

17 ahe d at all.

18 To facilitate that I might suggest that we'either

'

have a period of timo, a couple of hours, to suggest to the19

20 Board if the gr.estion is what should the scope of the proceed-

21 ing be, cnd assue3ng for a mnmant that it is an issua'to be

22 resolved factually and not legally, what facts we thinic the

23 Board ought to tda evidence of that would give us some

24 g W ance, and start with that because there are witnesses here

25 who are obviously addressing a range of issues, some of which
~

40[ [lO U
'
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I

mpb28 1 we would certainly concede, and I suspect the other parties

2 would too. They have nothing to do with the scope questien,

3 and others of which clearly would have something to do with !

!

I4 the scope question if we voro beyond just the law.

5 So that guidance - and perhaps if you want to

give us the chance at least we would bo prepared to do it in.

6

7 a couple of hours, to presant to you orally what we would seo '

8 as the fact issues on that, and then have a hearing on that
.

'

9 point.

10 That's all I have to say.

11 CHAIRMAN I N .RR: We'll take that under considera-

12 tion.

Are there other parties or counsel who wish to be
13

heard in association with the posithn taken by NRDC and its14

counsel?15
i

MR. BLU!G: Chairman Miller, Carolina Environmentall
16

Study Group supports the proposition that the Board consider
17

18 the entire package of the plan. And if the Staff is not
. ready to do that, then I believe it's the Applicant that must19

. 20 auffer rather than the environment.

We're ready to show that there are residual -

4*

effects and dangera connected with the regular shipments.22
i

For arneple - and if we're pinnning 300 shipments, that would ja
'

give us a certain anount of residual environmantal effects.24

If we're considering a multiplier offact as is ;.
25

9

487 08
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mpb29 1 proposed in the cascado plan, then there's obviously a much
I 2 higher level of effect.;
.

3 Further, we're afraid that one of the alternatives'

~

4 that we intend to discuss, which would be the extension of

5 enlargmant of fuel pool number three at Oconee, the opportunity

6 to do that might be past if time goes on. That's one of the-

.

7 factors that must be considered in this matter.'

8 There are a great many other speculative kinds of

9 issues that have been raised, to say that we can't consider

10 the total package at this time.

11
~ I would throw in some more. There are a lot of

12 speculative matters. We don't know the exact, status of the

13 McGuire plant.

14 In the newspaper today they are discussing the
.

15 extension of the deadline for that plant by another year or

16 s o .- I'm not sure exactly what the status is. And I thint

17 the Staff ought to -ant on exactly what that is so ~that*

we can have that matter clarified if in fact it is the Staff's18

19 position, as I stated, that they're not going to allow fuel
froia Oconee to be stored there until it's granted an operating20

.

21 license. .

?
i

Further, I would note that the County Comminaion, {22
;
.

the Mecklenburg County C w ias'on has authority from the ;~

23
!
*

24 irtate by legislation to act in regards to transpor+.thtough
I

inMecklenburg County of hazardous waste, and also . storage ;25
!

A0.? O i! .3 |v

.
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iImpb30 Mecklenburg County of hazardous wastes, and that the County |
!2 CoIcmission has taken a resolut.icn. Mr. Herr wac going to |

3 present that.in a limited appearanco, and might, if this is

4 seen as a not part o2. a plan, and if the NRC - if this Board

5 considers it piecsmeal as opposed to part of an entira

6 ntorage plan -- might be moved to, say, Why abould Mecklenburg.

7 County be singled out in this matter and take soma further

8' action in this regard.

mm f1wa 9

10

11

12

13

@
14 .

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 !

22
<

~

23 |
t

I24
t

.!
25 t -

i
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mm1-

t4 fis
iadalon So those are all speculative matters. It seems

to me there are a great number of those and that the Board is, I
!

in fact, set up to consider speculative matt 7rs in this
.

- )
-

hearing.
|

Rather than operate on a theory of --- I think it j-

iis fair to characterize what the Board is being asked to

do, to decide a very small piece of this matter, I think !

Applicant and Staff are operatir.g on a sort of divide and

then decide theory. It is a lot easier to decide a small
piece of it. But in fact, that may lock you into the entire
plan.

I had not thought of the possibility of aconee
fuel ending up back at Oconee prior to that, but I had

considered this whole scheme as part of a musical fuel pool

arrangement. And I think that the whole plan has to be

decided in this hearing, or at least fully considered rather
thaa decide just a piece of it.

ThanX you.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I guess we haven't heard from the
State of South Carolina, have we?

MR. WILSON: No, Mr. Chairman, c.t this point you
-

haven't.

Principally we are here to monitor and participate

if necessary in the prcceedings as a part of the State. At

this point, Of course, we have taken ao position and we continue

- , .-

)
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to do so, we do neither join nor oppose the motion at this
~

time, and rely upon tha discretion of the Board as to defining

the scope of this hearing. |

) We will, of course abide and participate within '

the bounda of that scope as edfined by the Board.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

All right. I think rebuttal or response by either

Applicant or Staff, in whichever order you wish to do so.
.

MR. MC GARRY: I'm prepared to go forwarri.

MR. KETCHEN: Go ahead.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Very well, Mr. McGarry.

MR. MC GARRY: There seems to me t-) be several

pertinent points to address here, and then some tangential

points by way of housekeeping.

Let's get to the important points:

What NRDC and CESG seem to be saying -- indeed not

"seem," are saying -- is they want Duke to look at matters that
,

- will treat the entire apent fuel problem.

Now these are the facts. This is the precise issue

that NRDC has raised before the Licensing Board in Vermont
.

Yankee, Prairie Island. It is precisely the point that was

raised before the Appeal Board, precisely the point that was

raised before the Commiasion back in 1975, precisely the point

that's been raised in the courts.

We submit that in every single instance the -

483 085
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mm3 decisionmaking body has rejected that argument. And now this

Board is confronted with that argument yet once again.

There may be a variation to the theme, but the theme still
T

lingers.

Let's treat the entire spent fuel problem now on
^

'
this record.

Now, to elaborate, I am sure this Board is well -

familiar, but I will just take one of those examples, and

that's the Commission decision in 1975. In that' instance
*

'
.

NRDC petitioned for rulemaking to halt all spent fuel pool

modifications until the generic impact statement was completed.'

The Commission rejected that. The Commission said: I
.

" Based on weighing and balancing five factors,
,

individual licensing of specified limited actions

can take place until such time as a generic impact

statement is completed."

This is precisely what has happened at Vermont

Yankee. Vermont Yankee had a spent fuel pool modification

that is only going to take it to mid-1980s until it will cease

operation.,

Prairie Island, the smme situation.

Trojan will go until 1982 until it loses fuel.

And in each one of these instances, the Boards did

not pass upon an entire program, an entire project. They looked
.

at that one isolated situation, balanced the five factors

483 086
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mm4 that t'9 Commission has directed it balance.

We submit that is exactly the position, that is

'
exactly the case that is before this Board. This Board is

n {

guided by the Commission decision to balance those five factorsj

The Staff has addressed those five factors, has

weighed those five factors in its environmental impact

.
appraisal. It is now before this Board to dotermine whether f

i

that analysis has been adequate, the parties are free to i

I

cross-examine and we will put on our evidence that will be ;
!

directed to that situation. !

!

CHAIR'4AN MILLER: Ucli now, to follcw through then
:
1

on your suggestion, it would be necessary for the Board, would :

i

it not, to consider and interplet the decision regarding spent i
i

fuel storage to which you allude, the action by the Commission,

at least as printed in the Federal Register Tuesday September i

16, 1975 including the scope of the inquiry that the Commission
.

.

cn a generic basis intended to undertake and has undertaken

with A, B, C thrcugh B, their consideration of the impacts and .

.

more definite standards which I take it would be Commission

action only since the Board would not have any jurisdiction

over matters of that kind.

And then the five factors that the Commission

considered in determining that there was no necessity to

suspend the licensing of any further facilitics until that

9 generic environmentnl impact statement study was completed. -

483 087
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mm5
But noting that, the Boards, Licensing Boards are expected

to consider these same five factors, not necessarily limited

to,them but to be applied, weighed and balanced within the

context of the statements of appraisals made by the Staff
.

in a particular licensing situation with regard to either an

environmental impact statement or an impact appraisal under

the Commissions regulations. That therefore the five factors
.

would be considered by this Board in this context:

Whether or not it would be limited to the one i

action or whether it should fairly contemplate the cascade '

theory whatever form that might take; whether it should consider

that the previous actions by the Appeal Board and Boards on I

suunt fuel facilities' expansion or enlargement were' both by

Lheir own terms limited to that particular facility, did not
.

involve any improper segmenting as the court held in the |

Minnesota case and as the Appeal Board has held. But !

queried whether that request is really analogous to what

the proof might show the situation could be in this case.

If there is prcof in evidence that the Board would have toa

evaluate as to the cascade theory or some variation thereof.

Now those are questions the Board is going to

have to address.- And as we indicated at least provisionally,

I prefer to do it on the record. This is the interpretation

that is going to have to be done in the light of where we

gnnd and not solely as a matter of law, which is again the ~~

483 088
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mm6 thrust that is made by all of those motions by the various

parties, for us to decide 1.vw as a matter of law, with

certainly differant results depending on the maker of the

motion, but it certainly is a matter of law, which the Boarl

is reluct'nt to do.a

It would consider among those factors the ones '

s

which you ladies and gentlemen have addressed in your moving

papers; the utility or usefulness of this individual licensing

action in whatever co rtext it is; whether or not there would

be a commitmant of resources that would tani to significantly

foreclose.

Theco seem to be in dispute and we- would expect to
~

have evidence and inferences to be mado both ways.

And number three, whether or not the environmental

impacts associated with whatever this is, could be adequately

addressed within the context of the individual license

application without overlooking any cumulative environmental

impacts. Those cumulative environmental impacts are

significantly different if we are looking at one shipment in

.
. one plant, or if we aro looking at multiple shipments in

whatever range the evidence might show.

So it seems to us that once again we are told by

the Commission -- at least we have to interpret what the

Ccmmission has said in the matter of interpreting, we have to

.

apply its reason to the facts of this case, tailored to

483 089
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mm7

whatever they may be. And they are not going to be established

by affidavits.

So once again we are in the direction of considering

the moving forward on an evidentiary basis.

Now, as far as what that outcome is we don't know.

The Staff has indicated under its theory it is prepared to

*

proceed.

Well, the Staff takes a hazard whether or not the

evidence sustains their theory. If it does, then I guess the

evidentiary record and other issues they address will be
6

d complete.

If the Staff is not correct, then the sStaff knows

very well, as in other cases if there is not an' adequate

environmental FES and DES, .where required, then the Staff is

going to have to do it. But this is a consequence the Staff

faces every time it has a contested Final Environmental Impact

Statement or a negative impact appraisal of whatever it does.

As in the case of Trojan, which was a single-application for |

expanason of the facilities, it was held and sustained by the

Appeal Board that that was not a significant change, that there i

wasn' t any more spent fuel going to be created than it was

licensed for, it was right at the same plant and so on. '

Well, does that apply to this in view of whatever '

the facts are going to be shown to be er not? We don't know.

We are not going to prejudge, we don't have the evidence.

483 090
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So, from almost every point of view you have

presented to us so far, we are disposed to go ahead with our

evidentiary hearing. But we do agree there should be

clarification of issues and then the suggestion of Mr. Roisman

- has some appeal to us as to those issues, factual or mixed

facts and law that the Board should look at in deciding

that issue which, although broad, is nonetheless only one of

the potential issues at this evidentiary hearing.

We are hopeful, therefore, that over the lunch

recess, perhaps counsel could consider the suggestion

Mr. Roisman made, in the fashion of however they think it will

be useful from their point of view in assisting the Board in

formulating factual issues that would be meaningful not

because we are here but because we think this is the way we

- should proceed.

MR. MC GARRY: Mr. Clairman, picking up on your point

which I have styled the scoping of issues, I would submit that

if indeed this were an application for an entire cascade

plan,you would still be guided as you have indicated, by those

five factors. So that is the $64-question.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

MR. MC GARRY: I am just suggesting those are the

five factors that will provide the guidance tothis Board.

Now, to get to the evidence we understand that the

*
Board indicates it needs more substantive evidence,that the

483 09I
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mm9 affidavits will nob suf fice.

That being the casa, we say, le t 's get to the

evidence. We are certainly willing to sit down and soc what

Mr. Roisman has in mind. It seems to us fairly clearcut that

the evidence with respect to this cascading issue, if the

Applicants -- the Applicant will put on this evidence with

respect to the affidavit and whatever supports the

affidavit of Mr. Bostian, that will be subject to cross-

examination. '

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You are going to call the

gentlaman, are you not? You are not going to s thmit an

affidavit?
I

MR. MC GARRY: Absolutely not.

CHAIRMAN MILLZD. We will have testimeny,we will

have cross-examination and go from there?

MP. MC GARRY: Exactly.

Now lot mo just get to a couple of other . points.

One is, regardless of this issue of cascading, we etill have

various motions for summary disposition. In other words ,

the ALARA contention, as low Ta reasonably achievable,of '

NRDC.

I would submit wo should take time today if the

Board is so disposed, to addressing the various issues

contained in the various noticns for summary disposition. I

think they would lend themselves one way or the other to -

-q
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mml0 summary disposition.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: At any rate, they would help to

clarify the issues.

MR. MC CARRY: At the least.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: And that, ue think, would be

~

very useful.

MR. MC GARRY: Now to clarify some of the issues

that have been rised so we have a clean slate when we are

starting here, Mr. Chairnan, certain things have been men-

tioned. These are the housekeeping items.

One is the status of McGuire. And I believe

Mr. Roisman indicated the Staff said that McGuire needs a

Part 50 license before it will be permitted, the Applicant

will be permitted to ship this fuel to McGuire.

Well, that is totally contrary to this entire

proceeding. That's the reason we went a Part 70 route.

If we had a Part 50 license, then we would not

have had to go forward in this particular proceeding. We have

a Part 70 license at McGuire and we are amending that license

so as to license McGuire to be able to receive this fuel.
.

The status of the Part 50 --

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Pardon me. Say that again?

MR. MC GARRY: We presently have a Part 70 license

to receive cold fuel at McGuire, new fuel.

This license is an amendment, this application is -
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mml1 an amendment to that license which will thalpermit us to

recieve the Oconee fuel at McGuire.

In other words 4e need a license at that,McGuire

station. You can only store spent fuel at a licensed facility.

If we had a Part 50 license, it would have beenaa licensed

facility. Since we don't have a Part 50 license, we have to

seek a license, to wit, the Part 70 license.

I misspoke earlier when I referred to the

President's 1: 77 statement on reprocessing as eliminating that

option. That is incorrect. It simply deferred that option.

I would like the record to be correct.

There has been another point raised, and that
_

has to do with NRDC and CESG's responsibility.

15pplicant would take the position, relying upon the

Vermont Yankee Supreme Court Case, that the intervenors 2
'

have a duty and responsibility to alert the parties as to

what, indeed, their case is. We would not go the further

step at this particular point in time and submit that they

.

have the burden to perform the calculations, et cetera, et

cetera. We would simply say that they have that burden. And
.

that will be one of the issues when we discuss sum.ory

disposition -- have they fulfilled that Vermont Yankee burden.

I would like the record to be clear on that.

And I guess the final point here is that one of

the last statements made by CESG was that the Board is set *
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mm12 up to consider speculative matters.

And just so the Applicant's position is clear on

the record, the Appeal Board in the Prairie Island Vermont
\

Yankee case, that is ALAB 455, said the following:

"We have long been of the belief that the
_

dnvironmental review mandated by :TEPA is subject

.
to a rule of reason and as such need not include

all theoretically possinle envircnmental effects

arising out of an action, but rather may be limited

to effects which are shown to have some likelihood

of occurring."

That will be the standard the Applicant would

submitt, is before the Board.

I am sorry to belabor those points . They are, as I

said, housekeeping, out I believe that will encompass the

Applicant's position at this time.
Mr. Chairman, if you are looking for that --

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I have found it.

It goes on to say then, that of course the

appropriate inquiry is not whether it is theorr tically
.

possible, but no offsite spent fuel repositories will be
- available when the operating license term for these reactors

is due to expire, but must be decided instead as to whether

it is reasonably proper that the situation will obtain.

Had we been compelled to come to grips with that .
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And just so the Lpplicant's position is clear on
'
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question unaided, it is r.at certain what result might La

roached.

It has turned out, however, the Comission has
s

spoken on this subject. Of course I would introduce the fact

that the court has spoken subsequently to ':he Commission and

we will be getting into that mattor then, which formed the

predicate of your quotation.-

MR. MC GARRY: That's correct.

Would you like to hear our position at this point?

CHAIR!iAN MILIJR: I don't know. There are a number

of other questions we haven't addressed.

I was going to ask the counsel, once we take this

under submission which we are going to do shortly, either to '

advice us now or perhaps again whether it would be well to have'

'

the time spent during the recess, what are the issues now

remaining other than the central one, which has beer * '

to our attention we think quita 'erly, that the Boa. '

should consider and there should be some rulings upon.

MR. KSTCHEN: Are you going to come back for
,

rebuttal on this, Mr. Chairman?.

CHAIRtiAN MIIJER: On which?

,' MR. KETCHEN: On the central issue we have neeza *

discussing.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I thought 4J11s was the rebuttal.
.

We are not going to cut anybody off.- % make a
===
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mm14
point. These are serious, complex mattars and we are not

going to cut anybody o h.

On the other hand, under the procedure we had

sdopted, we had thought this was the rebuttal of Mr. McGarry

on behalf of Applicant, and of yourself on behalf of Staff.

MR. KETCHEN: I thought you were going to another

subject matter as this point.
.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: You know, we are vlflexible at this

u '# When witnesses are sworn, we are going to have to have
)

a little more abiding by the rules, inalogous at least to

the Federal Rules of Evidence and tre like. But right now,

since we are talking with counsel, we are experienced

trial counsel, we have a certain responsibility.

Are you prepared to go forward with your rebuttal

at this point, or do you wish to defer for some reason?

MR. KETCHE!i: I was just going to speak to the

items that Mr. EcGarry and Mr. Roisman and Mr. Blum raised;

some housekeeping and some more significant.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Fine. Why don't you go right

ahead with whatever time you think you need.

MR. KETCHEN: I would like to take up Mr. Roisran's

suggestion about the procedure. And he, rightly, I think, gets
)

'

at the Staff's problem on this central issue. And the Staff's

problem is about the burden in the record.

And he indicated that going forward without some -

483 0V8
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mm15 sort of a dre:ision had disadvantages possibly to NRDC,and

he identified some sto the Staff as well.

And I just wanted to further that discussion ax

little bit and try to give you the flavor of the Staff's

po.a';icn, which may appear to be a little bit ambiguous,

but I hope not.

.

The problem with going forward with Mr. Roisman's

suggestion -- and as the Board has indicated it is disposed

to do -- is that when the Staff comes in with its case we

are going to be adjuvting our case to the issues as we see

them still, assuming again that we are correct in

what we interpret the central issue to be, pending a ruling.

I think -- I'm '.'t speaking for Mr. Roisman, bt.t

as I understand his case, he would probably do the same thing

we would do, he would present his case on what he thinks the

central issue is. So, I'm not -- it would be confusing to

me oven as a cross-examiner, to try to cross-examine these

witnosses on a central issue on their case when I don't know

uhat the central issue is. I don't know whether he would have

that problen, but I certainly would.and I don't know whether

the Board would have that kind of a problem.

But I suspect that we would just be pushing off into-

the future facing the issue. And I would -- that's the

first part.
,

CHAIRMAN 3IILLER: Well, would you like to make a-
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imm16 preliminary showing of proof by witnesses in a manner

analogous to voir dire . examination with c:: pert witness, when

proferred, as to whether he is really an expert and whether his

,
expertise covers the subject matter in the sense of getting an

early evidentiary ruling on which it is? '

,

Would you wish to consider that procedural

possibility?
.

- MR. KETCHEN: I think that is attract-M e to me.

CHAIRMAN .ilLLER: Do we hava the witnesees necessary

for that pitrpose on hand, or reasonably available on call?

So does Mr. aoisman, and so does Mr. McGarry and so do the

other parties?

MR. KETCHEN: I'm not sure I do yet. I guess I've

got to tell my witness, this is what you are going to talk

about. And under the 20-day rule they haven't prepared

any testimony at all --

CHAIRMAN MILLER: We won't stand on the 20-dc.y rule

if there is testimony -- as a matter of fact this might be

better to have it come directly from the lips of the witnesses

for the first time. Then we don't have to worry about the

extent of cross , find out who prepared it and people

defending to the ath and so on.

There are certain advantages to having witnesses

just testifying right out as to what their view is, and we

wouldn't at all beadverse to having that occur. ~
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MML& MR. KETCHEli: And there are a lot of dicadvantages

to the trial counsel who wants to condact effective crosc-
, examination, with that kind of a procecs.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: These are all experienc2d' '

counsel and I think they can cross-examine from the hip if

they have to, because these issues are well known to them.

'

.11though the outcome, of course, might be highly controversial.'
.

MR. KETCHEN: In any caso, lot m2 go to my second

point. And I do have a third one.
&

The second, the attractiveness of what you -

say and Mr. Roisman suggests, that there are -- and I think

Mr. McGarry points to this ,too -- there are things that uc

can accomplish, however, the central issue aside. I think

there are specific factual issues on specific contentions

that do not get into, directly into the factors one through

five,that go more into what I want to ecl1 uhe old, normal

CP case, OL case issues of whether or not this is a major

federa,1 action, and if so, what the alternatives are.,

And on those discrete issues like whether or not

the alternative of more spent fuel pool expansion, or the

alternative of on-site -- just what the economic costs of

that are, or what the environmental costs of that are,

weighing those alternatives one among the other, I think

they tend to spill over into the other thing. But I think
,

there are benefits, and there are -- there is a schedule and
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there is a process where we can use our cestimony that we have

already filed and go forward on that type of situation. ,

'

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What about ALARA situations which

I think is the other area where one weighs and balances

environmental costs and economic and other benefits?

I think it is on the other area in our regulations

'

where we do have that kind of balancing.
.

Would it be possible to go forward with the

evidence upon the ruling of the Board, to go forward with the

evidence on this proposal, in those terms?

MR. KETCHEN: Yes, sir.

That is an example of what I was thinking. We

can go through on this proposal. But, of course, we don't

have a case on what the environmental impacts would be on a

similar ALARA contention, for example. Say, shipping from

Perkins to Cherokee; A, we don't know how much or when. That's

where we spill over to, yes, those are the types of things --

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Tlat's where you have a problem

because either the Board is going to have to sustain your

limited position as a matter of law, or we are going to be

up against certian rmmfications which flow from our contrary

ruling in whole or in part, but the Staff may not be prepared

to go forward on.

Isn't that about it?

MR. KETCHEN: That's correct, sir.
,

9,s
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CHAIRWM MILLER: So what your study is going to

be, asseming that the Board is going to go into issues in

an evidentiary hearing as broadly as is possibic and

necessary, given relevance, what matters you are able to

:
go forward with now and ne::t ucek -- and you batter also define.

these which are not, because that may or may not have some

significance, depending en what the ultimata ruling of the

iScard is.
!

I
MR. KETCHEN: Yes sir. i

And then on that I have acmo other things I would

like to go into, but I think that hind of a suggestion is an

important one and should be addressed. !

|
IThe third point on that suggestion is, although it

is attractive, another of the disadvantages to the

Staff in deforring a ruling is, the Staff would like to keep

its legal options cpen pending that ruling. And if we can

go ahead and exercise our legal option -- I'n speaking of

appeals and cartification and that sort of thing -- it would

be better tc know right away what the ruling is co we can

. take that tack if we feel that is the tack we want to take,

and get, hopefully, an early resolution on that matter. And

then maybe not waste time if we are incorrect or somebcdy

else is, the Board is incorrect, that tack.

That's our thinking on the suggestion.
.

I would like very quickly just to turn to some of

jn7
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the other points that the Board brought up in the argum mts,

if I may, and - just touch on them briefly.

I think we have talked about the Douglas Point
i

type of -- the ability to procaad and conduct some business. ;
II would like to point out again, back to the '

central issue, our inability to understand what the case *

. is we are supposed to present, propose to, or present at all.

In contention 1, the NRDC Contention 1, it is

mentioned, a proposed prcgram is mentioned.

In our interrogatory No. lA, of -- I don't know

the date, but the Intervenor, NRDC's response is dated

April 11, 1979 -- we had asked the Intervenor, NRDC, to

explain what it meant by the term " proposed program" in trying

to, at the prehearing conference, pin down the issue.

And Intervenor starts out:

"The proposed program is a DOE proposal to

build away from reactor storage capability for the

nuclear industry."

Okay. I heard Mr. Roisman say today, I believe,

that this case is all about Duke's program, the solution to

its spent fuel program.

As I read Mr. Roisman's affidavits, they discuss

a little bit of both, presented in its motion for
.

summary disposition. Those affidavits are pointed to the

.

Department of Energy's program and DOE's program -- I'm sorry ---

h 'b b'
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mm21 Duke Power Company's program, and indicate at least. in my

mind again, speaki ig for myself, that neither of these programs.

_ are feasibri to solve Duke Power Company's spent fuel problem
'

in 1995.
.

And I just want to highlignt the point that if that ',
is the case, and we are talking about the ability of DOE to '

.

resolve the interim away from reactor, or interim spent fuel

and ultimate storage program in 1995 or sometime in the future

1990s any days, and the issue springing from that is uhether

that wil.'. happen, or whether Duke Power Company will be able

to avail itself of that program. That is the kind of case

that we have not really put together, although I reiterateI
\

once again we have nontioned the so-called cascade program in.

our affidavits on contentions 3C and 3D in order to do at

least a preliminary assesam cit of that progrort if it is an

alternative.
.

But our position is -- and as I hear Mr. Roisman

and as I read his evidence,those future steps in the so--

called cascade program are somewhat speculative. And I think

MRDC versus Morton, and some or those cases say that the

Staff does not have 20 go into detail on alternatives which

' you can see at the beginning of the analysis with some

scarching, appear to be speculative.

CHAIRMAM MILLDR Such as repeal of the antitrust
,

laws.

I\ 0b
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.2
MR. KETCHEN: Right.

CHAIRMAli MILLER: Well those examples in the Morton-

NREC case seem to go into alternativce er alternative action or

alternative analyses, which on the face of it almost appear

to be highly unlikely, very remote on any probability scale.

Now the question is here, when did the Staff first

become aware of the so-called cascade plan in whatever form --

it may have been rudimentary or whatever. When did the

Staff first become aware of it?

MR. KETCHEN: Well, I think we probably became awrze

of it when the Intervonors -- well, I'm not sure.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: ITot before the Intervenor's

} raising- it?

MR. KETCHEU: I vill have to check that.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That raises a question, because

what did the Staff do in its original analysis, what did it

do when it made its negative impact appraisal, what did it

do when it took whatever position it has taken?
.

Was it done in light of the knowledge of the so-

called cascade plan and a rejection of it, was it on the

grounds of a spectator, waatever other grounds the sStaff

may have done it, was it just not done because the Staff

wasn't aware of it or it didn't, for no special type reason

choose to put it into its analytical process.

.

Those are twc different things, aren't they?
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mn23 We would 1xpect the evidence to bear upon that.

But the inference is, we come close, which is quite different,

depending on which is the fact. And I am calling this to your
.

'- attention because th..e is the kind of thing the Board is

going to be looking at. It isn't just a matter of a cmooth

analy~ical argument to address as a lawyer, and come up with

a conclusion A which is d'' metrically oppcsed to conclusion B,

and the Board is. asked t1 loose among them and to give a

judgment or a series of judgments based on determination as

a matter of law.

What we are being asked to do is evaluato a very

complex series of things involving case law, the Minnesota

case, the two actions taken by the Commissioners and the like.

This is where we need to know a lot more than a simple

syllogistic form of reasoning.

Now I mn suggesting to the Staff, I would like

very much to know about this cascade because you are talling

us now, certainly we vill look forward to the proof, but did

the Staff consider it or not. And at what point of time did
-

it or did it not. And for what reasons, which are or are

.

as the Board will then have to make the ultimatenot valid,

judgment.

MR. KETCHEN: I think that also flows from a

decision during the analysis as to whether the action proposed

is a major federiaction significantly affectiaq it, or it is
.
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mm24 not.

C'IAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, but that is not just caid by

rote.
_

M1. . KETCHEN: That's true.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: We want to go behind or below the

rote and find out what are tha judgmental factors, A, that

went into the Staff that had the first task under its NEpA

responsibilities initially.

..he Board now has some of looking at the ;1 hole

matter th;cugh the evidence presented by J pplicant,

environmentalists, Staff and the like. These are the kinds of

things we are asking you to look at as you confer over the

lunch hour, to decide those matters that the Board needs or

wants, rightly or wrongly, some evidence concerning.

We are starting te point out to ycu new, get away

from the rote reasona r.g and get away from syllogisms, get

right dcwn'to where the evidence is.

I think Mr. McGarry said he would rather have
.

us do this now than be aware a week from now that was really

- in our mind and we have been spinning our wheels. I am saying

this without prejudging anything, but in an effort to be

helpful to counsel to help get this evidentiary hearing,

which is likely to start at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow morning, in a

way that will be useful and helpful and as fruitful as

Q -

possible. fl u 7 { UU
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Also, let's delineate what deficiencies there

may be, so we can evaluate that.

I think if I am not trespassing on anybody's time
.

or thcughts, and we are not foreclosing you, that it might be'

useful to recess now for ou- luncheon recess. *

Do you want an hour and a half? Do you think you

want ta confer? j

Would you rather have two hours?

Do you want an hour? -

What is your judgment en the lunch recess?

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, let me just say I was

not ruggesting anything as lengthy or monumental as the

Part;'.es conferring anong themselves.

CHAIIUWI MILLER: All right. They can contemplate

thei: own navels. We don't know what process --

MR. ROISMAN: I was suggesting that they confer '

within themselvon and give you their suggestions on what

the fact issues might be.
.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Fair enough.

MR. KETCHEN: Staff would like 2:00 o' clock. We.

do have a couple of more points.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right. We will recess for

lunch and return at 2 00. Whatever form you wish to do it.

Think about some of these things so that we can

-

get down to what we are going to do about the central issue
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and relations to it. Then get down to a number of issues.

We are going to have sette evidentiary hearing,

unless we throw up our hands -- which we are not likely to

do.

.

Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 12:00 Noon, the hearing was recessed

'

to resume at 2:00 P.M. this same day.)

,
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (2:05 p.m.) j

3 CHAIRMAN MILLER: The evidentiary hearing Will

1
4 resume.

.

5 This morning we had been discussing, of course, the

6 major issues and the large issue of the nature and scope of

f7 the kind of action which we consider to be reasonably sub-
''

|
8 sumed in these proceedings.

O I think that several counsel had indicated that '

10 they would give some thought to issues reasonably related to

11 the larger ultimate issues and make recommendations to the

12 Board. Mr. Roisman, I recall you did and I think perhaps
,

13 Mr. McGarry.

14 So, would you go ahead. Mr. Roisman, you may )
~

l

f15 proceed.

16' MR. ROISMAN: It seems to me that the -- if I

11 understand and maybe some give and take between the Board

la and myself will clarify it moro - it seems to me the |

19 question you are aching us to focus on now is what should
i

.

the scope of the proceeding be and that ought to'be a f20

21' preliminny question as to how the proceeding should come
'

22 out. You want to try to define what all of the parties

23 ought to be addressing. If that is the case, as best as I i

i

24 can see it, what we are looking at is sort of the Kleppo
|
.
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eax2 t There, you had the question of whether the

2 Northwest region had its own independent coal plan separate

3 from the national coal plan. Here the question is how is Duke

4 approaching the question of apont fuel storage. Are they'

5 really approaching it as though the 300 assembly transshipment

,. 6 is an isolated event or do they in fact have a plan.
, -

I
7 I would think you would want to tako evidence

g from the appropriate Duke witnesses which are, I might add,

g not the witnesses identified by Mr. McGarry in his June 4,

'
,

to letter to you. But I did speak to 1-im and he indicated
.

;7 the witnessos which I think are the pertinent ones will be

made availablo. What assumptions did they use in their12

13 planning that could affect their thinking.

14 In other words, do they look at the availability

g or unavailability of a government APR, the date on which

16 permanent waste disposal will or will not be ava!.lable. Are

7 those factors that woul, change their thinking.

18 secondly, the Staff has an independc't duty

19 to look at the same sort of questions and as you streeec-i this

'' 20 m rning, how did the Staff happen to pick 300 assemblies.
.

21 Y u heard Mr. McGarry suggest the company is thinking about

300 to 400. The Staff is explicit in its environmental22

impact appraisal, only 300 assemblies.g

Presamably there must have been some reason for

the Staff setting the limit at that number and no other
; .
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eak3 1 | number. How did it get to that number. And a related fi
I'2 question: how does the Staff.,12 it does,reac h the concluaion .

3 that no transshipments will be allowed to McGuire until it
.

4| has an :perating license, not; merely an amended Phirt 70
|

$, license.

6[ Now what I similarly thought about was whether,

's il

(| 1i the independence of each of these decisions ought to affect
i l

'

8 the question of scope. Like could you now decide to transship ;.
;

300 and not foreclose anything and does 300 stand by itself f9
i

10 or does'it' automatically have to be linked to a plan.

11 That seemed to go more to the merits. That went to the issue
12 of the Commission's factors; how do you define

1
33 independent utility.

4 You remember there has been some argument between j
i15 the Staff and Applicant on the one hand and ourselves on 5

16 the other. In Factor 1, what this concept " ameliorate"

17 meant. Did ameliorate a possible shortage of spent fuel

18 capacity mean,when the Commission used the phrase, to include

39 only short-term measures and therefore, autcmatically
.

20 to limit the scope.

.

2t So that before you'get to the question of whether,

21 in fact, independent utility exists or not, you have to define

23 independent utility of what scope of the proceeding.

24 So I would thirilt before we got to that, before

25 ve heard evidance on indepcr.rient utility, you would want to -

[} 8) )
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eak4g have defined the accpe and the same thing for the foreclosing

2 of options..

.

You have to know the scope of consideration
|

3

before we know what set of options are being foreclosed.4

5 I think it is important that those things happen before wa

6 go into the merits and the reason is if we don't do that,

7 we are going to have an awful lot of parties arguing about the
!

8 relevance of direct testimony of another party or the

g cross-enmination proposid by another party.

10 If we think the scope is as broad as NRDC suggests,

g then we would argue a discussion that centered only on the 300

12 assemblies was irrelevant. If it narrow like the Staff and

13 the Applicant think, they would say our discussion about
.

14 cascading and going into the 1990s would similarly be

e evant.15

16 That would be a continuing battle. Every single

piece of
37 direct testimony and every single item of cross-

18 examination would create a battle.
.

39 I see only a morning's worth of direct testimony '

andg probably it would have to be oral direct as well as oral

21 cr as, becauso I don't see anything in the direct

22 testimony offered by the Applicant or the Staff that answers

23 # 88 " "" "" i "" #8" ' " 8

question the Board wants.

25 Finally, I think that there is a problem of what the
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I Boerd does after it gets that information. Do we go on witheak5

2 the rest of the hearing and let that decision await further

consideration by the Board or does the Board rule from the

bench or what? There cicarly are soma issues that are in4

a way, unaffected by this scope question. Most of the issues

that CESG is raising are those, rather than the issues we'

;
.

7
I are raising.

8 I think it is fair to say if the Board ruled that

the scope of the proceeding were 300 assemblies, alternatives9

to 300 assemblies and nothing beyond that, that we would feelto

U there was nothing left for'us to litigate, that our case is

12 based on the broader scope.

13 But clearly if there is a question of what the

consequences of an accident might be while shipping the 200le

15 assemblies or the dangers associated with sabotage of the 300

assemblies, those arc discreto questions which would remain16

IY live in the hearing regardless of how you definsd the scope

question,which I could see the Board proceeding wit 4 and thenI6

19 if it found the scopo question was one it wanted to think~

26 about more, it wouldn't have to rule on it instantly.

21 But a morning, tomorrow morning., for instance,

22 just on the two things I have identified: what is Duke's

23 plannint; how did they define the ' problem themselves: their

own er;xtrts, what assumptions do they make affecting that8 24

25 thinking and the Staff, how did it get to the position it .

48[ ib
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eah6 1 got to in the environmental impact appraisal.

2 The only other thing I include in that in that

3 I think it might be helpful if the Board got from the Staff

and Appl' cant some definitive factual statement and I wouldi4

5 suspect that there is one on some of these key questions. For

6 instance, in the affidavit we had frcm Dr. Tamplin which

7 was attached to our motion for summary disposition and dated
'

May 25, Dr. Tamplin analyzes what happens after transshipments

s between Oconee and McGuire and between Oconee, McGuire and

to Catawba is exhausted which happens in 1991. He goes on and

t} looks at the Applicant's cascado plan and sees they star,t

12 transshipping in 1992, first to the three Cherokee reactors
.

13 and then after those have been exhausted, they start trans-

14 shipping to the three Perkins reactors.

Ig This morning's n uspaper carries a story that says

;6 that Duke is postponing the Perkins plants and some of the

17 Cherokee plants and if that is so, that would be a fact that

18 ought to come out.
.

,

19 We ought to know that because that in a way does.

20 affect some of this. -

21 Similarly we ought to know the fact about the

22 Staff,1f it really does have. a pcsition that you have to have

| an operating license at McGuire before you can tranaship.23
|

g Third,we ought to know the fact about the availabili

of reracking at Oconee to deal with their full core reserve
;g 25 ,

t
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eak7 1 problem as c2 the filing.

I
2 We have a filing from tho Applicant in February saying

3 that they believe if they got their approval on or about the

4 8th of June, that thay could have the rcracking completod

5 so that they wouldn't have to transship. We ought to know

. 6 whether they still take that position.
,

7 That will affect that. -

.

8 Does that address your parception -- an I correct

9 in assuming that I have the right idea as to what'your,

to perception of the scope question is.
.

li CHAIRMAN MTTJRR Yes, I believe so. I believe

12 that is correct.

13 MR. ROISMAN: I don't Eeo any role for the NEDC

14 witnesses on those questions. I don't think our witnesses -

15 our witnesses can analyze what it is - the proposals that the

16 Applicant has. Dut we have no basis for testifying that we

17 ,know they have a plan that is bigger than what they know

18' they have.

19' DR. LUEBKE: I might add one item. The alternati$

00 raracking, poison racks, steel racks, I have heard about.

,a But I never hear about building an additional pool in the

22 same breath. I uculd like to have that addresses as to the

23- potentialities, possibilitios and so on.

24 CHAIRMAN MTTJRR Mr. McGarry?
i

25 MR. MC GARRY: We have heard what Mr. Roisman said.
,

i

iQ {
f4 g '-
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eak8 Our planning of this proceeding led us to conclude that we

would anticipate putting on our alternative witnesses the first

thing tomorrow morning. We would speak to the catters that

'

Mr. Roisman has raised tomorrow morning.

Now, if indc d we get into the -- we focus,

*
'

initially on the cracading alternative, we have the lead

witness, Mr. Bostian whose affidavit is the affidavit I

referred to earlier this morning and he will be a member of

that panel. Pursuant to discussions I had with Mr. Roisman
'

we also have the other two individuals present and they

will be here tomorrow morning to speak to that additional

aspect that the parties may wish to inquire into.i

i
: So from the Applicant's point of view, we are
'

prepared to go forward and address these matters.

CIUGRMAN MILLER: Staff?

MR. KETCIIEN: Mr. Chairman, first part I will go

into my presentation of what we considered over lunch and

then I will probably cover some of the things that Mr.

Roisman speaks of and Mr. McGarry speaks of.

Point 1 is as we said before, we don't think the.

cascade plan is in this case and we don't agree that it comes
i

in under Contention 1. We are sticking with our case that

it is a simple transshipment case. If the ruling is

otherwise, that indeed the entire cascade plan is in this case

and should be consicared under either NEPA, the statute, or undeE

[} 8 [. 9
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the C6mmission~u policy statement, then we are -- our position

is prejudiced becauce as we have indicated before, under the law

as we have road it, we didn't anticipate that it could get in
_

his case.

At this point, I think I will respond to one of

.

the coments taat Mr. Roisma.. makes about the scope. Our

case in its limited form as we see the scope, can address

some of the points raised by the cascade plan where it is

pr ~
an alternative or is not an alternative.

It can only go so far. The point ia where do we

draw the line. Our factual case is that -- our legal case

is yes, you do have to evaluate alternatives but not

speculative alternatives. So our factual case will,

depending on whera the line is drawn, get into the cascade

plan as far as it being an alternative.-

On the ccope question, our position is still that

-- and I think it is important as Mr. Roisnan poinus cut --
'

his witnesses will not have a role in this procoeding
.

depending on how the scope is defined or they will have a

'

.
role.

That brings us to part of our point htre that

insofar as Mr. Roisman's contentions 'alk about the DOE

program and policy, that is sort of shifteS aside, but I think

it is another discreta issue that the Doard needs to consider.
"

That is whether we are indaed-undertaking au part

483 120
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of this case and focusing on the DOE progarn or the DOE

program to resolve the interim spent fuel storage or the ultimate

sper-t f uel storage problen.

Our position on that is that we --

CIIAIR!LMI MILLER: What would be the relevance of
' '

that before this Board? Isn't that a natter for the

Conmission, depending on what view the Commission takes of

the Minnesota decision of the United States Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit? Isn't that more appro-

priate for the Commission to consider rather than this

licensing board with the issues presented to it?

MR. KETCIIE!!: That is our point. We don't believe

it is in this caso. He believe it is a Department of Energy

problem or a Commission problem, but it is not our problem-.

And I an addressing -- looking at Mr. Roisnan's affidavits.

A lot of those affidavits talk about the DOE policy.

We once again agree with you that that is not in this casa.

That is why we are asking for again a focus on a second
.

point besides the cascade plan.

. CIIAIR!iAN MILLER: Weren't those matters contained

in Mr. Roisman's original fornulation of issues and has he

not aince that time discovered what he considers more

profitable ground, the affect,'i.f anyrof the Minnesota

case, court decision, and the development of the cascade

theory, its relationship to tbc two Ccamission statements of ~

483 121
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eakil policy and the like. Hasn't that been overtaken by history

as f ar as the major signifia-,naa in this case is concerned?

MR. KETCHEN: -That is what we are trying to find,

'

out and we have a right to know so th,at we can address it.

.

If indeed that is the case, we would like to know.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Lab me ask Mr. Roisman. Maybe I

can find out for you quickly as to what the position of NRDC

is at the present timo.

MR. P.OISMAN: I think what has happened is

partially as you described it, Mr. Chairman. Certainly,

discovery showed us something we had not known was there before.

That was that Duke itself had a " plan". We nonetheless still

feel and stress this in our most recent filing which is --

CHAIR &Yi MILLER: June 1 motion for suspension of

hearing schedule?

MR. ROISMAN: No. We wrote about it in our

response to the Applicant's motion for sumnary disposition

which I have now lost. I can explain the position even if

I can't give you the exact page number.
*

The point was this: at the top of all of this,

we have the DOE doing national planning on spent fuel storage.

That event overtook the Commission's generic environmental

impact statenent on spent fuel storage and created a situation

analogous to whct we faced in the Clinch River Breeder case
.

where t!e had an ERDL policy statenant as to how the Clinch

l 'c) 'L
)48,?
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eak12 River program fit into a national program. And the

Canmission Lien ruled thac the national goals and policies

are to be laid down by ERDA, now DOE, and that they are to

control the Commissicn.

: Okay. So when we started this case or I should say
.

When the NRC started it by denying the NRDC petition back in 1975

there was no DOE or ERDA involvement in the issue. Since

that time, as of 1977, DOE announced something. We still think

there is a question in this case that relates to that.

Question 1 is does the Commission's Clinch River

Breeder decision require this Board and the Commission to

now wait for the Department of. Energy to articulate its

national spent fuel storage policy and then to fit the

individual actions like the transshipment proposal into that

policy? For instance, if the policy came down and said we

favor maximum transshipment, then reracking and only as a last

resort, independent spent fuel storage facilities, that would

affect this Board's va?uation as to how to balance the
'

alternatives that we will argue about.

CHAIR!!AN MILLER: You don't expect that, dc you?

MR. ROISliAN: Mo, because we see the reverse.

'

In the draft statement, they look the opposite way. Do as

much as we can at the site and use the off site option then.

If we thought it would come or'. the other way,
O ' .

we might not argue so vehemently for waiting. De that as it

n g
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eakl3 may, the lcw guides. We might not have proffered the point.

When the Commission talked in its five factors

about the consideration of whether you might be toreclosing
_

. . .
opcions in the future, they had in mind the generic solutions.

They weren't necessarily thinking of the generic solutions
- being implbmented by the Department of Energy, but even at

that time, there was the possibility of a sing 3e spent fuel

utorage facility being built and housing all of the spent
fuel.

We now see the possibility that a decision in the

Duke case will tend to foroclosa the option or not

depending on whose side of this case you are on. We have to

look at the DOE study in a second light.

If we choose not to wait for it, which would give

us an imiaediate answer, we have to look to see, is it possible

that something that happens in this case will foreclose an

option being looked at by DOE. That is the second way this
comes up. That might be an option independent of the fore-

closing of options for Duke itself.-

. The third way it comes up is the extent to which

Duko's own planning la based on its own set of assumptions

about what the Department of .W.ergy is ultinately going to do.

We quoted earlier today from the nencrandum from a Duke

employee indicating that they saw all of this transshipment

as a holding acticn, trying to mininize their costs until *

-. ) }!\
kkb b
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the government built the away-from-reactor storage

facility.

_

That was the policy enunciated by the. Department

of Energy la the preliminary matter in October of '77. That

- policy seems to be evolving over time and they seem to have
,

' a different vica now but that is still there an d in Duke's

planning.

That is a third way that knowing what DOE has
,

in mind can have some imp'.ct. The affidavit of Dimitri
!
' Rotow is pertinent to that. He talked to the DOE officials

and got from them some perception of how do they go abouti

'

building their case for needing away-from-reactor storage
.

facilities.

They do it by looking at Duke and seeing that
.

| Duke has only a program on paper, to be a little tiny

: transshipment of 300 fuel rods and that means Duke will need
|
' an away-from-reactor storage facility soon and the government

| uses that to argue to Congress we have to build one.

So, there is an interrelationship there. So, I
.

! don't think that DOE or its policies are out of the case.
!

We have not proposed to bring DOE in here as

'
a witness which I suspect if we did, we would have to do

by subpcena. We do have an internal document from Duke Power
'

Company indicating that they had made some preliminary
-

inquiries with the Department of Energy about whether the

|} f]/y \L.
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Department of Energy would come in as their witness on some of

these issues.
i
' And that memorandum suggested that they thought

( ) that they would, although nobody has been called yet. That
'

is a bridga which we are not yet ready to cross. It may be

,' that the parties will not be able to do any damage to the
;

Rotow analysis and that Cochram and Tamplin to-some-extent.

i

analysis of what the DOE policy is.
i,

If they do and we have to go to the horso's mouth
!

: to get the direct word, we will have to subpoena-probably

' two or tihree officials of DOE to get to it.

The bottom line in we think the DOE po11cy remaint

an issue in the case. It is Duke's.long-tern policv which

i beccmes a new change and of course, the Minnesota case which

| adds an antirely different element.into the case.
!

| CHAIRMAN MILLER: Anyons else wish to be heard
:

I on this point? I guess not.
i

| MR. KITfCHEN: To continue and partly to respond
,

[ to that, once again, that is one of the issues we believe is

| not before this Board and that is why we raised it by way of
:
'
motion for summary disposition. We don't think the DOE

- policy is in this case and we think the arguments which we
!

-

have just heard are contrary to the policy established by the

Commission in its is. tance in 40 Fed. Reg. 42801, September 16,

h 1975, giving a procedure that could ce invoked in the interim -

/
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thing.

We would submit that after that presentation,

that it would be, we believe, the best way to proceed that
__

we have a distinct and clear ruling frem the Board as to

exactly how and what nature the cascade plan is in this case
'

and then we would at that time, depending on how the Board

is disposed to rule, probably request that the Beard certify.

this question to the Appeal Scard, because we believe it is

an important issue.

CHAIP.LmN MILLER: We think a lot of iscues are

important and we don't think that is cause for certifying them.

It is our job to explore them initially. We intend to

perform our duty. The Appeal Board can reach doun anytime

it wants. If it wishes to accelerate things, it can. We

will ndt certify these matters for appeal in order to shirk

our responsibility.

!1R. IGTCIEN: I didn't mean to intend you should

shirk your responsibility. I think these are questions of

law that spill into lots of other cases and are important

to the Commission business outside the bounde of this case.

CHAIDIAN MILLER: We think that is perfectly

true. We don't think the issue is novel in that respect.

The Northern States Pouer, Frairie Island and Vermont Yankse

appeal Board, pages 47 and 48, discuss whether they needed
.

to go beyond the Staff'c and Applicant'a limited views undar

AB3 I20
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Kleppe. They discussed at length the limitations of Kleppe

Snd why wa find that line of argument unpersuasive. They

diccucs why Kleppo was inapposite. It is : sinilar argument
,

to wh.at is being made here.

They point out, page 43, that the question

of adverce environmental affects which cannot be avoided

chould the proposal be luglemented, "was, of course, no.

suggestion that implementaticu of tha action proposed by

Interior in the K1.eppe case,. the ascuanca of a limited number

of chcrt-tern coal leares, might entail environmental

impacts of a regional scope."

And as the Klappe court noted, the District

Court had "expresaly found that there uso nc cristing or
'

proposed plan er program on the part of the fadoral government
'

for the regional development of che area daccribed in the ~

complaint."

'
There ic your icsue. There is an issue subject

to proof and the like which wc have it.gges ted ee regard as
.

a significant issua at any rate in th_a caso.

That is to say; whether cr nct there ic or was an

en2 3 ting or proposed plan or progrn:r. on the part of the
'

Applicant for the multiple transchipment. It la to :s

very analogous to tho analysis that the Appeal Board mado

on whethar ci: not to follow the ;;1appo Limitaticc.
.

W2 are hcaring th: 7 ce arg'inents now. They arc not

I)f f \-
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new. They do require evidence; they do require some sensitive

weighing of Ehe factors but they are there.

They are not novel. We dcn't have to go to the
_.

Appeal Board or to anyone else for help to at least proceed

in this case the way the Appeal Board analyzed the Kleppe

decirion. We are indicating to you we are inclined to do

that..

It is suggested we put on evidence first on that

matter. The Applicant has said he could and would; you indicated

yo,a would follcw; NRLC and others could proceed as they

wish, whether by cross examination alone or witnesses as

indicated and let's find that out. The

District Court, U.S. Dis'rict Court found there was noc

, ![ existing plan or program.
.

.U Let's find out whether or not there is or uas or is
"

o

"
reasonable likelihood of it being a step in a proposed

program. Let's let this Board have the chance to see the

'
evidence both ways tested by cross examination and we will

3

make a determination.

This will not interrupt the evidentiary hearing..

It may make it qualitatively different, depending on the

nature of the ruling, but there are other issues which are

susceptible of going ahead which you and othors have

described.

.

In addition, we can find out once ce have the

S? hb-
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er.k20 cvidence and once we make a decision as to what the proposed

action is, which is licensing of a certain kind requested of

the NRC; let's find cut waat it is. whether it is a single

limited one, whether it is the Kleppe limitation, beyond

Kleppe, whether it i. beyond what the Appeal Board talked

abcut, the same Appeal Ecard you are wanting to certify.

I aculd as soon take what they said in Prairie
.

Island and Vermont Yankee. Ne appreciate your suggestion

'

as to getting this matter ,, solved.

Ue will start at nine in the morning with that,

aspect of it. You will havo your witnesses.

'

MR. MC GARRY: Our first panel will be four

witnesses: Mr. Bostian who is our overall witness in this
' regard; Mr. Sherrett who will address purchase power; Mr.

| Lewis who will be speaking to'the doses associated wich
i
,

the various alternativos and Mr. Hager who will be speaking,

to the various altoinatives in terms of time and cost.
.

CHMRMAN MILLER: Frca your point of vieu then,-

,

cross examination by counsel and Staff will sufficiently
1 -

i

.

project the evidentiary basis for your contention regarding

Contention 1 and the scope of thic hearing?,

*

MR. MC GARRY: Yes. Le t me say, the scope has

broadened. I heard people talking about various alternativos.

That is why we are putting en this altarnative panel. If

Wa focua again on the cascade program, Mr. Ecstian in the first "

13I7
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to the parties' choice or course of action, we have the

two necessary back-up witnessen, fir. Snead and Mr. Glover,

who will be here tomorrow and.they can join the panel or sit

in a panel with Mr. Bostian.

However you want to prcceed, we have the people

- and can go foruard.

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I want to say one

thing. I would rather have us have our fight tonight rather

than temorrow. What Mr. McGarry described as the witnesses

he wants to put on doesn' t have -- with the e::ception of

Mr. Snead, Mr. Glover and Mr. Bostian's tiny affidavit --

anything to do with the scope question.

The scope question doesn't depend on the

environme''.al impact associa:ed with the 300 fuel rods being

transs' .pped or the cost of what the alternatives are.

It has to do with, as I described earlier, what

Duke's plans are.

CHAIE'I.!T MILLER: Are those witnesces prepared

to identify, give the history and development of and give the-

present description of Duke's plans regarding the cascade

prcgram?

MR. ROISMAN: I don't know about tnat but

their testi::sny as prefiled by !ir. McGarry - if what he is
_

propcGing is to put th:1 in -- doesn ' t go to thac. I till

483 132
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not cross examine them tomorrcw morning on that. If they

have comething te add to this question -- I am dubious about

wnether Mr. Ecchian is qualified to address any issues here.

Asswaing that he is,.ie, Mr. Snead and Mr. Glover

-- for Snead and ' ver there is r.a prefiled testimony --

I have no problen with Mr. McGarry putting them on - and ha

and I discussed this ;n the phone -- giving them direct+.

.

questions, getting direct answers and doing cross examination.

'
Fran the internal memoranda we have seen and we may

have to ask preliminary questions of them to make sure the

preliminary data are correct, those two men, Glover and

Snead, see- ;c be the enes with the principal planning

function here.

They can tell us whether they have a cascade plan

on the drawing board, how they define the scope of the

problem, do they look from now to 1992 or from now through

'
the years the plants will run, those questicns.

CIIAII'liAli HILLER: I assune that is the kind of

toccimo77 that will be offered?

'

. MR. MC GARRY: That is c:cactly correct.

CHAIRMA11 MILLER: It goes beyond the prepared

'
prefiled tactinony?

IIR. MC GARRY: Exactly, '4r. Bostian is the man with

the ultimate respcnoibility with recpect to establishing a
.

course of action at Duke Pcwer Company w.i.th respect to

,,;
C' \ ') Jf u_ -
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cpant fuel prchlcmc. So, I am alertir.g iIr. Roisman at this

point in timo ve de ~.ntend to put hin on ca the head aan.

He is and we vill demensurate he is qualifisd in

this regard. I don't anticipata a big to de ebout that.

Just co we are clear.

CHAIR'ildi .LLER: He is !t . Cascade at present?

, MR. I!C GARRY: Ycu Caid it; c. hat i.: it.

CHAIPRAN f1II.;ER: He can address that pI.*.n frcm

your client's point of view?

MR. MC GARRY: He is Mr. Caucacte.

112 , ROISML.N : Maybe that 1.3 an adraission.

We don't have to have a hcaring.

CFAIF1Bli ti!LLER: I art not pressing an edmincion.
.

I want to identify him in a shorthand way.
.

MR. HC GARRY: Lei. me explain. "'ha reason

I centicued the other individuals who are our alternative
'

canel and cnce we get into the rain caue the lir:t issue

we anticipato covering is tho alternative panel. First

we have the acope question. We will htve che aggrepriate

people. However, during the discussion of che scoping

, .

a.s s u e , Dr. Lueo.ne ase, en acout hu11L,ing an audit 2.onal_ , - . . . . . .

pool. Well, that is Mr. Sagari ne can talk abcuc that.

So I think in the iziteracts of tipo, we vill put

the panel ..p there and lac tha ch ps = ' ' ' uhere they r.y.

.

I think we will provide cho @propriata nacpla 'h o c an

7A
7 1 3 m.
.
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address the questions in this first issue.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Much of their testimony in the

first go-round will be given orally and for the first

' time. It is not covered therefore to any significant

extent as far as the cascade plan is concerned by prefiled
'

testimony.

MR. MC GARRY: Me have not addressed the cascade
.

program by prefiled testi'r.cny. So, this is a choice. Maybe.

we ought to discuss it for a moment here, lir. Chairman.

I would anticipate putting in all of their

testimony in the first instance.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: If you proffer them as

direct witnesses with regard to the genesis and development

and present status of the cascade plan, I would think you

would go farther at that point, to ask questions, make your

record in chief and turn them over for cross examination.

If it is agreeable with you, it would get the whole matter,

'
out to interrogation.

| MR. MC GARRY: That is our plan. Put in the

I
prefiled testimony, ask additional questions --

'

MR. ROISMAN: We will oppose the prefiled

'
testimony going in on the ground it has no relevance to the

potential scopo of the proceeding. I don't want to be

obligated to cross on it or argue in front of the Bcard its

relevance. Its relevance will depend on your resolution of

.>a
kCd3 5 "
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tha scope quescicn.

MR. :CIIEN : Mr. Chai= an, I thin : that ic the

1 Vay to proceed. I think it fuzzes up the icar.o if we have to

sit down and take out a saction of cross e::aminnuion on the

other altarnatives. I think we ought to get resolved right

away what the lines are about the cascado plan. Our
.

witness uill he presonrad for that limited purgesc.

CI'ItIIU'dd ILI.ER: The Board agreas with you, Mr.

Roisman. tir. McGarry, you may as well join uc. He see there

c.ay be a problem initially. If you would bring forward the

witnesses you wish, in uhatever order you desire. Perhaps

we should start with the direct oral testimony,, reccgnicing

it has not been prafiled and we vill leh you go ahead ard

make your case on that issue.

MR. ROISF1di: One e::ception to my stabenea t.

The Ecstian cffidavit, tha second one, dces purport

to addrast this issue in part. I don't have a urchica

, with ".r . McC-arry --
&

4

CILiIPmli e1 ILLER: I t' that is just an

affidavit -- one chairman said he can' t cross c:ccmine a piece

of paper. Ilhatever he said in the af fidavit you shculd

be prepared no address on direct and it will be availeble

for croca exatination.

'To :1cn't anticipa u the affidtvit being affar:d -

in ev: ?cace.
, 7) g,.

,
. ,
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MR. ROISMAN: I would like to get the preliminaries

out of the way. We would like the Board to make clear, if

it would, that we may direct questions to individual members

of the panel. The panel may not consult with each other

before answering and the witness will be obligated to answer

or we will oppose the use of the panel.

*

CRAIRMAN MILLER: That is fair and we have done

that before. Do you have a problem with that?

MR. MC GARRY: I have no problem. I would

mention one thing. We can pick this up on rebuttal. But seme-

times in the panel approach, another witness would like to

clarify a statement. Is Mr. Roisman objecting to that?

MR.RGISMAN: I uill if it is Mr. Bastian.
.

CIAIRMAN MILLER: Perhaps we better use the,

analog of the courtrcom here. If we were tightly bound by

the Federal Rules of Evidence and the like -- let's structure
'

'

the first one which is oral direct more as if we were in the
5

.
courtroom than an administrative hearing. I don't want to

bind you. That way it will be helpful to the Board.

Initially it will help the parties who wish to cross

'
examine and you on redirect. Let's try that with the first

group. We vill not follow as much of the panel presentation

or the profiled direct testimony approach. Then we will go

from there.
.

MR. ROISMAN: I have no problem with all_,of them
483 i5/
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sitting there no ' hat we enn talk about the iscua

cohesively, but I wanc te pi;:k and chocce whoever I want

to answer the question.
4

CIIAIPRAN MILLER: These a:cc witnesses, experts.

I would like to hear from each one sequentially. They can
.

'

pool when they pool. Pcoling is difficult when you have

multi-headed witnasses. Ne will put tcgether the segments..

We will give them a fair opportunity if someone ' cants to

give a surmary Of matters that have been covered in exhibits

that arc in. But largely this., is a nan-Zor-nan proposition.

The fact chey sit together doesn't change that context.
'

,

Staff, do you have eny problem with that cype of procedure

for this panel?

IG. KETCHE": For the firct section of this

hearing, I have no problem. Ce will reserve for later.

} CHAIEMAN MILLER: This is because of the nature
;

- ! of the testimony ar.d tha kind of panel end the subject that
:

is before them. Ue are not saying this will ba true of'.
.

all. In fach, we will discues it with counsel subsequently.

.
| MR. KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, I want to nake clear

as to what we are about. Is it r.ry understandir.g that the

Board will hear thir avidence and than giva us sena direction --

'
CHAIFEU " ILLER: I:e Jill her.r that avidence,

whatevar avidenca you uian to put on, as well as your
.

e::atination of wit.nessac- ;o will .rcr the .winanca

405 U
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Mr. Roisman, Mr. Blum or anyone else wishes to put in on

that subject. At that point, the Board will confer and

orally rule what the scope is.
m

'
It will essentially be A or B as you have described

3
it to us. That will be the nature of that issue.

~

We will then proceed as counsel wish to proceed,

.

probably with the Applicant's witnesses. They normally
'

put on their witnesses first on the other matters.

'

MR. KETCHEN: May we ask of the Chair whether

Mr. Roisman will be putting on a direct case on this

question?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, I think it is fair to inquire

on that subject.

MR. ROISMAN: No, we will not be putting on a direct

case on the question of scope. But we will'be introducing

a fair number of exhibits all of which are prepared by

Applicant witnesses and we will introduce them through those

Applicant witnesses.

~

CUAIRMAN MILLER: It is fair so that we all know

.
what is coming up since we are doing this without prepared

direct testimony. Ask any questions you want.

MR. KETCHEN: I may or may not have problems

with that. We will address those. We ask the same question

of Carolina Environmental Study Group, whethor they intend
.

to put on a witness on this subject.

A B"5 I3ht
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MR. 3 LUM: 33 may have tcstimony an the building

of an adlitional fuel pccl. That till be Mr. Rilcy. If that

is an issue.
,

'
. CHAIP. MAN MILLER: Do you censidar that to be an issue

on the first aspect we have been discussing all day?

MR. BLUM: Only that Dr. Luobha raised that as

a possibilit at the and of what Mr. Roisaan,
,

.
said. If it is,

then M_. Riley is ready to testify on it.

', DR. ~ l:2 K2 : That probably conas andar tne heading ofo

I alternatives and mayba alternativos coir.e a littic later, after
,

'

tne major quantions of cascade or no cascade is settled.

Is that reasonable?.

.

MR. ROISMAN: I think, as I see whnc' happenc@
tomorrow, our effert will ha --- m.y theory is that ue don't
Perry Mason it. Paul Drake ia not with v.o tcday nor will he

be tomorrow. He will try to have tho .Tpplicant witnesses

damonstrate to you through their testimeny that Duke

thinks about the spent fuel problem in terns of eine paricds
~

far beyond the time period that this 300 transshipment

.
looks at; that cascade is a plan in their head; that

independent f,al storage is a plan in thair head; that pin

packing is a plan in their head; that the goveinnant building

an AFR is a plan in their head and that the scope of the

prcblem is a problem that relctas to the lifatims of the

h reactorc and ccc a proble.v that relates to the narc chree years.

.-

0,\
4 8") '
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In that cense, the independent spent fuel storage

existence .7111 be discussed tomorrow but we would not necescarit

plan to get into and we think it vould be beyond t_:, scope
;

o3 what we are looking at initially, how much it aill cost,

when it would be available --
.

DR. LUEBKE: That is a later detail.
P

MR. ROISMAN: That is a later detail if we ultimately

decide it is a viable option to the proposal on the tabic.
_

MR. KETCIIEN: Mr. Chairman, there were lots of
- .

'

other arguments that came up during the course of the day.

I think we have covered them and I gucas I am asking what the

Board's pleasure is on these. Probably they will come out

it = direct case later, after the first phase,with respect
,

to how the Staff evaluated the Part 70 application vis-a-vis
"

the McGuire operating license, that type of thing.
'

Unless you ask me to, I won't bother to address

that particular one at this time.

"
DR. LUEBKE: Well, I think you could clarify

'

that the operating license has a stay on it and people

. ought to know about it and if you know when the stay migh"

get lifted, that might be pertinent to some of the future
'

thinking.- .

i

MR. KETCHEN: All right; I think we can answer

'z that through our witnosa as ancillary matter
.

" .

after we finish with the other business tomorrow.
.

8
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Ci! AIR:IAM IIILLE?.: Did wa ask you abce.t h0u = ny

witnesses the Staff tould put on follou2.g the Aglicant's
presentation? '

4

- MR. C2CH .'N : WO will probably have cne witness.

Uc havo no Et , Cascade. That 10 cur position before this

Ecard. We uill tell you uhat wo did a .d didn't do and -hy.

Then, I would assume that thau wirne.ss vould be

taken cut of time and our direct case would core later after the

Applicant cuts in his direct cacc and th , Z 0.; c r v a n o r s I. u t

in their direct case, depanding en hc:i che rulinga go.

I think we have covered toat of the itens of 'usinessc
.

that ue uanted to rebut.

CliAIRMJQl MIT LER: Anyonc not boon heard frcm who

wishes to be heard. Anyone uho has been heard uho wishcs to

be heard further?

That is what ac vill do .it nino in tv.c morning.

' lou will recall, between eight and nine., te make ournelves

available for the limited appearance statenants, oral and

writton; that is tenorreu, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday of

thic week.

I think che hearing on Friday will be held in the

large rcom iraediately ajoining. This rect will be cccupiad
'

or used by the Ccnnissioners an Fricay. Sahnrday, I auppose

ycu .':ncw ve have chtained a : con uhere ;o can cor. duct the
.

hearir.; s tarting at 9- 30,. at Y m C u ni . '. m L u ,, ..a 'ir:ce Polo

\ $. q./_n7
lDJ
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Mr. Roisman, you indiccted you would not be

'
present. We will confer with you as to subjects to which

you have no objection to the Board proceeding on which will

not impinge upon your client in thu case.

"
Anything further on this particular matter today?

* We are going to go through new some of the other issues.

but this is the major issue. Anything further?

As far as transcripts are concerned, Dr. Luebke

will make available to the NRDC and such Intervenors

counsel who wish to use it also, his copy. I don't know

'

what the mechanics are for getting the third Board copy
'

back to Mr. Luebke.

MR. ROISMAN: Thank you, Doctor.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: For the record now, was your

request limited to the transcripts which are the product of

this evidentiary hearing,for the next ten days?

MR. ROISMAN: You mean as opposed to the transcript
.

- that 's the one we are concerned with now. Prehearing

conference transcripts where you don't have a second day

coming up are not crucial. We can look at them at the public

document room in Washington.

It is here when we want to prepare overnight for

the next day's hearing that it is crucial to have them and

G -

have them on the five hour schedule that they are ordered on.

483 k
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c,. , g y ., n , . . u. g.e.n. ,w -~n u. o ,.1;L ., ,. . , , . u - - u.,. 2- - a r.i g-
. . , - ... -

-.us a.. .. .. :u. -u..
,

tic.c sched,._; es the Ucard and atbar parcian.

Thero cra two more iccur2G under the NROC.-

MR. ROIS'INI: .laybc three more.'

CILUPfRI MILLER: Well then, concidar 2,. 4, 5, 6.

We will then go into CESG8 L tuc contentions and I thint -

- there is prchably thrac. Was that an c'rcriap? Thora .;as

another onc. PIRG had a contention .thich was the cara er

similar to one of the thrce.

MR. RILEY: It Uca concerned with oncrgancy

planning, "ir. Chai=:an.

CILEPl'hN MILLER: Thoca nra the cententions, are

th0y nat, chtt cro befora uc. We have touched hc cver lightly

on all c~ :h ar. , HAve ce forgo: hen any cf them? We vill

take a short racess.

We would like you to covo sequentially ar.cng

these.
.

(Rocens.)
.

.

@ -

483 144
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I06 MADELON CIIAIRMAN MTTJ.ER: All right, the hearing will
f1ws eak

.

,
"mpbl resuno, pleasn.

3 We will now go over the remaining issues insofar

4 as the Board wishes to considor motions for summa y disposi-

5 tion.o'r any other kind of motions with regard to proffered

6 issues.

7 We havo on NRDC's issues sufficiently heard from
.

8 counsel and made the urangements on contentions 1 and 3

9 dealing with alternatives.

10 Contention number 2 is that which raises the
'

~11 question of whether the proposed action is a major fedoral

12 action significantly affecting the quality of the human

13 environmsnt, and whether or not an environmental impact

14 statm nnt need be prepared by NRC, which is to cay the Staff
.,

15 initially, and the Board in reviewing authority, or whether

in the position taken by the Staff it is not significantly
1

-

17 affecting the environmnnt, the effactn are inconsequential

18 or insignificant. '

- 19 That I believo is tied to the issue as the Staff>

20 seos it. And consequently no environmental impact statement
.

21 has been or will be prepared.
,

22 As far as the motion is concerned for semary

23 disposition, that will be denied. We think that the naturo

f24 of this pronosed action, whatever it might be, and as the
I i

h 25 term is used in tha KLEPPF case, and as the appeal board has 1-

f

483 145 :
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lnph2 I | used the tcrn and co fcrth, va will kneu rore after we've
j
t

E- heard tha v acones ;;onorrow. The Applicant and the Staff i
(
l

3 will knew more uhat the natura of tic prcycsed action is. !

l
4 t'* were not disposed to n le as a matter of law,

5 nor at thin stago in summary cicpocition motions. So ths

JG cotions -- I take it there are two, the Applicant and the Staf:
7 each have a sur.:nry disposition sotion en icsuo number 2, la

.

G that correct?
!

9 MR. MC GARRY: That's correct, Mr. chairman.

10 HR. KZTChi: Yes, sir.

11 CHAIm!AN NTT'M.: All right.

12 They trill both ha denied.

13 Now Con-4 tion number 3 we've already discussed,

14 and vo're going to go into that tomorrou with your uitnonsos,

15 okay?

16 Now NRDC contention nunbor 4.

17 Occa anyone wish to bo heard further on this,

18 hoyond the matters contained in your motion, affidavita, and
- 19 the liko? And I believe thorn was incor00rntion by

20 reference. If so, you may be heard.
.

21 MR. MC GARRY: Mr. Chai - n, I might go very

22 briefly to sum our position, I think, with respect to NPOC

23 contention 4.
I

24 The issue, frem the Applicant's point of vicu, is

h 25 relatively simple. We maintain that tuidar Part 20 and as low .

,

!

t' 483 146 !
,
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mpb3 1 as reasonably achieveablo analysis pertains to the proposed

Q 2 action and not to all the alternativos. And I believe the

3 Board is familiar with our argument. That's in essence

4 cractly what. lu.

5 If I might just look at my notes to soo if I havo

- 6 anything to supplement that?

.

7 CHAIIUfAH MTTTRR: Fine.
.

8 (Pauso.)

9 MR. MC GARRY. I believo it's fairly well laid out.

10 '"he only thing that I might add to support that

11 position is that if we were to look at the Prairio Island

12 Vercont Yankee appeal board decision, ALAB 455, there at
.

13 page 52 they talk about in the ALARA context they refer to

14 the proposed spent fuel pool modification, not to other

15 alternatives, but to that modification.

16 On page 56 they speak to applying ALARA to

17 applicant's proposal. That's on footnoto 13.

18 on page 61 they refer to applicant's activities.

19 Wo would also make reference to the York Cnmittoo versus

20 NRC, the DC circuit case, at page 814, where they were dis-
.

21 cussing as low as reaconably achioveable and ito predecessor,

22 and there they said the ALARA consideration was considered --

23 was limited to - quoto " expected radiation rolcanos from

24 the Peachbottom sito", not from alternatives but from the

h 25 sclected action. .

- f. 9
483 ; 'i *
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rapb4 i We would .zingly cay that *Jith r1spect to mDC's

F. relianca on the Drcsd: ' Quad CitiGO licensing *coard docicion,

3 with all due rscpact to that board, va think that decision is
1
i

4 wrong. |
'

5 2nd then finally I think in amri::ing cur

G position, if we cro correct that yon look to the Part 20-

7 appliention of ALMUL just to tha propo cd ncticn, NRDC decs
.

a not take issuo uith the fact that this transportation action

9 is AL2JA with respect to cther transportation actions. And'

te therefore that wo are correct, there in no material icace of

11 fact and sue ary disposition ought to ho grantsd for the

12 Applicant und that contention ought to ha dianissod.

13 That's our position, Mr. C_--_i_vcn

14 CILWM MILM: 'fhnnk you.

The Steff?15 |

10 HR. K2TC3h'J: Mr. Chairman, cur position is

consistont with that in that c3 ve undcrat nd NRDC's caso -77

Woll, our papers protty uell apenk for thcasolvss.gg

Sat es un understand hT(DC8 c casa, cc it's procent-$g

20 ly pending befero the Board, it is they hava no direen

presentation on the specific proposed action and any u terini
21

issue of fact with respect to ALARA as it relatos to thn
i 22

propored transshipcent.23

.
Wo would just noto for the record that the filing !

,g
|

oc the testi:nony on aune 4 th auheequent to ehe eiling oe the pg 32

!

|
'

TkO 1-.
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mpb5 i motions for numary disposition, including Mr. Poisman's

2 motions for atmmary disposition, as far as its affidavits,

3 they're not changed. In other words, thoro's no evaluation

4 of ALMA, at least frca Mr. Roisman's point of view.

5 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

- 6 Mr. Roisman?

7 MR. ROISMAN: Well, Mr. Chairman, oither I am
.

O reading a different vornion of all those cases or the

9 Applicant and Staff are groscly misreading ths., cases.

10 As wo see it, the obligation that's imposed by

11 tuo ALARA atandard is an obligation on the Staff to analyze

12 htJthor or not the Applicant will keop the relaanos as low

13 as reasonably achiaveable. That means that they have to

14 figure out what are the options.

15 Now the Applicant quotos in cases in which the

16 issue is preranted not as we presented it. Languago happens

17 to be in there that doesn't talk about the scope of the optionc

gg we're talking about.

;g That, with all duo respect, Mr. Chairman, is not

20 citation to authority. You might as well cito the dictionary.

21 Citation to authority deals with holding. I mean,

that was black letter lua. We learned it when we all uent to22

law school. Thero are no holdings on thoco questions because23

24 this is the first case that I'm aware of, with the exception

h of one authority directly on point which the Applicunt duly25 .

q' q-
'
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apb5 I{ ; winhca to acknowledge it docan't agree with, but us etill f
1

,

i

Q 2 |- would reapcet that it's a three-ccmhcr teard of fairly i

I
I3 distinguiched peoplo.
,

!
~

4 iThat happens to hold that our pooition 13 cractly

5 right. That- is the only case that we're aware of that >

* 6 dircotly ad.rossos the question. !
,

7; Tha quection is if there arc alternativo vnya of |
i e.

3 achieving what tha Applicant has in mind, do you havo to |
'

i9' investigeto than to coe which would ba the lowest reasonably ;

10 achiow.blo erpos es? We contend that there 10, and in our
,

i

11 motion for surnary dispacition on this question which un filad :
i

12 i on May '.hs ith I believo and is really :.n effcct a robuttal
i ,

13 to the subacqucat motions for aurmary disposition that were

'
14 filed -- I'm ccrry, May the lct va filed oura -- the subse-

,

l .

.t5' quent moticus for, sunmary disposition h12d by the Applicant |
I I

16 and tho Staff 31sply nahe the point that the kind of rigor- |
.

t- ous analyais that you uould need to do to considor the ,

!

13 economics and tho health effects of each action and alt'arnativa
,

19 1 to it has not been conducted by the Regulator 7 Staff.
!
'

l
20 t That statomont la true not only with regard to I

I
; i

21 | the brandth of tho alternatirca that need to be looked at, i
: !.

22 |i
which goes back sc=suhat to tho quostion uo'll deal with |

!

i

23| tomor::~cu =c,t 'ng, but also cron to tha narrow question. |
'

I l
24 Mr. Uchem413'a affidavit is an affidavit of uhat i

! '

h 25| ho ctpposas, assunes, catimatas, qu23sca; t here la no :-

! !

1bO 11.
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Impb7 rigorous calculation. Now that is not in our judgment what

2g the ALARA calculatio': Vere intended to be. They're supposed

3 to be a rigorous calculation.

4'

He should have had available an analysis based

I upon the rerackings and the traneshipments and the building

G of independanu spent fuel storage facilities, whatever he

7 considered the opkions to be, a rigorous statement where he
.

B would be able to say comething moro substantial and nore

9 precisa about these calculations. He did not do it.

to We feel not only that the Applicant and Staff are

11 wrong in their position that thero is nothing more to be done

12 on the ALARA, that our motion for sun 3ary disposition should

13 be granted, and that the Staff should be directed to prepara

14 an ALARA analysis consistant with the applications of the law.

15 That's it.

16 MR. KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, may I be heard?

17 CHAIRMAN MTTJn: Yes.

18 MR. KETCHEN: One quick points

19 I think the point is is that we did our evaluation

20 in the affidavit submitted with our motion for sumary ~
.

21 disposition, and we laid our case before the Board. And

22 other than out of Mr. Roisman's mouth, there is nothing that

23 says we're wrong.

24 And we've only got out of Mr. Roisman's mouth

g 25 cot an affidavit of a witness, a factual affidavit, indicating .

m' ,

AB.5
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!.

mpb8 i that ua're wrong. We've got his opinion about hcu wa chould

2 conduct cur revicw. Vd we thild; we've done out -- ya'"e

i

3 ! prosented our case and the point is not what Mr. Roicman
;

4 said, but what the facts say, not hcw Mr. Roicman would

5 like them to bo, but what they are.

- 6 Twd our cace is tharc, and we sen no oppocition
.

|
7 to that case. ;

|'
S CEMR!!Au MTTT.ER: So the Staff in prepared toi

!

C put on its direct casa, then, with regard to '.he hIA%'

10 analysin?

f1 MR. KETCHEN: Yos, sir, if required. But we

,2 don't ehinit ne should have to. In a motion for cerenry

13 disposition procedura --

14 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I supposo I might say, the

15 Eccrd really doesn't fac1 that the s m nry disposition !

16 8 procedure is particularly appropriate in this kind of a
I

17 caco.

18 The issues ara first of a kind, there aro

;g complexities. The Board feels that it would be fulfilling.

20 its responsibilities by going on an evidentiary raccrd.
.

2: So with all due respect to the nultiple motions
!

I
22 aM the smrk that you have all done - and you've donc very v

t
1

23 considerable work which the Board appreciates in the presonta- '

tion of affidavits and the like -- vs wish to have this matter f,4
:

y3 proceed as an issue and to hav3 the direct tactimony and the |.Q
:

!

\ b. g -
l| @,

"
'
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mpb9 1 cross-e m ination of the witnesses.

I
2 We are therefore going to overrule the Staff i

3,- and ?.pplicant's trotion for sur:: mary disposition on Contention

.

4 4 of NRDC, which is the AIARA issue.

5 We are likewise overruling the motion for summary

. 6 disposition on Contention 4 of NRDC. We wish to have the
.<

i 7 matter handled by the precentation of the a -idence. And we |
!

i.
8 will than rule in accordance with that. '

- |i

.

9 All righ* *

!
1

10 Nert is contention number 5, the full core reserveI
|

11 matter.
\

12 Does anyone wish to be heard on that?

12 i MR. MC GARRY: I'll lead off again, Mr. Chairman.
!

14 I'll make it brief.

15 Mr. Chairman, just so I can clear up my mind,

16 I can take it ao a gf.ven that the Board in totally fnmiliar

17 with our --

18 CHAIRMAN MILLER: We've recd your papers. I won't

:9 say " totally familiar" because you do raise como complex

20 matters, and sometimes they meet in confrontation, sometimes
-

21 not. But that len't your fault.

22 Counsel has done an arcellent job of preparation

23 and we have read it.

24 MR. MC GARRY- Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

25 With resp a t to the full core reserve contention,
,

\bj-,
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mpbl0 1 our position la that it should be dimaicsed.

2 Interast.'.19..y enough, ICOC doo not ob|.act to the

3 sricr_enca of auch a capability. They recogniza tht.t uncro is

4 no Ilia:. rsquirwtan;. They don't contend that a full core

5 reserve is necessary eithar for environmental or health and

6 safety raasona.

7 They have performed no analycis. I tr.anticewd this

e point cith respect tn the Ver:r. ant 'lanksa supreme court

9 languaga. In othar words, they have not alertad un to their ;

10 casa in thic regard.

11 It's simply that they wi.sh t.his to be prcposed, ,

I
.

12 ' over and out. The facts show that without a full CerG

i

13 renerve, conceauencon would be sovoro. That's cong ained in

y our interrogatory racponsos to the partias.

13 The facts also show that Dukt has I d to unload

16 a full cora on past occasiona, and therefora a rall cora

i

37 reserve is therefore warranted. I

gg That being the casa, wa think there is nothing

-

to -- there is no subatnr.:o to this contantion by NRCC. Asig

20 we indicated on previous occasiona, this is a managorial
.

21 decision. ;

22 I believe t' tat sums it up. NEDO has mado no casa

23 f r or against full core reservo, and according11 tharc is no

basis for the contention.24

CHAIinfAN M..I.I.3R: Thank you. -

25 ,

t83 1MI 1
i
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Imphil The Staff?

g MR. 13TCHEU: Mr. Chairman, we made our precenta-

3 tion a our motic . !ar smamry 6.1 ;pocition of May lith,1979.

# We will not add to that at this time except junt ene administra,-

S tive cc mant.

6,. We believe that the statement of the contention
I
t- 7 here is some sort of a statement of an alternative, and

.

8 it's linked m consideration of alternatives under contention

9 ?, we believe. And we would probably proposo an aduinistra-

'O ti.s matter at the later time to present the witnesses on 3

11 and 5 together. We think they're intertwined. We just offer

12 that comment.

1.3 CHAIRMAN MIIZER.: Mr. Roisman?

14 MR. ROISMAN: We are not arguing in this conten-

15 tion that an option to the retention of fell coro reserve is.

16 the shutdown of the reactor.

17 What we are a. % g is that the way the Applicant

18 chooses to use it, that is as a " item of flexibility"

. 19 inherently runs s(mo health and safety risks on the one hand,

20 or else is irrelevant on tM other, and ought not to be a
.

21 factor at all in deciding when the plant will lose the

22 capability of continuing to operate.

23 If the retention of a full coro reserve has a

24 health and safety function -- let's just assume for a =omant

g 25 it's worker exposures, we don't want the ' workers working near .

n^ 5a
4oJ .
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mpbl2 1 the vaccci if tha vessel haa fual in it, so you want to

2 have th2 capr.bility of taking it out. And you don't make it

3 a rec ' r.ent that they retain tha full core .:caerve, then 1

4 Duke han indicated that it would enGar its flaxihlo program
5 continue to operato the reactor aftar it loneo full coro

G roserve,,

i 7 Then, having done eo, it runs into a proble t uhere

0I it acads to do the core work, and acods to have worhers near

9 tha prassure veccol. What does the Applicant do in that casa?

10 It says ''It will cost us $165,000 a day to shnu the plant down.

11 It will taka us 25 days to get the casks hora and move all of

12 this fusi out of the apent feal pcol into casks off to como
.

13 other pcol at another plant, or just store it in the casks.

14 If we cand the vorhcrs in thcy can get the job doas in tw. i

15 days. They:ll gat 150 man-rama in the two days, but even if
.

16 we multiply that times $1500, it won't even approach our

17 S165,000 a day. Tharefore, as an ,W AA consideration, we

18 vill go ahead and let the workers get their 150 m-ress. "

,
19 Now if vo say that is a possibility, and it icoks,

20 to us from statements mada by the Applicant and Staff that it

'

21 is,'then full coro reservo retention should be made a''

22 licensing requi m aant.

23 On tea other hand, un're aware of the appeal

24 board decision in AIAB-531 whera a ctate,in that caac Gregon, <

P.5 complained of the failure to :nko the En11 cora reserveg ,

,
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mpbl3 f capability a licensing requirement. And the appeal board

2 responded. The simple and dispositive ancuer is that if a

3 full ccre reserve 10 not then availahle, chipping casks can

4 be employed to hold the spent fuel assemblies that must be

5 removed to obtain space to perfom the repair work.

6 Now I think that this citation, with all due(, -

!
J 7 respect to my own citation, is comparable to the ones that

!

a Mr. McGarry was making. I'm not euro the issue was ron11y

9 joined r'ght there, and I don't want to suggest to you'that

to that is the whol answer to the question. But it at least
i

11 suggests that there in another side to this question.

12 The other sida might be that this retention of a

13 full core rosorve is a bug-a-boo, that there really are some

14 casy simplistic things to do to koop it without having to

15 actim11y keep extra space in the spent fuel storage pool. And

16 that would stretch out the lifetime of the Oconee reactors

17 f r anothe M year.

18 I don't know the answer to that.

gg I am trying to get the Applicant and ths. Staff to,

20 'foss up to it and jump. They can be in the pan or they can

21 be in the fire, but I don't think they can be stenMng out-

side the kitchen.22 '

''

23 And that's the whole thrust of our contsncion

24 number 5, most unsuitable, in my judgment, for summary

disposition, nach more suitable for got. ting the facts in '..a@ 25 .

r/

[5 h)
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mpbl4 1 record and then having this Board decide the question that

2 the appeal board may have decided with an avidentiary record

3 and mai e not in the Trojan caso.b

4 And that is:

S Is a full cora reservo requirement an essential

L. G safoty feature and you don't want to compromise workers lator

7 because of thu way the ALARA thing works and thorofore you'

8 require it, or is it one of those things that you can really

9 deal with without requiring it and use shipping casks or

10 something elce. Or are the worker exposures potantially

11 involved so negligible that you don't have to worry about it?

12 150 man-rems I don't uhink is even remotely
1

13 negligible. I don't know where negligible comes in. You

14 know, we have a little prob 1cci with that term from the Staff.

15 But I think 150 man-ress, particularly if I'm the man, is a
,

16 lot of rema.

17 In any event, I think the issue ought to go to

18 hearing. I think the Applicant and Staff ought to havo to

19 address those two sides of the question. And if they're not
.

20 willing to decide how it should come out, the Board will have

21 to decide. It's either going to be a condition and there-

22 fore you can think of these plants running out of their full

23 core reserve as being the crucial day, or it's not going to

24 be a condition and you can think about the plants being able

25 to run for at least another whole year. That would take youg ,

gay DB
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mpb1S I inv.o 1983 before they have to be shut down.

:1 As you 1cok at this questien, think about its

3 implications for Ma independent spent fuel storage question.

4 There is now a dupute going on between several of the

5 Applicant's witneeses as to bcw long it would take to build

t. 6 an independent spent fuel storage facility. The difference

|
i ; may be the year between May of '82, when they lose the full

8 core resorve, and May of '83, when they lose the capability

9 of discharging a reload at all.

10 So it may really make a difference whether the

11 full core reserva is a requirement or not a requirement. We

12 think it's got to be one or the other.

13 That's all.

14 DR. LEUBKE: This matter of shipping casks, my

1
15 impression is there aren't very many of those in tho' country j

.

that exist. I
16

MR. ROISMAN: That would certainly be a legitimate;j
,

f

18 point for somebody here to put evidence into the record, and
|
t

.
19 there are train shipping casks and there are, you know, truck {

i
20 shipping casks, and it's not clear whether if you had any j

i

21 you'd have to actually ship thre anywhere, whether they could j

22 just stay on the site.
;

t
DR. LEUBRE: And there are other aspects that Mr. jg

24 McGarry mentioned to this situation, and it can be severe if i

you don't have the capability of storing a full core.25

m' ' n
.

{\$ |
.
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mpb1G f 'To could find out from Lho Staff hon un;. other
,,

2('I !situation here ccenrred and so on. And let's junu got ocmo !

1 8

3|
of thic acta i:,to the record.

4 MR. ROISMAN: In fact, I'm glad you mentioned
..

5 Mr. McGarry because there's another point hero that the record

O could get cleared up on.-

Again, we don't have tastimony yet on it tha.t I've'

,

.

8 seen. As I understand it, Ccenoa's fuel pools, 1 and 2, ara

e
p ,lj all together, and -dicir fuel pool 3 is a 3aparato pool. Now

10 I don't know how they transfer from 1 and 2 over to 3, but

11| my gueas ia they're doing it uith a cask and not undernator.
i

12I If so, when they retain a singlo full cora recorva dis-
||

13 charge capability at the cli:0, they're alraady running the

14 rick that they need to usa the number of days nocassary to
l

15 =ove by a cask. So they may ciready have built into their
;

i
1G system come of the days that cack unloading would require, t

37 and then the only issun may be do you have enough casks,

18 enough places to put it. And mayho that just gets down to

. 39 dollars and conta. '

gg But, okay, let'a find out what thoso dollars and ,

I

3; cents arc. I've never bought one of these caska, I don't
.

!
t
?

22 kncu what they run. I don't know what it would cost Duka to

have them standing by for its projected 13 reactors.23

y (The Board conferring.)
.

,

1
4, j

g CIGIRMAN MILI2R: *he Ecard viches to hoar thejg ,

i

~ls

ABa
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mphl7 1 ovidence.

2g The motion or motions for s en.,ry disposition on

3 contontion 5 will be overrulod.

4 I believe as to contention 6, which is vulnerability
5. of shipped fuel to sabotage or other malevolent acts, I think
6 there's been no motion filed by any party..

7 MR. MC GARRY: Yes, there has, Mr. a nirman.
,

..

3 CHAIRMAN MTTT.RR: There haa? Oh, I'm corry.

9 Then I'll back up.

10 Is it the Appliennt that filed it?

11 MR. MC GARRY: Yes.
I

12 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Fine.

13 You may proceed, thrn.

14 MR. ROISMAM: Mr. Chairman, before he doos, I'd,

15 like to clarify the record on our position on contention

16 number 6.

17 If that's all right?

18 MR. MC GARRY: Fine.

19 My lead off question, Mr. Roisman, is perhaps

20 has your position changed.

'

21 1. ROISMAN: The co m4enion has now adopted a

22 regulation dealing with the safoguards.

'

23 CHAIRMAN MIT.T.Rn It's alluded to in the papers

24 anhmitted by both Applicant and Staff. ' ' '

g 25 MR. ROISMAN: Right. .

ai \M-
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mpbl8 1 h c in the context of a public record, I guess

2 we d like to say it vindicated our centention. Maybe ther

3 Applienn and Staff don't agree.

'

4 The question now is really:

5 Is the Appl. cant going to have to comply with that

6 regulation? Is it subject to some grandfathering excmptica?-

!
7 What is its pocition on the regulation? And precisely how

.

S will the regulation be applied by the applicant?

9 We heve been in seme discussions with one of the

10 representatives from the Staff suggesting that if they could

11 give us some assurrances about how the ?.pplicant is going to

12 comply with the regulation, if they are, and we could see

13 that that saticfied our concern, we could withdraw the contan-
.

14 tion. That hac not materialized.

15 Assuming that it does not materializa, I think

16 essentially our contention 6 would then be amend.ed, which I

17 would be glad.to do on paper if that's necessary, to an

18 assertion that the Applicant has failed to demonstrate that

- 19 it will be in complianco with applicable regulations with

20 respect to the tranashipaent. That would then force the
.

21 Applicant to produce for the record what it proposes to do to

22 come into compliance with the regulation.
I
t

23 We propose to avoid that problem, that we just |

24 find out privately what the Applicant is going to do, and

$ 25 then knowing it could make a judgment as to whether we thought ,.

I
!

IisK \ (|1fac -
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mpbl9 I that was satisfactory. That would obviate the need to actually

h 2 crest.) a new contention on this issue.
,

3 I don't know -- anS maybe the person on the Staff
''

4 that spoke to wants to address what's going on.

5 MR. HOEFLINGr Mr. Chairman, I would like to

6 comment briefly on what counsel for NRDC has just pres nted toe
'

7 the Board. -

.

3 The Staff has had come discussions with Mr. Roine n

9 in this area and it wanted to follow up on these discussions

10 last week, but Mr. Roiman is a terribly difficult fellow to

11 get' hold of on the phone.

12 The situation basically is as presented in the

13 Staff tes*:imony, the Staff witness being Mr. Carl Sawyer,

14 and that is that these regulations will be applied to those

15 shipznents should they materialize. The guidance document

16 which makes specific what the requirements of the regulation

17 will be in the Staff's view is being prepared and may already

18 have issued. That would be NUREG-561, a detailed document

- 19 providing guidance to the Applicant as to what will be required .

20 And I will endeavor to speak with Mr. Roienn and attempt to
.

21 make that document available to his expert to see whether or

22 not this issue can be resolved without burdening the record

23 with presentation of witncases and the like.

24 DR. LEUSKE: Well, in addition, I think part of

25 the history, as time went on here there was another document -

{, IbU
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1

I

=ch20 I that happened, and it's a Geacral Accouncing Office doentent '

!2 vhich diacua saa the handling of radioactive natarials as insucc.
<

3 on May 7th. I dcn't r-rnher the numerical identification.
'' 4 But 1 1 ave a not' t that it h.'o some grandfathering offcct to2

5 this proposed new .:vgulation perhaps. And I think it relates

6 .

to, ch. ild I cay, how the Ger9ral accounting Offico views tho>

||| .'
7

. -
fseverity of the sabotage and hijacking credita.

3 |HR. HOEFLING: You, Dr. Lcubho. GAO did ic=ce a j
4) report. That report predated the Commission's actibTin this j
tto rea, applyirs interim safeguards to the spent fuel chipmento. I

11 I've road the GAO recort and I'll attampt ~a re-
1

12 characterization of it. It did not primarily focus on !

13 security considerations relatcd to spent fuel, but rather
,

t

focuA' on security considera' ions related to other forms of
|

14 c

15 radioactivo material, enriched mai:erial, identifying cress |
4

16 where the GAO balict'ed there were witnesses.
t

17 But I do believe that whatever extencivo GAo |,

18 report subatantively identified a problem in GAO's laind with
|
i

. 19 regard to spent fuel shipments, that a direction by the i

20 Cotunission would --
:

.

21 DR. LEUBKE: Well, as I recall they spent 15 or
i

22 20 pages on that. They didn't exnctly ignore it. i
,

i

23 I kind of also remember a sentence in thcr3 which '

.

*
:

24 Ga79 that shipping spent fuel is one of tha most radicactivo
1

.

25 t shipments that un make in this country. things of thy.t natice. -

# A

7, Ib4
.
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Impb21 It vaan't very complimentary.

2 MR. HOEFLING: Well, I think tha report did'

3 recognizo the nature of the packago, Dr. Leubko, the opent

4^'
fuel shipping container as providing a high degree of

5 assurance of the integrity of the packago could be maintained,

- 6 and that sabotage could be affected only with great difficulty.

7 3R. LEUDKE: To that I wor d like to add I think
.

8 it also discusses a few methods or mechanisms of actotage,

9 one of which S ing to use high axplosives, and this being dono

10 in a high density area, we might even look forward in the

11 record here for seco ideas of -- Hero I think you'd get

12 outright fatalition. You don't argue about latent cancers

13 or things liko that. I moan you got fatalities on the scene

14 because of the sabotago effort.

15 It hasn't got anything to do with radioactivity

16 except that it was an attractive -- nuisanco isn't the proper

17 word, I guess targot maybe -- an attractivo targot. Juld I

18 +hink that should be addressod.
- 19 MR. HOEFLING: I don't think I'm quito following

20 you, Dr. Leubke.

21 DR. LEUBKE: I'm saying the fatalities cauced by

22 the explosive to sabotage a fuol chipecnc, those people are i

23 just as dead because of the fuol shipment as somebody who

24 gets cancor ten years lator, fatal cancor..

I

h 25 MR. HOEPLING: I th4nk that the question that .

,

483 IO ;
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=pb22 1 you r.:...ca hac c he victred b terms of ris.%, not only in tcras i
i
1

2 of con v uences given shn..ca canunl ectert ic r.afc to produco!

3 an c.=plcaica of t'ti_. Orgnitude. Cna cthor c1cc:.nt cf 21.2 ;
_

4 would be probability of cccur ence, tha likelihced of clut

5 type of a scenaric acnnelly cc=ing to pass.

'

G DR. LI'J3IG; And r.ainiy involving wnother you put
i
t

| 7 the?e shipaent throt > _. high density popnintions er not.
- 1

O| "R . EDI5' LING : Dr. Lachia, nhic ra'acc a rac3 tion

9 2.n the Stnff'c n:ind.

10 As you know, the proceed .ng hr.s sp te '-M e point

11 haca centrolled to scr.e ccgrca by the coctcr.ti us thnt are

12 raical by the parcies and put into lasno, c:a. a of the

13 cententions that has 1>can put before the Eccrd is the enc

14 raised by NEDC on the schetage cu?stion.

15 As both Mr. Enisunn and I hava diccuscsd, he and

16 I are in the procoes of eceing whether or not d a actions

17 which have occurred since t'au contentien has been admittod,

10 specifically the plac*n ent of thecc intarin cafeg:ards,

-

gg whether those actionc actisfy concer.10 that IEDC had in this

20 crec, which carrian with it the implicacien th t the poacibil-

2 ity c lata that this centention might ha withdra.wn ' y the ic
.
.

22 parties spensoring it as an issuc in thie proc % ding.

23 Given that to ha the case, would the 7,oard still
:

a
i

24 he interested in pursuing acrects ::: lated to this iccue? D !

i

gg that tha pleaGure cf the Ceard? g 7, jh(j !.

Qf0_h0$m[L
.
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mpb23 1 MR. I.EUBKE : Well, I think the GAO rcport

2 happened. I've raad it. It 's circu.".ating. It raises noma

3 questions that woran't put forth that prominently wh le
.

4 people woro writing contenticea.
.

5 It might be under the character of what yota might-

6 call "new information", if you will. I have a guess: It

7 might end up ultimately as a Congressional investigation
~

if they wersn't all zo busy with Threo Mile Island.0

9 MR. HOEFLING: Dr. Iaubke, if I can make a L

10 suggestion:

11 ~t's custote.ry in proceedings of this typo that

12 if the Board has special arsaa of inquiry which may not be

13 congruent with contentions, areas that it fc4als it would wish

14 to receive testimony on, the Board poses specific questions to

15 either the Staff or the Applicant to which they can than

i 10 respond.

17 And I would suggest that given the nature of

to your concern, which really is directed at the n: ore gonoral

19 question of ozplosives rather FM n -- c.: fatalities from

20 axplosives, if I perceived the question correctly, rather than

'

21 offects relating to the radioactive release, should there be

22 one itself, that the Doard reflect and poca questions to the

23 Staff and the Applicant.

24 MR. LEUBhE I guess I'm doing that this afternoon.

25 In other words, I wasn't aware t.iaat contention six
,

483 167 '
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mpb24 1 was about to ba withdraun.

2 MR. HOEFLDiG: I don't think W)'re saying it's

3 about ':o be withdrc .n, but the pocaibility is there,

4 DR. LEUBKE.: Then I was saying if we're going toj

5 have testimony and consideration of contention six, we ought

6 to reco uizo the omistance of this GAO report which has

historically nappened during the month of May.-

.

a i MR. HOEFLING: I'm trying to charpen tha crea

9 | for the pcrpose of providing the Soard with a respon::e.

10 As I understand it, the Board recognizes that the

11 GAO report prodated th Coc=ission's regulaticus --

12 DR. LEUBXE: "qs.

13 MR. HOEFLING: -- in the sabotage aroa, and the

14 Board's inquiry is li=tited to the offects of an crplocica in

15 terms of fatality?

16 CHAIRMAN MILLER: No.

17 DR. I2UBKE: I'm saying that you have thia

18 shipment of spent fuel in a cask, and it's being sabotaged.

jg I thiak when you analyze the problect completaly

20 it's sabotaged by high e:cplosives. But the fatalities
.

21 occurring from radioactive emissions and the resulting

22 latant cancers and so on may be dhinimus compared to the

23 instant fatalition in a crowded area that : night occur from

24 the associated high explosives, not any old high explosive,

25 just a high explosive that occurred during the sabotage of .

I

!
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mpb25 1 a shipment of fuel.

O 2 com.e eegermee the exo efface . 2 mere 1, .x

3 the Staff and the other parties to think aobut the comoination

4 of effects, tc. t the radioactive emissions become'perhaps-

5 turbulent,

mm f1ws 6

7
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'
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MELT"ER
T7 mm1 HOEFLING: I think if the Staff dces proceed
'Is- madelon

with the vitness on chis subject, the uitnesc wi.7' he able

to recpond to that q_ action. And should the contention be
~.
'

withdrawn, Se Staff :ilu alco atnampt :o respond to that

concern.
.

DR. LUEBKE: Thank you, that'c all I'm asking.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Let me refresh my memory,.

'r, :icGarry.

Wasn"h this contention.No. 6 the issu2 of potontial

se.botage or shipments of spent fuel, wasn' t that initially

objected to by the Applicant on the grounds that the Connission

had not acted and hence it uns a disguised attack upon

Commirrion regulatienc?

.

MR. MC GARRY: That is correct. Things have

changed.

C3AIP24AN MILLI'R: Now, since we have the changes,

don't you think it would be pleasant if the roccrd' reflected

that there were changes, that the Comminsion has actad, so
.

that wculd render cbsolete, I suppoco, the original contention

, of the Applicant based upon the then state of the record.

And wouldn' t it ' ' sica if we- now had the recorc

reflect what has happo- changed posture resulting'
~

tharefrom?

MR. MC GARR7- That is fine with the Applicant.

@ .

Applicant's position is s.';mply is is a regulatica it has to

'

s sk -
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mm3 MR. HOEFLING: I sec. I understand.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Okay.

*

I don't mean to cut off your argumcnt, but I em
.

suggesting that if the Staff would want to present some

evidence of some kind, which would make the record complete --

MR. BLUM: Mr. Chairman?

'

CHAIRMAN MT m R: Yea?

MR. BLUM: Part of our second contention which

relates to hazards in transit --

CHAIRMMI MILLER: You are on accidents though,

aren't you?

MR. BLUM: Our contention relates to --

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Accidents or delays in transit,

hazards due to delay in transit, unacceptable hazards by

increasing desage to persons near the rcute and so forth.

I think that encompasses sabotage.
.

MR. BLIDI: Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Was it so intended when you framed
,

it?

MR. BLUM: Yes, sir.

CHAIPd1AU MILLER: It was?

MR. BLUM: We had intended to cover all three

possibilities; normal radiation, those occurring in

accidents or delay, and those delihcrately caused.

CHAIRMAM MILLER: Residual effects as trell as

lh 0,E )[
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m4
implications of attempted sabotage enrouta. Is that .than ycu

deem to be encompassed in ycur Contention :;o. 2?

MR. BLUM: Tes, sir,
s

CIGIFl'11N HILLER: All right.

. Redraft id, .present it to us in the corning. We

will conslaer it ac rec, ranted for purposes ou propcring
. ., . e

'

testimony. But do it 30 we can red.d it and clearly be cognizant

of what it is. You now intend to insert it ne nn issue,

and reaconably related to what w.:. have alloteed you no do.

MR. BLUM: I felt we did that when we filed the

motion for sumarj judguent.

CHAIP21AN MILLER:
.

That was a very curious motion.

I don't altogether understand it, to be frank with you.

Eut I wich you would go ahead and rephrace ycur cententfon

in a flach so that we will have it, aid then we wi.u. consider

it further.

Was it your motion that ua censidereci also , %ind of

-
spaaking demurrer kind of thing, or 23: I thlitking of sancthing

else? It was bcth substantive as well as a procedural

motion?-

MR. 3LIDI: Hell, the thrust of it was that given

tha release of Nuclear Regulatory Comnission decicien, I

guess, of April 13, that the conacquences of enhotngo are

ncy a valid contention, and the riska of cuent fuel aabotage

are significant. that that culd reoudru a full-ccal:

. , v- .nnne m i-

0a f'I h, w~.w,
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mm5 environmental impact statement prior to a decision being

rendered.

CHAIR N MILLER: Why so?

Why would that require an environmental impact

statement?
.

MR. BLUM: Well, you need an environmental impact

- stater ,nt when you have a major federal action that impacts on

the environment in this substantial manner.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: This is a regulation of the

Commissioners which say 'Thou shalt do ao and so' with

reference to spant fuel, and you think that requires some

kind of a NEPA-typa of environmental impact statement?

MR. BLUM: No.

Issuing the regulation does not require that, but

the foundation for the regulation is that the risks of spent

fuel sabotage are significant. If they are significant,

then that means that the whole question has a significant

impact on the environment, or potentially that.
.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I suppose that is true of all

radiation, health and safety. It is significant. But that.

doesn't bear, does it, directly upon the question of the NEPA

implication as such?

MR. BLUM: Well I would argue that it does.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well can you remold your
"

centention No. 2 which dces not presently spell out, at least

Q 0 f, \
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:w.G very clearly. the NEPIt implications of sabotage ancI the

rest, and present it in writing so the parties can all see

it in the morning. .

!
' Can you do that?

ME. ELUM: Certainly.
.

MR. HOLFLING: Mr. ~hairman, would you entertain

- argument on the contention?

CHAIPJLMI MILLER: Sure.

In the morning, or now?

MR. HOEFLING: Anytime is fine.

C'4 AIR *GN MILLER: F7 ell, do in now Secausa in the

morning we are going to s'. art with the witnesses.-

:G. ECEFLING: All right, Mr. Clairman.

The S taff's position, quite frankly, is chat CESG

t
has not raised a contention related to sabotage. The

contention that was stipulated to by the parties, or the

contentions that esre stipulated to by the parties, caen to
.

be quite clear, and the Gtaff has filed affidavits on that
.

contention, I think beyond argument, addressing what the

contention clearly states. And it does not raise a question.

relative to sabotage.
_.

I think that should CESG want to litigata this

issue at thic point, they are not tinely an.1 they ,certaini!.

have a heavy borden of showing gced cause to make,~to relate

~

that issue to some developments that hava taken place since

w' ' . Vi a
mqNj

PQ{R JLA
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mm7
that stipulation was originally entered into in October of

1978.

The only fact which has changed -- and it is not

,

really a fact in the real world -- is the imposition by the,

Commission of interim regulations. But there have been no
.

documents --

chi.IRMAN NILLER: There have been preceding
,

studies by t. e 3andia Laboratories, and those results were

made known. They were the subject of the publication that

you and Dr. Luebke were talking about by the General'

Accounting Office.

In othe- words, there has been an increase in public'
_

knowledge, if not a change in circumstances, which normally

are concidered to bring about a sufficient basis for a

reexamination of something that one might consider hasn't

been examined previously.

Now with that predicate, don't you think that the

Staff is being a little technical in the position it

.

has now taken?

MR. HOEFLING: I want to take that back one 'rore

step. The real information or data which is pertinent to this

area. which is sabotage related to urban environment, was

a study that was prepared by the Sandia Laboratories, SAN

77-1927, was prepared in 1973.

CHAIPJ1AN MILLER: That is what I was referring to. .

483 176
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mm3
MR. HCEFLING: There is a GAO raport that

Dr. Luebne was referring to.

CHAIRMid MILLER: Ara there tuo Sandia Laboratories
3

studies and reports on this subject?

MR.HOEFLING: There are many on this subject. But

there is also a GAO report, which is a differeat group

*

that Dr. Luebke was referring to.

CHAIRV.AN MILLER: Khich cites the Sandia study.

M2. HOEFLING: But c.y point is the Sandi2 study

issued in 1979 and the Commission's ovaluations and delibera-

tions on that study also iscued in 1976. And CESG has had

these documents since 1978.

And why now, at the lect moment, when we are at

hearing, does CESG want to enpand its contentions in this

arca?

There must be a showing of goed cause tc cvercoc.e

this untimely action on the part of CESG.

DR. LUEBKE: If the NREC contention 6 remains in,
.

it is poscible that what CESG writes tenorrow .'.orning culd

be scmewhat similar, and ale night even think about

consolidating. So it~really isn't adding a neu conter.t;on
.

'

in my mind to this case, a new issue.

?1R . HOEFLING: Given that sequence of avants, I

think that is correct. '

k .*

DR. LCE3EE: Unless CESG is such i.itarested in

l)0 f
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MM(9 presenting its own direct case --

MR. BLUM: We are interested in presenting evidence
, on tha_ point. Ne have done a substantial cmount of discovery

,

of both Scalf and Applicant en this issue. And I am

surprised that anybody is surprised.

DR. LUEBKE: So you do have a wish for your own

. contention in this matter?

. MR. BLUM: Yes.

MR. MC GARR7: Speaking for the Applicant, wo were

surprised.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: You were uhn?
-

MR. MC GARRY: Speaking for the Applicant, we were
,

surprised. We had no idea CESG was coning up with the nabotage

contention.

, I can stato for the record in my discussions with

respect to the settlement discussionc that gave rise to the

stipulation we helped frame that contention,' there was ac

,
mention of sabotage. We were talking 6out transportation

and the routine effects of transportation, any accidents,
-

and the delay situation.
.

We never t 'ked about sabotage.

MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, I would also like

to raise ncy a prejudice, prejudice to the Staff

and possibly to the Applicant. Being unaware, quite unaware
4

that sabotage was going to be pressed by CESG in this

hearing, the Staff has effectively been denied its discovery -

i183 I/0
.
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Uc lilad ex:anc;ve diccoverf direeded at CESO

and I thii. *.c tried to ao ecmprehanniva in that we did -?ila.

But wm cartaini- Sidn't anticipat. a.ucoverf on cabotaga .

CH AI2'ian MILLElt: I den't understand you. Didn't

:IRDC on Contention 6 r;ica a quec tion cf sabotage in the

. cource of chir.nants?.

iiarn' t that in ;iRDC Contentian G?

MR. HOE 5ING: Yes,?Ir. Cinir!ca.

But the point is, .te havan'Li]cen able to practica

discover, against CESG and whatever caso or band fcr --

C'IAIRMAII MII E,b Is the Staff is going to risa or

fall on what they learn frca CE3G on an iscue thah it uas

been Oc .tained in !!PCC' : contention?
. ~

,..,.4.,o, s. y . :. po 2 w - m..2. a. .,.cu m,, .: w. .a.n a~.,.,,.s u u ... . -..c. a.

I don't thin: you really neaa tha':. _ : .c Sta22

isn't surprised. Yea have a right to raise ycer cuesticus on

your icsuas, but not cn ce bacia of r.urprisa.
.

and t:ie Sandia :tudy that you rafar to, I think,

is that which is footnoted on page 19 Of the Ocapcroller.

General' a S tudy thich is the SA:7 ''7 -19 2 '< , May l ' 73 Crancport

of Radienuclide- in Urban Environnents, ?ior%ing Craft

Assesanent.

I chink that is a natter th.':. you hava r.3ntion3c,

@ .

and I think Mr. McGarry hac .nlud3d to al.sc, Oc Gandia

[4 O[ l9
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study. Is that correct? The one of day 1978, SAM 77-1927?

MR. MC GARRY: I be.' ieve that is r.he document
.

Mr. Ecefling raferred to.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All ri Q1t, I think that the --

MR. R0ISIWi: Mr. Chairman, I just want to say

one other thing on the sabotage thing.

I want to be clear what it is that we would expect.

We would expect the Applicant to provide the precise method

by which it intends to comply with the regulations, a blanket

statement that they will be in compliance would not be
,

satisfactory. We are concerned!that the area through which

this-transshipment is proposed ito go does include wnat we

think is a high density area, one in which the Applicant

would either have to avoid it -- and we are talking about

Charlotte -- either would have to go around Charlotte, or

if it went through it, in would have to demonstrate that it

was going to have the kind of police escort that could

.
effectively prevent the kind of sabotage that we are concerned

with here -- whether it is the high explosive one that

' Dr. Luebke talked about, whether it is the type that Mr. Riley.

has analyzed which involves an unexplosive way of getting

the cask opene -- 90 that we would have some confidence that

the protective measures that ara going to be taken will be

adequate.
-

So the Staff producing their document,NUREG

483 180
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m12 rhatever, tm.t describe - vnat thair gcidelinac ara ceing ::o

be, and the ..cplicant cayinc- ur at they c.rc going to he. in

cccpliance, : e.1d not b r erough.

1. w we cre going to try to work tha t out and get

that information.

CFAIRMAN " ILLER: I ascume the Staff is going to

Produca .re asonable evidence :for tN reco cd coverirc -anat.

subject. 1 7 you not?

MR. HGEFLINr' - If Un arc cOing for'.rard with bhic-

contantion, : hen that is cu:- intention, yes , sir.

CdAIRMAM MILLER: Ohny.

Ehat should cover the record. P.nd.it is undar

NRCC's Contention 6 at thO moment.

Mew if CESG wcnt te got lea'/e --- tha t t':is has

been raised initially for the first tiras sub.izer #cra it.'
.

really surpri ced the counsel, why it migh t be c-.; thing- But
e-

the Board believes t_:an you are :11 familiar uihh ite -

that the Staff will produce the evi5enca that will qde.a
.

..
. . . . uune record, whatever that nar .ce anc suuric:..e n t.:..y corar a..e

matter for the Board to nche hatever dacisienn are racnir:d

co 4 e. .

If r"'.SG wichas to aseccicte themselves in gere

way by expanding '.rithin raaconabl-. lir.i ce , Contention 2,

which certic.nly 6.cean' t clearly s c.t fcrth am r - in.s .crds

@ , l g W, wg .
4.y.e.n..g c. i t 4. t. , .%,,,...,.4 ,c ',..)a. .,,,,,..m,..4.,a_, , . , .

.. l47 .. . rL. 2 -r.. .m.. . . - a ,,7,
.-

m .x ...k . . . - s .a .v, w ..ru- -.. .

'

m.h Lp. md L u
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mal 3 possible sabotage by explosives, I think the Board would be

inclined .to grant it leave to do so on the theory it is not

really expanding the issues and it is not surprising anyone
s

significantly.

MR. BLUM: I would liko to point out in answer

'
, to Staff Interror.2 tory we did answer that we were concerned

with, and " removal of the cask lid and exposure of the.

assembly by unauthorized parties during a forced delay."

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, I think that was commented

on by come counsel, I seem to recall the matter.

.11 right, I think that is enough, unless someone'

wishes to be heard.

Contention 6 remains. And the motion, if there

be a motion for summary disposition -- I'm not sure a' the

moment -- Mr. McGarry says there still is -- if it is, it is

overruled. We will expect to have the facts produced by

appropriate means.

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, just two matters, if I

can take one second to go back to.

Dr. Luebke, you expressed some interest in the

independent spent fuel storage facility.

DR. .UEBKE: At the site?

MR. ROISMAN: Yes, at the site.

I would like to draw your attention to our

'
response to the Staff motionc for summary disposition dated *

4"3 182
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;;nl4 June 5 of 1979.

Attached to it ic 3::hinit 3.

CImIRt''J: Ii LLER: Ic ct ; cur encicsurer. ycur^

draui".c ' , jour bluep_ .:ta?

IC. ROISMNT: Yoc.

Uo hmto Stcnc a Ucbater propocal to the Applicann

Jer building an independent spent fuel atorage facility.-

CHAZIIMMI MILLER: Ue have ntudied that.

?IDi.. LCESIZ : I guous ra-f point una to get scrae a :'

thic intc the cecti::on'at.

tiR . ROIS:mN: Good.

That in one of the things that wo tveuld ho doing.

Sacendly, made reference earlier today to Duke's

plana, and I didn't have the newspaper. I d: ink this newspaper

.

is probably atill on the stand. It is 'iin norning's

Charlotte Obcerver. It ccys "Dw:e brcadenc encrery conrch,

delays 2-N. ." - which I chink toann nuclear plants..

I just tranted to referance it.

CHAIRPAII MITTJ'R: Thank you for bringing it to our

attention. I think you knou from our preirious dealinga

that we don't like tc get our i;dornation f om '.he press._

IIR . ROIS!DH : I had Inde reference to it. I -just

wanted to tell you where it una. I wouldn't consider id

evidence.

.

GmIRITal !!U.J.ER: 'To do cons.' dnr it insofar -: the

p o n .n . , r, y

P0[h bm. [i
; (

*
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nun 15
facts are concerned. Some of then appear to have materiality

concerning the plans of Duke Pcwer company.

We expect Mr. McGarry will present it in some

kind of admissible, non-newspaper form.

VEry well. ,

, Now, CESG has three contentions of which we have

.

already discussed Contention No. 2.

Contantion No. 1 is the -- well, it is the

consideration of alternatives which has substantial overlap,

at any rate,- aith those that have been held admissible on

the part of NRJC,

I guess there are some motions. Did the Staff make

some motions regarding CESG's contentions? I'm sure they

did.

MR. KETCHEN: Oh, yes we did on May lith.

CPJLIRMAN MIIJ2R: I guess you had beter go forrard.

Is there someone here from PIRG, P-I-R-G, the

Davidson Chapter, PIRG7

Anyone here?

(No response)

Well, there is one contention that has been

advanced hitherto and admitted, I balieve.

All right, Mr. Ketchen?

MR. KETCHEN: Esentially, Mr. Chairman, our
.

case is as we laid it out in our May 11, 1979 motion, and

k 8|, \0
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.s our positica in this cace.

U:_ might poi.t om: cgain =- ontc ha'ra caught uo uith

us and Contantion 1C .rculd seem to 52 00nc. hat acadenic --

I'm sorry, Contentir.1 la. to the utant that this mo.' ning

it was announced that Duke Pcuer Company had raceived an

n:tandmen t to their license to rarack. .t u0nid esem insofa.r

. ar that there is prchably a stipulation in being, thac as far

as that is prcposed as an altcrnative by CESG

th . : seer 13 to me is obrio.s that that has been considered as

an ci' ~ r ative.

But the rest of ou- case there L what we cay

it 10.

My responce tc One other item to indicate ' hat-

Intervanor CESG's responsa to NRC S taf f' c motion for s.nca- y.

dispocition, the fern of testimony cf Jecae L. Riley, there

core twc docum cnto, cno filed on June 7th and on2 filcd en

June lith is the re.: pense to our moticn, in case 'rcu are

looking 3r it.
.

MR. MC GARRY- |Ir . C~'irman, I might "o M that the.

Applicant also has a motion for summary di."pos;. i.on n ch

raspact to CESG.

I have s::amined that document. No '12're no t.u..tg

further to add.

s,.. u.py..e, . a- JAC 3. .
,,- ,,

p. , v. r.' ?. "'.,. > >r u--' H2 .' w.'a r;-- - 3'u' t ; ', " .c. . * _ , -. - ..

- *~gc. . -v-r.b.t vsh. - ,:., ,,1.,. e* . . .1...

r" -

aa n o18 . v g.
% . 6. [-

,
.

4l,J B e , a u i".
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mm17 CHAII41AH MILLLR: Do you want to respond?

MR. SLUM: Mr. Riley has filed two substantial

&cuments discussing his proposed testimony, and the fact

that he doesn't feel that the things that Applicant and Staff

feels are agreed upon, are in fact agreed upon.

And to that extent we feel that our contentions are

'

substantial and that evidence should be taken on 'coth of them.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Anyone else?

(No response)
,

The Board wishes to hear the testimony, so we vill

cverrule the motion.

I believe there are some other motions pending,

aren't there?

MR. MC GARRY: Mr. Chairman, we do have a motion --

we, the Applicant have a motion for summary disposition with

respect to Davidson PIRG.

CHAIRMAN MIILER: Ycs, that's true.

MR. MC GARRY: I might add some things for the
.

record, Mr. Chairman.

- CHAIRMAN MILLER: Pardon me?

tiR. MC GARRY: If I might add some things fer the

recorci.

.

CHAI':RMAN MILLER: This is now with reference to PIRG'?

MR. MC GARRY: That's correct.
.

CHAIRFDM MILLER: Let us rule, then.

48[
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The motions of Applicant and Staff for summary
mm13

disposition on CESG contentions 1, 2 and 3 are denied.

Okay. Mcw you wish to go into the PIRG situation.

You may proceed.

MR. MC GARIW: Y33, Mr. Chairman.
.

Again our document speaks for itself. What is

.
significant hers is like Safe Energy Alliance, PIRG just has

not participated in this case. They have not filed any

response to the sum. nary disposition.

On numerous occasionc we have prepared a motion to

dismiss and haven't filed it in the hopes that we could get

scc.e rapport with Davidson PI2G, and cetter understand their.

case. As our documents indicate, we have never been able to

understsnd their ;ase. It is premised upon a survey that

they have conducted.

We hava asked for the surley. It has never been

presented.

In addition, the February 27 order of this Soard
'

whidI permitted , . i pursuant to the Appeal Board 's reversal,

PIRG hach in this case it instructed PIRG to identify itse

representation or authority nuch the sama -- or I vill even

cay identical -- to Safe Energy Alliance.
.

Safe Energy Alliance nevar in'ormed the 2 card

as to their representation standing and they were dismissed as

.

a party.

s 107
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mm19 We have waited until the end, we asked questions

in discovery. PIRG, tothis day, has not complied with the

Board's February 27, 1979 order.

So, for this additional reason we would suhmit<

that PIRG has just indicated that it has not participated,
.

it does not wish to participate, and for the reasons,

additional reasons set forth in our pleading and the
.

reasons I mentioned today, we submit that they should be

dismissed as a party.

(Board conferring.)

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Does the Staff have.any additional

response with regard to the PIRG participation?

MR. HOEFLINGi Only one comment, Mr. Chairman.

I don't know if it is clear,. but the Staff

also has a motion befdro the Board on the PIRG contention,

motion for summary disposition which was filed simultaneously

with our other motions.' And the basic posture of that motion

la that it is unopposed and the Staff urg .; that the Board
*

grant it.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I see.

Does anyone else wish to be heard who is entitled

to 'oe heard on this issue?

(No response)

The Board will grant the motions of Staff and

Applicant. PIEG has not complied with the directives or *
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mm2C

orders of the Board, haa not participa'ed meaningfully, hasc

not ah- r. cny disposition or ability to contri::.ute to the

development of a meaningful record. k?2 therafere feel that

- they snould be ana Lhey ara dismissed as parties to

intervane.

- New I thi- there is still a matter that

Dr. Luebke 'as and thers still may be one pendinri notion.- -

DR. LUEBY.E: That having been done, as I recall

the contention by ?IRG, it related to the e::istence and

planning of atdn and locc.1 bodies to arrive at che scene of

an accident.

Nowhera in the saany papers did I see much mention

of the EOE emergency rouponse teams, and I would like che
,

parties to perhaps F.ddress the existence of thesa catms;
.

where- they are headquartered- if, as 7.nd uhon thav might

be called into action.

.

I would suspect it might be connected to the new

regulation that is being iscuad, sven. In other words, if
.

you have a nasty si tuation, sooner or later sceobody might'

want to call in the DOE cmargency response teams.

I think it would offer come c::planation to ths

public and even to myself as to how this DC2 respence :oca,

\

cperates.

2 31. M C G 7 J.R l' : Mr. Chaitran I believa t.';ere are

several other motions. I am going throuch my pleadings right

%mjn yh;JdMyLonwa
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mm21 now to get a handle on them.

I beliave NRDC had motions for summary

disposition as to all of its contenuions.
. _ .

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Parden me, I didn't follow you.

MR. MC GARRY: I btilieve NRDC had -- as I understand
.

the record now, we have now gone through the Applicant's

. motion for sur: mary disposition with respect to NRDC.

Uc have gone through Applicant's motion for sunmary

disposition with respect to CESG.

We have gone through all those contentions.

And we have just taken care of PIRG.

We have also gone through the Staff's motions for

summary disposition with respect to CESG and NRDC.

I believe the Board has made' several rulings

with respect to MRDC's motion for summary disposition. But

I don't believe it has ruled on all of UnrC's motions for

summary dispceltion.

CSSG has a motion for summary disposition. I
.

don'c think we ruled on that yet.

And that night be it.

'

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What about NRDC'a motion to compel

Applicant to respond to admissions? Has history overtaken

tht one filed April 25, 19797

MR. ROISMAN: We haven't gottan any more ancwers.

"

CHAIR!!AN MIT.TIR: Has it become moot inthe meantime?

/t B ?. 190
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m22 LiR. ROISMAN: Not in cur judgir.cnt, but ne would

not arat e .'.t any more.

CIUCRMAN MILLER: All right.

I think as far as CESG's notion for su=ary disposi--

tion, that will be denied.

I thought we had denied NRDC's notions for surr.ary

dispositica of the matters in Contention 4.

Arid insofar as NRDC's notion to suspend proceedings

and the like, insofar as that contains natters that were

cognir;ble in the motion for sumraary disposition, I thought

ue had denied that one.

Im I correct?

IIR. ROISMAN: I wasn't sure about that.

We do have a full-blown motion for surmarv disposi-

tion. It doesn't cover all the contentions. It was a motion --

raally covered by the scope hear.'ng tc:r.orrcv. It was a motion

that said, if tha scope is as broad as we say it is than we

don't have the analysis from tha Staff that is required
~

and it is part and parcel of the AT. ARA one which preceded it

by a few wooks.
.

But casantially, it had the sardo thrust to it.

So, if the coard would, I think it would be appropriate to wait

until you have ruled on the scope, and then we will be glad

to argue why we think these motions for summary disposition

ought to ha granted, why they prasent a clear legal question
"
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mm23 and maybe Mr. Ketchen has, in effect, conceded the underlying

basis, if not the need for cn ' environmental impact statement.

At leact the need for something more from the Staff if we

are right, that the scopo is as broad as we say it- is.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I think we will take that up
.

after we have our initial evidentiary hearing on the issues

we have." discussed and the Staff has filed the opposition

to NRDC's motion for suspension of hearing schedule which >

they have set up under Douglas Point criteria, the frontal

matters which can be gone into. Some, I do believe, impact

on this question.

So we would, therefore, await hearing from
,

NRDC, Applicant and the Staff when we have concluded that first

phase of our evidentiary hearing temorrow.

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. C?nirman, I was a little unclear

about what you were saying about the motion.to suspend.
. I had the feeling perhaps the Board has de facto

ruled on the motion to suspend. Here we are, we are not

suspended and we are going to have a hearing tomorrow morning

that is evidentiary, and that sort of moots it.
.

But there is the underlying question that I

had thought we were goir to get to today. I don't know

how you vould characterize it. That is, what is the meaning

of Minnesota'versus NEC and then what is its implications
.

for this cace.

k b!' -
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nu24
CHAIRMTC4 MILLER: Yes.

Well, I had mentioned this r.orning we expected to

hear from counsel further with respect to the Minnesota cace.
.

FTnen co counsel wi3h to be heard on the relationship

or whatever that. , ase held to this evidentiary
. - hearinc7 .

MR. MC GAFJC: Applic :t's pleasure would be to do

it now so we can get right to the evidence tomorrew, -'

Mr. Chai_m.an.

MR. ROISMAN: We are similarly prepared.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Staff?

MR. KETCHEN: We are ready.

CHAIRMMI MILLER: URDC take ten. We are a little

tired, but we will hear you.

Five, ten minutes. Short recess,

end T7 (Recess.)

,

e

9
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enkl CHAIRMAN MILLER: We will move into the last

issue we have to consider this afternoon. That is the meaning,,

effect, nature and impact of the decision by the United StLces

Court of Appaals for the District of Columbia Circuit,
'

cause 78-1269 and 2032, involving the State of Minnesota
'

by the Minner; 1 Pollution Control Agency v. United StEtes

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the New England Co'lition

on Nuclear Pollution versus the same Commission, matter
' involving Vermont Ya_. a Nuclear. swer Corporation,

Intervonor.

.

Who wishes to lead off on the effect and impact

'upon this hearing, if any, of the recent decision.

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I vor'' be glad to.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Very well.

MR. ROISMAN: One preliminary matter. I have

discussed with Mr. Hoefling during the bres : the question

of the security. We are going to amend which we will do

orally or in writing, our Contention No. 6, from its original

framework, to a contention that is merely, " Applicant has

failed to demonstrate that it is in compliance with applicable

commission regulations with regard to safeguarding spent

fuel shipment".

- What Mr. Hoefling has told me is the Staff is in

the process of evaluating the A1.plicant's proposal, that they
@ .

will either approve what the Applicant is proposing vihich is the
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enk2 route we are familiar s'ith in his case, or propose an alterna-

tive rcute to the Applicant, that if A m* go with the route

involved in this case, it will involve scme kind of cacurity
s

force a ca armed quards while the shipment travels through

the tc. ens of Greensboro and Charlotte.
.

Ne need to see what the Applicant is propcsing

to evaluate uhether in cur judgment the force they are

propecing to use will be sufficient tc deter the sice

tbreat ce believe is credible.

It is not inconceivable and when that procese

la completed there will be an issue to bn jcined, the issue

being what is the nature of the threat 19a the shiptent

might be exposed to and what is the nature of the nrotective

measure needed to protect against a threat o'f that oise.

It is premature for us to do that now. We are

not pressing the Applicant at this moment to giva us the

answer. We understand the Staff has three veeks it necds to

do the evaluation. If we do go to hearing there isn't

any way it can be handled in this two weeks because no don't

know what #.s being proposed.

I would rather cince the reporter has taken denn

the cont . tion an I stated it, for that to be the centention.

If you want, I can handurite it cut but it will just be

a handuritten thing. I don't have it in any fernal

~

document.

P|m
<w m)'.w n3''if ,ih1

{ bkfdS[NI
'

.

da t
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enk3 CHhIRIGli MIT.T.ER: It will be sufficient to take

kt from the transcript. He recorded your present description

'

of it. Does,the Staff wish to be heard on that?

MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, I uould comment

.

on the difficulty of treating that issue, if the

Board considers that to be an apprcpriate issuc, within the
.

'
. - time that has been set aside for these present hearing.,

'

As I mentioned before the Staff has just complated and I

[ believe issued either yesterday or today, its guidance
,

! document which sets down what it is that the Applicant mustr

; provide in this araa.
i
' And it just doesn't seem we will be able to reach

that kind of issue in these two weeks if the Board daems that

to be an appropriate issue.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Does the Staff deem it to be

an appropriate issue?

'
MR. HOEFLING: Well, I think that the question

I cores down to what record evidence the Board needs to make

its fL Ming of reasonable assurance and the situation that

' we have is that we have a Commission regulation; we have detaile...
'

Staff guidance to the Applicant as to what is required to

meet that regulation and a Staff analysis of that response.

In many instances, that structure or that

context is adequate for the Board to make a determination
.

that there will indeed be reasonable assuranco. The
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eah4 presence of the regulanion, c. defined S haf E of fert and them. :

a requirement for the Applicant to respond.

-

I must admit that Mr. Roisman's contention is
~

vague. The answer to thab is he hasn't seen what it is in

detail that the Applicant proposes. It is an issue that has

tacrite to both sides.

CHAIPlWI MILLI:R: '2 hat is c2rtainly evan hunded

justice. Uculd there be any possible issue here cf residual

impact oven .f tha Applicant conplies fully; tut c.'ir re nr2

till co:c.e residual risks that should be ircighed in any kind

of balancing that the Board may be asked to perform. Is there

a possibility of this in this type of case or not?

MR. ROISMAN: We vould not be pressing the residual.

At this point, wo would be liIr.iting the contention to evidence

of complianco with the regulation. I think the key ia there

is sort of an -- we are basically in agreement with the

principle that if you keep the spent fuel shipmenta out of the

.

populus areas you substantially reduce tha sabotage .:isk given

the nature of spent fuel caska and the like

Zf the Applicant proposes or if the Staff requires

then to propose to ship this auay from what .vuuld genarally

be called populus areas, which means a di.ffarcat routing

than they are nca pianning, that uill dispose of tho issue

prcbably for our purposes. ! say probal-ly bacause Dr. Ccchran
.

sculd have to lcok at it.

- f0 . Q Q j{Um1 | .
'

% ,m. a ,.
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eak5 Wo have discussed it generally and depending on

the precise route that vould be a generally precico statement.

If we move it through the populus aroaa, we

nect them to take a corrective measure. That is where the

dispute is. If they go through populuc areas, we would hone

our contention dcun precisely to what it ic the Applicant

is proposing.,

They may propose such a force that we would not

feel this nabotage risk would be a problea. We feel the force

' levol they would propose, however, would be bolcw the

force required for the potential threat we are concerned

about.

CIIAIRMAN MILI2R: You ato spuaking of urban arena?

MR. ROISMA'1: !!aving the cpent fuel go through

an urban arca makes the spent fuel an attractive target.
'

It io not so much so in a non-urban area.- .

.

'

MR. MC GARRY: We are in somewhat of a dilemna.

The regulation just came down, the guidance juct cama out.
.

We, of courco, uill corply with that regulation. We will

provide the necessary information to the Staff. But the

question is one of timing. We are ucing our best efforte on

many pursuits at Duka Power Company. We will use our best

efforts here. But I envisage a cirecmstance that this matter

may not be resolved for two or three or four months and indeed

.

we would not want this licence held up during the interi:n
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ca%G I do hasten to add of cource, :c vil'. not be

abla to pursue this F.ctivity that ye cook unti'..;c ccmply
with thore regulatis.d. But once we comply :itn those

Icgulations v.nd the Staff will make that

determination, then we should be able to conduct this

'
activity if we get ourceiven in a time bind.

Tnat then leads un to Mr. Ro .c:acn's position..

It seems to ne if we do find curcelvec thr00, four, tive
t

t

' months down the pike and we do ~- Mr. Reicran is uncatisfici
J

or dissatiafied with the resscase made er Staff 0 review,

it seems we will get ourselves a full-bicun insuc. We uculdi

* maintain this license can be approveci and we will just
'g cross this bridge when we get to it. It ic a taugh enc.

C:nIRMAP MILLER: It is. We uill prohchly handic

it by means of a license condition if we got to that point.

We will think about it.'

MR.ROISPAN: I want to be very cic e on this. We are

Of the opinion we are entitled to a hearing on Applicant'a
.

compliance with applicable regulatiens to the catent No make

a reasonable contention about whether they do comply. If

Applicant ..ss a timing prchlem, I must say quita frankly-

that gives then every incentive to come to Dr. Cochran and

get hict to agree the.t what ' hey ara doing is n gced iden.:

'That gives then every incentive to stay out of ur5:en arn.: win'.i
.

thcGO 3hi r.Onts. U0 ??Oult UCU Ut3nd by T.or 60 WJ thin 3 10 iG?

t*k nIOr,1;G',
.

('*3gr'?ntP}'
U,'d 5- 9, ', 4 ~),J An7 1O(f!

6 a x i; ;
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eak7
authorized for the Board to delegate its decisionmaking

authority or our right to partidipate in that to an

'

Applicant-Staff licensing ccndition that says when the
- Staff signs off on it. then the Applicant can go ahead.

'

That for us will not be satisfactory.

'

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That was not the kind of condition

we were thinking of.

MR. ROISMAN: I have been in cases where

the Eoard has deferred for after the hearing what we thought

were important conditions for the hearing.

CHAIP}!AN MILLER: We were not talking about that

kind of condition. All right. What'..about our last point for

today?

MR. ROISMAN: The reach of the Minnesota case

starts witn siids-455. ALAB-495 h::1d that the cuentien that

the D. C. Circuit said had not yet been answered adequately

by the Commission must be answered as a condition before
.

you can approve a spent fuel storage e::pansion. They ruled

in ruling out the Applicant and Staff arguments about
V

Kleppe and I quote from page 48 of the cpinion which is
'

reported at 7 NRC 41 and then 48 for the quote, they say:

"As such, that decision" -- referring to Kleppe - "is of

. no assistance to the Applicant and Staff if there is a

sufficient basis in fact for assuming that the assessment

proposals in enlarging the capacity of fuel pools that are
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eak3 offaite 1 pant tual repositcrien" -- tho'; nannt 9aminent

dispcaal tharc - ",vuld ce unavailc.bla ac the cnd of the

operating licenso term. It is to uhather r:ch baaiu en.icuc

chat we now muct turn."

That part of the decision io in complete
.

agreement with the position taken bj the parties in thcac

two c.. t. Ib van affirmed by the U.S. Court of Appeals

and I mi!h: aud that the Inter tenor, Vermont 2cnhec '.fuclear

Pcwar Cocporation, argued en appaal to the Court that that

dacision ual wrong, tnat this questian wasn't a relevant

questian to licencing.

So thoro is an c::plicic holding on thac from the

D. C. Circuit that the question is rel2vant. The no::t thing

ia the D. C. Circuit similarly said cho Commiscica ot

decision in rejecting an M2DC petition dealing with the

question of making a safoby finding on the nuclear uaste

question didn't dispose of thia question.

You can road the opinion cotoral ways. Onc vay

is to read it that chey essentially reversed the s conde

,
Circuit opinion nicely.

Another way to r.2ad it ic they ignerad the

second Circuit opinion nicely-

A third way to read it ia they focused on the fact

that ncu evidence chat ir availabla en the vac;e diapocal

.

questica sincc the data when the Commiacion denied tna ': K C

h N b.' [b) . a L m)
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cak9 petition warrants the Commission relooking at the question.

I guess I favor toe third because the D. C. Circuit

doesn't do things nicely when they feel really upset and I suspac

they didn't want to bother with the Second Circuit opinion.

They did say, commission, you have not yet made

a record sufficient to make a finding on the question of

whether titore is reasonable assurance that there will be a

"

method to dispose of radioactive wasces safely and permanently

offsite or conversely, that it will be safe to keep them

permanently ensite

That issue is now back in front of the Commission.

Now, ,cu can play with the language anyway you want. But the

key here is that the decision of the D. C. Circuit is based

not on the National Enviornmental Policy Act, but on the

* Atomic Energy Act, the reasonable assurance finding.
'

Ever since the day of the power reactor case and

; again repeated by the Appeal Board in ALAB-133, in the Vermont
!

Yankee case, the Commission's rules and regulations and the

statute when they relate to safety questions have no

flexibil cy.
a ..

! You must be in compliance with those regulations
,

i

snd Jtatutes. What the D. C. Circuit has done in light of

what the Appeal Board did in ALAB-455 is say there is a

requirement before you can reach a conclusion on a spent

fuel storage option which is that you make the finding *

483 202
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cah:.1 related to cafety.

Ucv the Conr.i;sicn hasn't rada tha finding yet.

They have a loc of diftorent ways and a lot of latitude
-

in the ways they can mcke that finding. They are given all of

the discretion they can possibly ask for. For this

Board at this point, E don't think there is any option. 'Jou

must wait for the Cccmiscicn to nake tha rsquired finding.

Nou, the Applicant and Staff oay we can make the

finding in this individual procee?.ing. I con't quarrel with thn:

in principle. Except that I rend the Court's decision as

accepting tha argur.cnt of Mr. Eilford who argued the casa --

cy.the way there is a transcript of that cral argunent

whicn the Board can look at -- it was recorded because Judge

Tan wac nct there at the time of the argument -- Mr. Eilford

- made the jpcint that the Ceramission intended to deal uith this

question generically. That is why the court want cut of the

way to say dealing with it generically uas apprcpriate.'

Wo have a statement frcn the Ccmniccicn through

its General Counsal'c office the Solicitor thnc itr

intends to daal with the question generically. The S3 TaFlc.
.

I admit in theory the Board is authoriced without

the Commission speaking out to handle the questien _adi';idually.

Quite frankly, I wouldn't be at all objecting to ic but

I don't sea that yca have the legal authority :c do it,
h ~1:G.II-Um MIIIER: That about the vey , the Comia sion

483 203pgggLgmguc e
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eak11 handled the transportation of the fuel and the five factors,

handled it generically but then lef h the tailoring after
analysis to the individual Boards.

MR. ROISMAN: I think the Commission might do-

that. But all I am suggesting is that at this point, given
.

Mr. Eilford'r ' rgument and the way they have handled the S3.

case and the fact that they tro trying to use as much of the
,

S3 record as they can for the basis of r.aking the ultimate
'
finding here, is that now it looks like they are leaning

'

toward doing it genericably.

They might say they will do it generically as

to the general question and leave to individual Boards'

'

9 the finding of the crucial dato because that was very
'

important in that casc and is arguably very impor tanc here.
.

When do you have to have the spent fuel storage
"

permanently -- the permanent repository available. In that

case, it was 2007, 2009 --

CHAIRMAli HILLER: The life of the plant or else a

finding that it could remain beyond the life of the plant

with safety under the Atomic Energy Act. One of the two.'
.

MR. ROIStWI: That is correct. I want to be clear

about that. You could have a situation where the Ccamission

might say we think the pennan4nt waste repository, there is

reasonable assurance that one will exist that will hteet the
@ standards and it looks like the year 2050 to us. Well, we will

.
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eak12
look at spent fuel storaga e.t the plant citac betueen now

and 2050 < it is okay. That is plaucible.

We don't knuci because no one has ever addressed

._ the question that way. 1 just don't see -- I don't

know.

Maybe I am blinded by it or Eco close to the

case. I den:t see any way around the Minnesota cace.

The Applicant and Staff -- one of tham is uhat I think is

a foolish argument with all due respect to them -- ic the

idea that this dcenn't reach this case because this is
transchipment and that is er?ansion of spent fuel pools.

The logic of the case was if you are autherining

further handling of the spent fuel beyond what you were

escentially poing to do at the reacter site withct;t a new

amendment, yo:1 have to look at this guestion.

And that is what we have here. The fact that

McGuire is going to be the repository and later Catauba, et

cetera, doesn't change the meaning of it.

The Court's language clearly relates to that. The

second argument is well, why do you have to hold up.

licensing in light of thia question. The Court did not

direct that the Vermont Yankee and Prairie Island liccases

be revoked. Two ancuers to that: one, at least in

the Vermont Yankee cace, we didn't ask that they revoke it.
.

There we.s no request that it be revokad. More significantly,

4<-[d, -) U a:
8

- r-
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eakl3. .that is exactly what happened after tne first Vermont

Yankee caso, the co-called S3 Vermont Yankee case, when

the Court did not order tha' Vermont Yankee oparating license
,

-
Le revoked even though there had not been a finding with

respect to the adequacy of an environmental impact of wacte
.

disposal with regard to the 7 ::mont Yankee plant.

As soon as the case got back to the Commiscien,

a Commissior which I . Sink we could take judicial notice

'

of as being conservative on such questions, ordered no further

operating licenses for nuclear ,. ants or constructir,n permits

until they had replaced the then to be defective S3 rule with

a new rule.
.

That came out in the form of the interim rule

and the Commission lifted the ban. The Commission

read themselves as being required to do that under the law.

That was a NEPA finding not an Atomic Energy Act finding,

where there is mere reason in the Atomic Energy Act area not to

go ahead.

What should the Board do? I think the Board should

.

reconsider the denial of our motion for suspension.

Alternatively, make a ruling that this hearing cannot be

'

concluded until such time as the Commission has spoken

to the question and that the Board will have to abide by
,

that decision of the Commission.
' '

If it says do the hearing yourselves, we will have

the hearing.
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enk?,1 If it njs waic t!ntil W2 finiah th2 honring, t'any

will have to wait. If it saya m.a::e the finding in he conte:::

c 2 the new S' rceacding, ycu vill then have a finding to

', '1pply to this c Ja, if they give Icu the latitude to a ply it
.

en a case-by-case bacis.
. .

!
You ha-O to wait, I think, at 10act for the conclu-

.
cica of the heari.".g, if not for Fic co=an:cment. Th-t in it.

CIIAI? , MI1Jd2: Yo.. are suggesting that the Ucard

'

shoudl take under advisemoni your motien?
'

MR. ROISMMI: You =can on cucpencien?

t, u L. ,...d. ,,y ..,,.v._ma .
-,

.bgs.u.u u .

MR. ROISMAU: Ucll if you vait core than ten days,

'

t ' an you vill have ruled. I guess I wouldn't mind you ra-

thinking it and reconcidering it tenorreu r.crning and I would

cay I think. probably Mr. Ketchen made an affactive argunent

thic morning :: hat resolving the scope question at this ci .e
'

would be useful but I would continun to press '.n'. argument

that once you havo rules on the scr pe, particularly if you

rule cur direction en the question of scope, tintt atopping

.

the hearing right then and A, getting the parties to coma back'

With testi:nony that addreases tha scopo question in ice
.

prcper context and 3, getting direction frcm che Ccr. mission

'

on thic Minnescua case wottld be the . ore crudenc cou ce of
'

ncticn, cren though tha uitnasces are here.

DR. LUI: UKE . C:' the cuher hand, ';e could go thrcugh
.

with the he:2ri.q; the n.;ti c1,< , . . ,n,...,. . -,-u (., v, ,. ,. , ,a. . _. ., to a..

5 ff
PD? [t O .7 ') G ~I0

h* k d"tp4eI.6": ) cV/h t '--
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an% 16 decision, good or bad, reviewed by the Appeal Ecard, reviewed

by the Cormissicn and at that ti.me, the Comm.ission eculd step

in and say, hay follows, you ucnt too fast, you didn't wait

for us.

_

That is a possible scenario.

L .. ROISMAM: Yes. Alto Z think -- it is not as

. though the riinnesota case is irrelevant to the pursuit

of the case, it doesn't touch every issue. I :n't

really see it touching the sabotage question. Where it does

come in again, as we come back to the scope question and

I am seeing this in the conter.t of URCO and its contention --

we are arguing about altarnatives.

If the altornatives are the broader scope bhat we

argued it should be,. then the data on which parranent waste

disposal is going to be available for Duke is going to make

a. difference in deciding what the alternatives are.
'

For instance, even assuming that the neuspaper

citation is wrong, and that Duke is going to go ahead and
.

we will see Cherokee an#. Perkins in the schaule, comotine

in-1995, Duke runs out of spent fuel storage under either

cafcade plan, it then has to do something.

It looks to us as though the only thing that will

bo available for Duke is to build an independent spent fuel

stcrage facility. That would be true unless there is a
.

permanent wasto rapository available ss of 1995. If they are

483 20B
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2a:517 ulti:utely goinc; to hava to build an indagender.t : pent fuel

stcrage facility then uhether they do build one now

rather than go through th2 ca :02de plan and 92n btald it,

becomes a different question.

Y u 'iill not know the anewc.:- to that quection until

you kncy uhether in 1995 thera will bc permanent repository

. or .10h. *lO G Can' t knG'# t h:*.t u n'-4 1 r.3ht 20c02d Cn that.'t$

Our judgmant 19 1995 is cut of the question. Duke cannot

get there.

I ascuma cnere la a contcarf visu and that is

one of the vicus that the Ccimn133ica would consider when it

addtescas the Minnesota case. *

If thers vere going to be scmething available

in 1995 for gemanent reponitcry for the scant fuel, : thiak

it iill materiallv affect cur casa. So that-
.-

que:suion that the Minneacta cace raisec ceally can dactroy

tha sub.tance of a lot of uanr.inony that you would hear ac
'

it r31at03 to cur particular iacue.
.

DR. LU' BIG : Suppose it taken some tima for

'

the cornission to dc what the Judge said and it '..111 :.nd vuhe
ahac shippec cay 57 fuel aczenbl en and aten na Co.m ission

r,akas a ruling that sericualy aff ecta the nr-mgenent under
'

uhich this ..s going on; the Cc:missien could say .icn:t

,, h .4. y_, . .C . co.te ava

.

;IR. DOI 5?UC; T:.ey could but *:he aaci'. .ig of uhat we

0 1 1 U, 0 ff,l'' i S 'nidodiL0(M]
O

'

,
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caklE sau in the Minnesota case is and I have to confess to you,

Doctor, as a lawyer talking to a scientist that I can't explain

it to you -- I'm no*; sure.I :ouldever explain it to you

_ as a layman either -- but there is a difference where the

, situation nas been approved and started to operate and a situatic
.

| where you catch it in advance.
i -

.
! That is why the Commission when it got back the S3
i

: case after the first vermont Yankee decision didn't

immediately suspend the effectiveness of the Vermont Yanhoe
,

:
4 operating license but dzd inmediately stop issuing any new
,

operating licenses.,

t

To me, conceptually, those ought to be the same.
i

i If the new plant isn't qualified to get the license, then
i
!

the old one must not have a valid one. But when we got to the,

i
! old one, wo started balancing. We started considering on
t

I

the one hand, what it would cost to take the plant off line,

{thereplacementpower. For the plant that.,

didn'F hhve a license it didn't allow anybody to balance.:

! that even though for some of those plants, I assume a per-
t . *

f

'

suasive argument could have been made that it was expensive

to wait a month or two months or three months before
'

giving the operating license.

'

To allow this procedure to go foruard and give

approval for the transshipment is in our judgment to

@ .

make it a markedly more difficult case to stop the

483 210
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transshipment ..itaequently. You have nite prob 1cm in

deciding to co ahead and app::ove the : : Lnachi.pnent i hc~ Will

you u.ower the quest' a uhat is the date on which

~

Du'<e can ship to a permanent repository when you stcrt

. weighing the alternativec to the trannshipment if

you agree on the scope.

.

O

e
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#10 MADEL0t# Now I can see if you go with the scope argument
f1ws eak

mpbl 2 the way the Staff and the Applicant want you to and say the

3 only question in shipping 300 and direct altornativas to
-

4 shipping 300, wo don't really have a factual case to give you.
'

._

5 We would essentia11f .*. eave our affidavits in as a proffer of
- 6 p' roof, to see that they are essentially not relevant tb tho

7 scope of the hearing as you have confined it and wait for our
.

8 appellate rights to try to vindicato our position.

4 But if you go with us on the question of scope,

' 10 you''re going to have to answer the question that the'

13 Minnesota caso says the "ommission has not yet answered.

12 Yoa're going to have to set the date on which a permanent

13 repository is going to be available to ovalusto the time

14 frame in which alternativos have to be considered.

15 Was that not clear?

16 DR. LEUBKE: I guess I'm just th4 44ng in my mind

17 that whether you ship or not, so long as you run those

18 electric power plant you're going to make spent fuel assamhlies.

39 And whether the Commission acts or not, we are just going to,

20 koop on accumulating. And I somethow feel somebody is going
~

to contend with it.21

22 HR. ROISMAN: Well, I think that's a fair

23 conclusion. '

24 DR. LEUBKE: As someone mentioned, Fr. McGarry,

25 it becomes a business decision.
,

i
!
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mpb2 16, CHAII 2.27 MILLZn: All right. -

1

2 Mr. McGarry, do you vich to....

3 .2?. Mc GARRY- Yes, I'r. Chairman,
f
'4 First an observation:

5 During the cocrea of URDC's presentation, a ;

i
- 6 curicus ctatc=cnt va raada, and that was that one of the i

7 ipart.es, either Applicant or Staff, had raised an argument !
;.

8 that there sas a distinction in the Minnosota base because !
i

9 Minnesota dealt with tho spent fuel pec1 modification. And
4

#

10 in this case it daels with trancportation. |

f
11 I don't believo no raised that argument. However i

12 NRDC's responco to that was cocewhat curious. NRDC naid in

13
, essenca both of the .::cdec, that is modification, transporta- I

i
1

14 tion, are dealing with the samo thing, really, the handling !'
:
1

15 of the spent fuel storage problem, and attampted to answar -

le that question in that regard. j
4

17 The curious point is, all day today va'vo been )
!

i8 hearing from NRDC that this casa, this transportation caso ia !
l

19 difforent from other types of apont fual stcrage modes. We've.

20 mai.ntained all along it is not, it is simply one of the j

.

21 solutions. And curiously enough, URDC sec=cd to me taking

22 that position lato in tha day.

23 Be that as it may, we maintain that a raasonablo i
;
i

2; assurance finding van cade by the Cn W asion in 1977 with

p.; regard to a petition by NRDC. The - As NRDC has pointed out, g .
I
:

{_
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mpb3 1 that reaconable assurance finding was the subject cf tha

2 Prairie Island appeal board's consideration, and they relied

3 upon that.

4 We maintain that the court in Minnesota did not

5 distu-b that finding. We rely rima the language on page 15,
'

j 6 where the court simply inquired -- quota "into the basis

i
, 7 of those assurances of confidence."
.

j 8[ That's the bottom of page 15 of tho opinien,

I

I s about six or seven lines abovo " Conclusion".

10 My point is very simple:

| t1 The court did not disturb that decision. It is

12 simply inquiring as to the basis of those assurances.

13 Accordingly, if we are correct in our argument, thnro was no
0

;4 , basis then for the court to reverse the Ccemission and accord--

15 ingly it was consistent for the board neither to etny or

16 vacato.

j7 So under our logic, then there is no basis to

18 suspend this hearing.

19 I tonld raise one intaresting point, and that is.

20 with respect to the 9:30 announcement of the reracking. The
.

21 Commission, Mr. Denton, whoever it sight have been, approved

22 the reracking option which dealt with a spent fuel pool
._

23 modification, and was well aware of the Minnesota case.

24 That concludes the Applicant's position. We

25 maintain that the motion to suspend should be rejectsd. .

i

|} 8 b ') ) !'
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' 3G4 '

spb4 1 CMAIRMMi MILLER: Well, do you cake the position, |,

i
2' than. .hac ;1r. Dante -a approval of nho rcr:cking application

I i
a

3 azornta ie implicit deter:ainacion that de: 2 13 roa.7onabic

'

4I assuranca of ultimato uant.a fuel manan2cnc?'

5 MR. MC GARRY: On first blu.3h, that's our position.}
.

6 Of cource, Mr. Chair = u , we haven't had an opportunity, but

7 that's what we -would maintain. And, again, that pocition is

t

8 clearly conciatent with our vian of this carrn that tila

9 roasonabla accuranco finding has navar been dicturbod.

10 CHAIRMAN !! ILLER: Mall, uait a :ninutc.

11 ' Tho reasonablo accuranca finding, which rzacenable

12 assuranca finding.

13 MR. MC GARRY: The reasonable acauranca finding

Q, of the Cenniscien that was re' icd upon by the appeal board i
>
!

15 in Prairie Island, which then becana the cubject of tha !
i
,

16 Minnecota court's revicu. I

|

17 That rensonable assuranca finding uaa not dicturbed,

f8 wea not ovorruled by tha court in Minno.sota. Tha court in {
t

Minnosota simply said -- and I rafarred you to the langt.a.go. '

19 i

20 They sent it back to tha Cosniaaion to inquire as to the basis
'

i

21 of the assurances of confidence. Chay wanted to navo a !

i

4

.o o. proper - t

,

t

?

23 CHAIRi!AN MILLER: What pago 'Iro you referring to?

'

24 MR. MC GARRY: pcgo 15.

Ac ue road the cans, the court was non.v.7 hat in a -

25 :

d
,J
I
i. ,
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mpb5 1* quandry. They wanted to have an adequata record with respect

2 to the reasonable assurance finding. And that's why they sent

3 it bacit to the Co::: mission. 'Lat's get an adequate record,'

( 4 tho 're telling the commission. But they didn't disturb that

5 rasonable assuranco finding. They just wanted'a record

'

6 developed on it.

7 I thin 3: we could all admit, Mr. Chairuan, that thid

8 decision la a hydra in that there are many facota to it.

9 And wo uould maintain that support for our position, as Mr.

10 Roinman indicated that we would be arguing, that the court

11 did not vacato and did not stay, but permitted the spent fuel

12 pool modification.

13 So that lands us to our position.

14 (Pauce.)

15 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Han the Staff hocn heard from"

16 M. TO N OTTE - T. Mai - n, if it weren't

17 for the fact that Mr. McGarry in sitting clear acreas the

18 room, I would think he was raading my noten over my shoulder,

-

19 bec'auso I mado almost the came notes,

20 I noted with intercat tha sta*nmant about either

21 the Applicant or the Staff made sono reprosantation in the

22 answer to Mr. Roisman's motion that thoro was no distinction

23 between the expan * n - or the distinction between the

24 expansion of a fuel pool and trannahipment somehow had a

25 bearing on this came. And yet, if indood that was what
,

', l b1
.

-
i

b31
'
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mpbG 1 Mr. aaisman thought our answer waa. he's wrong becauso the

2 thruct of our ana.cor inscfar as the Minnesota w.so went was

3 simply that the Minnesota caso did not ace fit to stay in tha

oceedinga .aat they vn e reviewing. And thorofore it acen d4-

5 to us that it was not logical to requira a stay in this

'

G proceeding.

7 Moreover the c'_ay that is requastad by Mr. Roissan
.

G is bar.ad upcn conjectura and opeculation and is not substan-

g tiated in any way. And he, afe,er all, is the rovant and

to therefora hac the burden of ccming forward and showing that

11 uia stay ohould La granted.

12 ' The argument on the fact that thero is no

13 distinction betwoon expansion of the fuel pool and transship--,

14
' ment is alco internating to me becausa if you apply that ac

15 a baala for an argn=ont, then footnote five on pagg 9

1G i=modiately wipes out Mr. Roisman's case bec:2 usa at least a

17 I underrtand the board, the board seems to fsei that there in
.

18 some kind of a distinction there, and that the distinction

19 mVan footnote 5 not applicable to the argucents that Mr.

20 Roisman la making.
.

21 But if you take Mr. Roisman's argumsat on thin

22 other issue and apply it around to footnota 5, then his ca 30

23 immediately is supposed to go away, and he's taking exception

24 to the basis for the board's ruling in his own favor. I-'c

25 V'iry intorasting.
, .

;
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mpb7 1 I also noted with interest the fact that Mr.

g 2 Roissan said if ycu decide in his favor on reviewing the

3 cascade plan that you ultimately are going to have to set a

4 dnte on the pormanent repository. And my view is that the

5 Commission actions of the past do not indicato in any way
'

6 that they expect a licensing board to undertnke that kind of

7 action.

' 8 I would agree with Mr. McGarry that the ruling

g that was made by the board previously, the policy that was

10 established then was not overturned either by the appeal

11 board nor by the courts, and that the only thing that the

12 court is saying in Minnosc,ta is that they want a basis for

13 the administrative determination that the Commission made.

14 And they were romanding it for that purpose.

15 I don't know exactly what the Commission intends

16 to do. I do know that last week before this morning's

17 action, last week they had a rather langthy meeting on the

18 Minnesota caso, and its meaning, and what they might do in

19 terms of future actions. Yet nevertheless, after having

20 that meeting, this morning they took this action on rerack-

21 ing for oconeo.

22 Morcover they know that the Zion proceedings are
'

going on. And it seams to no that if the Commission, having23

a had its meeting on the Minnanota case and having been fully

25 epprised and having the Oconee matter brought directly to their .

483 2I8
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I' 1
mpb8 attention and .*c.nowing what's going cn at Zion, if they had !

I
'

^l felt that a stay ut.c required in theco procaedings they would"

- i3 have been able to take that cort of action and they would hava

- 4 done so, if they felt ccmpc11ed to do so. i,

i-

t ;
5 I therefore feel that it would probably be im-

|
,

1

3 proper for thi; Board to assume to do what the Commission has
i

7 no' cecn fit to do, and for whien in fact thoro is no basic |

.
G for doing.

9 I I do think that there is implicit in the rorack
|
:

10 decisier. of the Commission a senco from the Conniasion that |
i

71 indeed busincas is to go on as usual.

12 I think that was four minutos and 50 seconda of

!3 the five minutos.

I14 CHAIRMAN IO.LLER: Wall, we'll give you more time i
i i

15 if you wish. I

16 (Laughter.)
,

17 MR. TOUken LOTTE: Basically I Con't Jcnow that
i

18 it's necessary to go on. But the other part of our answer

10 to Mr. 'toisman was that we could go on with these proceedings.

I would point out for the Board's information that |20
|

21 we mado that entiro argument on the basis of er assumption,
,

22 It's arguendo that we were advancing those statements. We
i

23| do believe'that if you have to look at the long term -- and
i

wo don't believe for a ecment that that is the proper approach |24

25 hero, wo think it flies in the face of everything that's gone I-

'
i

.
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Impb9 before in tarms of the loyal proceduro. But if indeed that's

2
what happens, we still will have to look at the single

3 transshipmont to dscide whether this single transshipment can
4 bo moved asfely. And ,o will still have to arrive at the,

5 decision that there era reasonable assus.rances that this
6 shipment can be made safely and that it won't detrimentally,

,

7 affect the public health and safoty, nor will it materially

8 affect the quality of the human ouvironmant.

9 If the ultimato decision of the Board is that we
10 will have to concidor tho whole cascada plan, and indeed the

11 Board ic going to assuno the racponsibility of coming up with

12 a' permanent repository, and resolving in this proceeding the

13 ultimata waste question -
,

14 CHAIRMAN M m m : Wait a minuto.

15 What are you saying the Board is supposed to do?

16 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, I'm just telling you

17 what Mr. Roinm9n -- I'm basing my stataments on what-Mr.

18 Roisman just told you, and ha said that if you decide to go

19 his way - his precise words are 'you're going to havs to set

20 a date on the permanent rapository'.

21 And in my view that la tantamount to coming up with .

22 the ulti=ato wasta question, a resolution of the ultimate 'raste

23 question.

24 I don't think that.'s what you're intanding to do,

25 but what I'm saying is if you go Mr. Roisman's way and' if you -

I{ 8) .? 20
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i,

l'
mpbl0 1[ take the entiro cascada plan and yx game it out environmentalg

i
'2 ly and you make all your cost-benefit balances, then what

3 that will u ve to be is +*t will have to be another end of

this prcceeding which, after we determino that thero are&

5 reaconable a;.rirancos for t1. public health and safety and
|

3 that the environmemt will ret be significantly affected by
,

|
i 7 the single transshipment, tL.n we will have to see whetner |

i !
'

! !
6' the cost-banefit balances are too gro? t for the balanca of !

i , ,'

(!9 the plan to make this single transshipment undesirablo. i
'

I
10 or an alternativa would be that perhaps this (

t |

11 I transshipment could go on, but it unuld have to cut off
,

12 i somewhere down in 1985 or after the third transchipment or
i

13 after the fourth transshipment or accothing of that natura.

14 Dut that's the kind of decision that you're going k,
i

15 to ultimately wind up having to make if indeed we go thc.; full !
:

16 casede plan approach as Mr. Roisman suggests. |

|17 CHAIRMAN .U1I2R: Mr. Roisman?

;g MR. ROISMAH: Mr. 2hairman, lot's take thJs

-

19 question of this language on page 15 that Mr. McGarry citos ;
'

!

20 as curious. i

I

21 Mr. McGarry seems to make a lot nore out of that i

,

22 language than the opinion would suggest is warranted. But

23 let's take it at face value.
,

24 | "This court does not exceed its judicial
I '

! provines by inquiring into the basis of those :-25
!
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mpb11 I assurances of confidenca."

P- How Mr. : =Garry would have u Selieve that that
'

3 means that the procent decision of tha agency remains in

4 place. But the absence of an articulated basis is nercly a

5 technicality.
.

6 I would point out to the Board that thero is a
i

7 wholo line of casos beginning with Greater Boston TV
.

8 Corporation versus SEC and 444 Fed 2d, most.of them decided,

9 by the way, by Judge Loventhal,'tho decided this cace, hold-

10 ing that the absence of a reasoned basis for ' union by

11 an agcncy destroys the validity of the rule uhich it purports

12 to premulgato.

13 Mr. McGarry makes this sound liko sora technicality .

?4 If the Board will read Greater Boston and casos citing it

15 subsequently, it will see that particularly of all the judges

16 on that circuit, Judge Leventhal knows full well that when he

17 says thero is no basis given to sustain a rule, he neans the j
:

18 rulo no longer has validity. He's not sending it back to get

-

19 a new piece of paper; ha is saying the rule isn't valid.

20 Judge Tam, who ofton concurs with Judge Loventhal
- i

21 on that, cortainly understood that very well. Onthepage2of!
!

22 his concurring opinion, the very last sentenco: }

23 "Our opinion merely re-umda this casa to

24 the Cormtission for such proceedings as it deems

25 appropriato to datomine whether there la .

;
:

!

, 7,
)
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Impbl2 reasoncble accurance than an offsite choraga

o
selution will be availaM.e when aseded,' t

"

,

o i
3' Ncw he deern't sc.y 'to find a basis for their [

4 earlier finding', but whether there is reasonable assurance.

U In other words, he coes it aa the renconablo asuurance findingI
.

G having not be.n mado.

I
7 The court writing as the majority ou page 14

.

8 defines the insus:

9 "In particular, tha court conteraphtca

10 consideration on rer.nd of the specific probl.sn

11 ieclated by petitioners, deto:. a: ning what!!ar

12 there is reascnable accurance that an offsite

13 storage solution vill be available by the years

14 2007 to 2009." , ,

i

15 . And cites in the footnotes the re i e fact " ntx

10 tha 1earirigs en S-3 cr uny other rulemaking hearings, have

17 never addressed precisely the questiona raised bf the j
t

18 intervenors.

-

19 Mr. McGarry's reading of this little centenco

20 over on page 15 makes it aound like the wholn rccord is
!

I

21 tharo and the Comnission somehow ina.-tfully forgot to mention

22 what part of the record they were ralying upon. Tha truth

i

23 is that this opinion standa for the proposition that the j

24 records have never b3en raade, and that; bocanse tha rs. cord han
,

25 nevor been ruda, there is us Jalid rv. ling en thic quection. -

"d O ') O p P U @b 3 G h .!
'

I U t.h d H E
_ ,.r- ~1 *

,
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mpbl3 1 Now I believe -- and I'm sorry I don't have it

3 here with me, and I should have thought to bring it -- that

3 to some extent this question is answered in the Vermont Yankee!

,- 4 case in the su eme court. If I remember cor ectly -- and

5 Mr. Blum has said that he vill provido no with a copy of j
I

.

d Vermont Yankee and I can give you the direct citation tenorrow I

7 -- but I thid, it's footnoto 13 in the supremo court's deci-'

O sion in Ver= cat Yankee. They address the quection of what aro

9 the implicaticas of Judge Tam's concurrenco which they

10 essentially endorsed.

11 As you rmnnhor, they rcmanded the case back to

12 the D.C. circuit to decide whether Judga Tam wsa right,

13 namely to make the decinhn which the court here make:3 on

14 this issue: Is there an adequate basis in the record to

15 sustain the conclusion of the agency?

16 CBAI| '"di MILLER: Pardon me.

17 It's footnote 14, isn't it?

18 MR. ROISMAN4 147

-

19 CHMRMAN MILLER: Let ma land you a copy.

20 MR. ROISMAN: Cla, thank you.

It (Handing document to counsal.)

#10 flws 22 MR. ROISMAN: May I have just one moment to lot

23 me find this?

24 CHAIRMAN M m m: Yes.

25 (Pauce.) .

..
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e I
utpbl4 !Q. ROISE:i: Okay.'

(
., t-

' ;' In footnoto 14 - and I Will read it.
!

3 -'

In tha second full paragraph of the factrote it
||

,

[ 4 eays: ,

,

5 aUpon recand the majority of tha panel of
.

G the court of appaals is entiroly frca to agrca 6
i

!

7 cr disagrce with Cudge Tam'a conclusion that the '

8 rule portainir.g to the bcck end of the fuel cycle

i
0I urder ,htich petitioner Ver. cat Yankee's license

10 was connidere1 is arbitre.c and capricious within

iI the meaning of Section "TOS of the Administratito

12 Procedure Act, even though it may net hold an it

13 did in its previcus opinion that the rule is in-

14
'

valid rcce.uae of the inedcquacy of agency proce-

15 durea."

IG It's unpertant to nt % * they sp. tate the kind

17 of finding which the court in the Min. anota case is making

18 abs 3nce of a reaconabic basic as baing the +<ptivalent of an
~

19 arbitrary and capricious rulo, becauco if you co back and

20 look at Judge Tam's cetaurrenco in the originci Vermont Yanhec
.

21 case', a peak of which is cited in fcotnote 6 of the Mi.inesota

.

22 caso, Ju/,a M was talking ahont tho abconce of a basis in

23 tha record, e_nd that is uhat Judga Loventhal always refors to

24 when ho talks about the absence of a rational brais. |
!

25 The suprema court goes on, now, in ins Scotnoca: -

/} d [ 22b i
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cpbl5 19 "Should it hold the rul; invalid, i'- fI

i
'

2[ appeara in all prohability that the C:maissica
l, ' !.

3. aill proccad to pronulgata a rule reuniting }
i 1

-,

( 4 frcn rulemeu:1ng proccoa2.ngs currsntly in progresc. |
- i

5 In.all likelihood, the Commiccion would then to

6| requir d under the compulsion of the court 2a

| |

| 7 order to ermine Vermont Yankac'c licenso under -
;-

G that new rule."

9! : u that'c decling with the pan-*g case, enactly-

10 as this court deals with uhe :tinnerot and Vc= cat 'lankoe caso.

11 That ic, not taking the license away. I
i
t

12 The point is they're talking about procisely the

:s kind of question that I *-M nh is raised by the Applicant,

@
14 |

even if we took thece words as nenning nothing more than

15 they're saying it zonna.

16 Tha rrennd to the agency does not laavo the rule
!

17 in placo. The court would hardly be able to say that when j
i

;g it says to the agency in the came proccading 'Ycu never acked

8
39 the right questions in your other proceeding and you haven't

*

20 7et developed the record that you need t.o make that finding.'

21 CHAIRMAN MTT.TRR: Your position, then, is that j

!

22 the raw nd does not laava the rulo in placo. j
*

1

! 23 MR. ROISIGal: Eo. !
i i

! CHAIPlWI MILLER: Eut at 1 cast infcrentially it jg4

h 25 holdc it will be invalid becauce of lacking a cufficient .

483 226..
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mpbl6 1''
basis, but that the licence proceedings cr the licenced

h 2l proceedings may continue; they are not suspended in any way. |

3 HR. ROISMAN: Well, the licenses that have

( 4 already been issued are not suspended.

!
5 DR. LEUBKE: How about the one at 9:30 this morning?

.

6 v1. ROISMAN- Well, I too have not seen it, and I

7 don't know who ruled on it. But I must say that I find it a

5 fairly weak er:6 i s draw conclusions tor an uncontasted

9 decision - sacacy which, with all due respect, I thin'..

10 we cau t%t ace official uctice of, has a tendency to duck

11 tough inquev net facing up to it in the context of an un-

12 contosted reracking case for Oconeo when it k=ows d e well

13 it will have to face up to it in a cortosted case in Zion

14 and a contested case here and a contested caso in the

15 Commonwealth case and the liko. (

16 If it was done by Mr. Denton and not by the

17 commissioners themselves, of course its validity from this

18 point is totally irrelevant Mr. Denton is not the equivalent

'

19 of the conmissioners despite the tendency of some people,

20 after Three Mile Island, to perhaps wish that ho vera;

*

21 On this question, his fallibility is as much as

_ 22 if it had been Mr. Tourte11otte who had decided.

23 I'm not disturbed by the action at 9:30 this

24 mo'rning any more than I am by any cans in which the question

25 is not directly presented by an adversary pa.W.. I ani perhaps, -

483 227 i
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mpbl7 1 being a lawyer, a liutla bit more enamorad of the adversarial
,

2 procasc than most. But I think it is a gcod way of pracenting

5 the issue.

4 Third and last, this question about the differ-
7

5' ence botveen spent rec 1 and rcracking and transehipment, I
i-

s guess tha word "different" meant more things to me in the |
t.

! 7 context in which it was spoken at differEnt times then it :

-

|

G did to the. Applicant and the Staff. It's one thing to say
!

gi that the spent fuel rarack on the one hand and the trcnsship-
i

-

10[ ment on ths other are not any differon.t for purposes of
|

1i applying the deci _on in the MinncEcta case, and it's another

!

12 | thing to say whether theynare any different for purposes of |
!

'

13 deciding whether one cught to be approved and the other ought
!

14 not to be approved. '

15 In one we're going to the substance of tho .

16 onvironmental impacts of it, the other we're trying to' find

!
17 out the reach of a court decision that didn't even have

18 tr nsshipotent in front of it.

19 I don't think the fact that at one point today I |-

!

20 told you that transchipping and reracking are different for

2) one reason means that I can't toll you they're similar for a

22 different reason. I think that just requires a bit more
_

23 analysis than the Applicant and the Staff were villing to !

24 give it.
'

h 25 I admit to occasicnal lapses of inconsistency,
'

;.

i
i

!

'"

483 228
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mpb18 1 but I don't think this has been one of them.

2 I gnosc the last thing Mr. Tourtolletta ended

3 with, about you having to decide this question of the date,

4 what I'm trying to say la not that you are going to usurp(

5 the Commission, but that you cannot avoid asking and answor-

6 ing the question if you're going to look at alternativos

7 that they will be affected by the date. You may have to do

8 it on the basis of an assumption rather than a finding. You

9 might even try to get the parties to stipulato, like the

10 parties in the Vermont Yankee caso did. We'll stipulate

1; that permanent waste repository won't be availnble at 1 cast

12 before the plant's operating liconae is expired, and then

13 you won't have to address the question.

14 But you have to have something to evalcate the

15 alternatives against. If peruanont waste repositorios were

16 going to be available in May of 1982, the viability of trans-

17 shipment as an option would be markadly difforent than'if it's

18 not going to be avialable until.tho year 2010.

19 And that's why we think that you are going to be-

20 addressing that date.

21 I guess that's all I have on that, and thank you,

't Mr. Chairman, for the Vermont Yankee opinion.
_

E4

h 25 -
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Oli mm1 CF.AIn321?!IL 2R: Anything lur -her?
' fla Madalen

.., ,~ . .r.,mah m . , . .L. ... . s . . .,.a.a ,.<,a._

. . . . . u .. n-. .

C:mITCD.1; MII.LER: Mr. TourPallotte?

(
iG. TOURTZLLOTTE: I would have to take a:< caption

to Mr. Eaisman's co=aent about that ne cha cctorinos as,

"Tra all know that the Cor.nission duckc inmortant icanes. "

I'm not aura that I knou that, aad I'm act sure-

what issues Mr. 2ciscan is talking about.and I don't rnally

want to give thc.m the dignity of asking bha: chcy be strickan.

3ut, as long as we are tclking about avoiding

inportant icsues, it Occurred to 72 while Mr n o i.=.,n a c. v a c

.:peching all of thic tir.e and having very erudito dcccriptions

g of what the case lav was and what the cacca nacnt. that -

he, nevertheless, failed to e rar atraighcfantardly addres:

the cuestion of why it ic nucascar,' t: sta"2 the hanl cl uhe

Bcard in thia crecceding, when tha casa uhac he is c a. :in c.r.

the court there did non see fit to stay their own ha:.d in

those proceedings tncmselves.
.

And I think it uculd be very interestinr to knew

what Mr. Roisman raally has to d1 ink about, or why it is

that there is comething aboun Qi2 proceeding that ic so

different from the Minnesota proceeding, :nd why that

difference entitlec hm to th2 benefits cf the stay as

a:entioned oy tha a.nnerata procee_ dine, but not the incentenisac.

. .
-

m. - ,. ,n : or:'t -- tha benefics or using the dinnaccta

\ 15 n a' ) .' F
mi
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r:22 deci. n for his stay, but not the disadvantage of ot being

able - .he disac. vantage of not using this stay, if I make

myself clear.

( It see:ns to me we are arguing two different uhings.

.

He is using as the basis for his argument for a stay, a case

where the j':dges tllemselves say there is no reason for a

st?.y because of this action that we are taking, and he has not,

cddressed th?t at all.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Anything further?

(Mc response)

We stand in recess until 8:00 o' clock in the

morning --

MR. ITTCHEN: Mr. Chairman, nay I, before you go
e

off the record, make one housekeeping notification.

On Ma*y 21 we were served with a discovery request

which, under our calculations under the rules, would be due

today.

It was made by NRDC.
.

I just uanted to indicate we won't be filing by

mail, but we will be hand-serving today our response to that
,

discavery request on all the parties and the 2 card.

MR. ROISMAN: Here?

MR. KETCHEN: Right acw.

CHAIPJiC MILLER: Was that the ;squest for

~r.dmis sions?

$0f A. b
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c "s..-. * c.e.," 4 m.. n. v, ' V. - . #. ". # d .o."s 4 ". ". .' . .. c.". h< u' d , -' '. '. . ..d'-.''t..-.<.~ '-':
'

,, . 2 ..

. . n. 1 a .-.,
.c . . ..,,

-

.,
- .:sil.CHAIPJL..'! MIIdi2R: I recall t' ant. Vcrv

'-'he record t-till shot - that ycu tre filing that racponce uhich

von sa'1 is d'.'s today?
-

s

ea ty rs(S;v;.y. *y% ,., , . .A'u . .
.

..r A e 6 . 4

(Ccunss'. d..scributing doc'.'mant to Ecarf and.

. .,. . :. ; a, . ). ...

CHAIRIt'E Hill 23: I think ais rocn 4.3 ;ci .r to be

ur^d to night for a rooting of the Com.n".ccionera. 20' ar'

c ^, ..c .'.'.] "v u- v,,cu p~ "ee. . , .. . . or. *. .'. o. -6- n"a.c ~us a v s.d , + >i .'. e f o * c_' . . e . -aq . -

You D.ay StorO Or Stach th0D, if you Mi .', CVOr in bha carp.er,

which it che laft raar corner 20 I facu _ .n re a r o f.' 2ha rocz

w2d they uill be, I am sura, re s':a ct.ed , nl.nc.cugh I don'

3aggc:t you lecve anything of greab privu./

.3ut ncactheless, you nre veiacera to dc :. c .

Thank you. Wo will see you 'n the :.orning =.t ".CG-

o ' cloc'c. At any rate, we t.-ill be cara at G : 00 o ' cloc' Wa

.

., . . . . nwl.L, scart the ev ,t.centiary hear:..n at r:Ut a.n.

n. .r.y _,. ,1_. o n , a i.. a . '' ~a ,2 . -' . . t '' . '. . .e_ a.. -i. m. , .i. .'. c- E.c.'s . . .

-

ni:ove-entitled raatter van adjourned, c c 2 c sur.c c t 9 - (' ', 7 . u. .

on Wednesda~, 20 Juna 19 ', 3 . )

@ -
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